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“The more clearly we can focus our attention on the wonders and realities of the universe 
around us, the less taste we shall have for destruction.” – Rachel Carson 
  
  
  
  
Summary 
Ocean acidification (OA) is a major threat to marine systems impacting many 
aspects of marine life. Microbial communities are a crucial component of marine 
systems, and are involved in several important processes necessary to support ecosystem 
functioning. Despite their importance, very little is known about how OA will affect 
microbial communities and the services they provide to the ecosystem. In particular the 
long-term impact of OA on microbial life in natural systems is poorly understood. 
Previous studies were largely based on laboratory or short-term experiments, and often 
reported inconsistent results regarding the response of microbial communities and 
processes to OA. To go beyond the limited scope of such experiments, study sites that are 
naturally exposed to elevated CO2 concentration are increasingly being studied as 
analogues for future OA. Here, shallow-water hydrothermal CO2 vents in a tropical coral 
reef were investigated as model system to provide an ecosystem perspective on OA 
effects on reef microbial communities. The diversity and function of microbial 
communities, as well as interactions with other reef organisms were characterized in 
different reef environments at the CO2 vents to estimate potential OA effects and to 
assess the suitability of this model system for OA research. 
In chapter 1, a detailed environmental characterization of the study sites was 
conducted. The results showed that sediments at the CO2 vents can be affected by factors 
other than CO2 such as temperature, organic matter content or alterations in pore water 
element concentrations. Hence, a comprehensive description of the environment is 
necessary when using hydrothermal CO2 vents as OA analogues. Indeed, the 
investigation of microbial communities in the sediment (chapter 2) showed that pH was 
among the factors significantly, yet not mainly, explaining changes in microbial 
community composition. Therefore, changes in OA-related variables may often not be 
the primary cause of microbial changes in a complex environment such as hydrothermal 
CO2 vents. Furthermore, changes in microbial taxa were identified, which may alter 
biogeochemical cycling in the sediment at the CO2 vents. In chapter 3, sediment 
microbial processes related to carbon, nitrogen and sulfur cycling at the CO2 vents were 
further explored. Whereas some processes, such as photosynthesis and carbohydrate 
degradation, did not appear to be strongly affected, sulfate reduction and nitrogen cycling 
  
seemed to be impacted at the CO2 vents. This indicates that some remineralization 
functions in reef sediments may be influenced by CO2 venting.  
Microbial communities on seagrass leaves (chapter 4) showed pronounced 
differences at the CO2 vents compared to reference sites, with a higher prevalence of 
bacteria associated with coral diseases. This suggests a potential role of seagrasses as 
vectors for coral pathogens, thus supporting predictions about decreased reef health under 
increased CO2 conditions. A settlement experiment, described in chapter 5, revealed 
only a minor effect of pH on the development of bacterial communities, with other 
factors, such as light exposure or close interactions with other organisms, potentially 
being more important in shaping bacterial communities.  
In conclusion, microbial communities, functions and interactions with other reef 
organisms were fundamentally altered at the CO2 vents. However, the strength of the 
influence of the CO2 vents seemed to depend on the investigated reef environment. The 
changes in microbial communities and processes may contribute to a general decline of 
the reef ecosystem at hydrothermal CO2 vents. This thesis offers new insights into 
microbial life at shallow-water hydrothermal CO2 vents, as well as predictions about 
potential OA impacts. Yet, it also emphasizes the challenge of estimating future OA 
effects based on observation at OA analogues that exhibit such high environmental 
complexity as shallow-water hydrothermal CO2 vents.  
 
  
   
Zusammenfassung 
Ozeanversauerung stellt eine große Bedrohung für marine Systeme dar, die viele 
Aspekte des Lebens im Meer beeinflusst. Mikrobielle Gemeinschaften sind ein 
bedeutender Bestandteil mariner Systeme und tragen zu vielen Prozessen bei, die 
notwendig sind, um das Ökosystem zu erhalten. Trotz ihrer Bedeutung ist wenig darüber 
bekannt, wie Ozeanversauerung mikrobielle Gemeinschaften und ihre Funktion im 
Ökosystem beeinflusst. Insbesondere Langzeiteffekte von Ozeanversauerung auf 
mikrobielles Leben in natürlichen Systemen sind kaum erforscht. Vorherige Studien 
basierten größtenteils auf Labor- oder Kurzzeitexperimenten und berichteten oft 
widersprüchliche Ergebnisse bezüglich der Reaktion von mikrobiellen Gemeinschaften 
und Prozessen auf Ozeanversauerung. Um den begrenzten Umfang solcher Experimente 
zu erweitern, werden vermehrt Standorte untersucht, die natürlich erhöhten CO2-
Konzentrationen ausgesetzt sind, und somit als Modell für zukünftige Ozeanversauerung 
dienen. In dieser Arbeit wurden hydrothermale CO2-Quellen im Flachwasser eines 
tropischen Korallenriffs als Modellsystem erforscht, um die Auswirkungen von 
Ozeanversauerung auf mikrobielle Gemeinschaften in einem ökosystemweiten 
Zusammenhang zu untersuchen. Die Diversität und Funktion von mikrobiellen 
Gemeinschaften auf dem Riff und ihre Interaktionen mit anderen Rifforganismen wurden 
in verschiedenen Lebensräumen an den CO2-Quellen charakterisiert, um auf mögliche 
Auswirkungen von Ozeanversauerung zu schließen und die Tauglichkeit dieses 
Modellsystems für die Forschung über Ozeanversauerung zu bewerten. 
In Kapitel 1 wurden die Umweltbedingungen in dem Untersuchungsgebiet 
detailliert charakterisiert. Die Ergebnisse zeigten, dass Sedimente an den CO2-Quellen 
auch von anderen Faktoren als CO2 beeinflusst werden können, wie z.B. Temperatur, 
dem Gehalt organischen Materials oder Veränderungen in der Elementzusammensetzung 
des Porenwassers. Deswegen ist eine umfangreiche Beschreibung der 
Umweltbedingungen notwendig, wenn hydrothermale CO2-Quellen als Modell für 
Ozeanversauerung benutzt werden. Tatsächlich zeigte die Untersuchung der mikrobiellen 
Gemeinschaften im Sediment (Kapitel 2), dass der pH-Wert zwar zu den Faktoren 
gehörte, die Veränderungen in der Zusammensetzung mikrobieller Gemeinschaften 
erklären konnten, aber nicht die größte Bedeutung hatte. Deshalb sind Änderungen von 
  
Faktoren, die mit Ozeanversauerung in Verbindung stehen, möglicherweise nicht die 
vorwiegende Ursache von mikrobiellen Veränderungen in der komplexen Umgebung der 
hydrothermalen CO2-Quellen. Weiterhin wurden Veränderungen mikrobieller Taxa 
festgestellt, die Auswirkungen auf biogeochemische Kreisläufe im Sediment an den CO2-
Quellen haben könnten. In Kapitel 3 wurden mikrobielle Prozesse im Sediment näher 
untersucht, die an Kohlenstoff-, Stickstoff- und Schwefelkreisläufen an den CO2-Quellen 
beteiligt sind. Während einige Prozesse wie z.B. Photosynthese und Kohlenhydratabbau 
nicht stark betroffen waren, schienen die CO2-Quellen Auswirkungen auf Sulfatreduktion 
und Stickstoffkreislauf zu haben. Dies lässt vermuten, dass einige 
Remineralisierungsprozesse in Riffsedimenten von den CO2-Quellen beeinflusst werden. 
 Mikrobielle Gemeinschaften auf Seegrasblättern, die in Kapitel 4 untersucht 
wurden, zeigten deutliche Unterschiede an den CO2-Quellen im Vergleich zu 
Referenzstandorten mit einer vermehrten Häufigkeit von Bakterien, die mit 
Korallenkrankheiten in Verbindung gebracht wurden. Dieses Ergebnis deutet auf eine 
potenzielle Rolle von Seegräsern als Überträger von Korallenpathogenen hin und 
unterstützt Hypothesen zu einem verschlechterten Zustand von Riffen unter erhöhten 
CO2-Bedingungen. Ein Besiedlungsexperiment (Kapitel 5) zeigte, dass der pH-Wert nur 
einen vernachlässigbaren Einfluss auf die Entwicklung bakterieller Gemeinschaften hatte, 
während andere Faktoren wie z.B. Lichteinwirkung oder Wechselwirkungen mit anderen 
Organismen potenziell einen größeren Effekt hatten. 
Diese Arbeit zeigte, dass mikrobielle Gemeinschaften, Funktionen und 
Interaktionen mit anderen Rifforganismen grundlegende Unterschiede an den CO2-
Quellen aufweisen. Die Intensität des Einflusses der CO2-Quellen schien jedoch von dem 
untersuchten Lebensraum abhängig zu sein. Die Veränderungen an mikrobiellen 
Gemeinschaften und Prozessen tragen möglicherweise zu einer allgemeinen Verarmung 
des Riffökosystems an den CO2-Quellen bei. Weiterhin bietet diese Arbeit neue Einblicke 
in mikrobielles Leben an hydrothermalen CO2-Quellen im Flachwasser und mögliche 
Prognosen über potentielle Auswirkungen von Ozeanversauerung. Dennoch bleibt es eine 
Herausforderung, von den Beobachtungen an Modellsystemen, die eine so komplexe 
Umwelt aufweisen wie hydrothermale CO2-Quellen, auf Effekte zukünftiger 
Ozeanversauerung zu schließen. 
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1. Introduction 
 
1.1 Ocean acidification 
Ocean acidification (OA) is defined as a decrease in ocean water pH caused by 
increased atmospheric CO2 concentrations (Caldeira & Wickett 2003). The concentration 
of CO2 in the world’s oceans is in a chemical equilibrium with the CO2 concentrations in 
the atmosphere. Therefore, an increase in atmospheric CO2 partial pressure (pCO2) leads 
to an elevated dissolution of CO2 in the ocean. In the water, CO2 dissociates into 
bicarbonate and carbonate releasing protons, which influences seawater pH (Figure 1A). 
Over the last 800 000 years, there have been periodic fluctuations in atmospheric and 
seawater pCO2 ranging from approximately 180 ppm to 280 ppm with pH fluctuations 
between approximately 8.3 and 8.1 (Pelejero et al. 2010). However, within the last 
decades climate change has led to an increase in atmospheric CO2 far exceeding the 
speed of natural fluctuations with levels unprecedented in recent earth history (Figure 1B; 
Pelejero et al. 2010). Since preindustrial times about 30% of the anthropogenically 
released CO2 in the atmosphere has been taken up by the ocean, causing a decrease in 
seawater pH by 0.1 units from approximately 8.2 to 8.1, corresponding to an increase in 
protons by 26% (IPCC 2013). The decreasing trend in seawater pH is expected to 
continue, reaching pH 7.8 by the year 2100 under the current and predicted CO2 
emissions trajectories (IPCC 2013). As a consequence of the pH change the composition 
of the inorganic carbon pool in the ocean is shifting towards an increased availability of 
CO2 and a reduced availability of carbonate, and therefore a decrease of the saturation 
state of calcium carbonate (Figure 1C; Barker & Ridgwell 2012). 
These changes in the carbonate system are expected to have dramatic effects on 
marine life (see Doney et al. 2009, and Kroeker et al. 2013). Since many calcifying 
pelagic and benthic organisms use calcium carbonate to build up skeletal features, they 
are considered to be among the most vulnerable to OA and have long been the main focus 
of OA studies. Indeed, increased pCO2 negatively affected benthic calcifiers such as 
corals (Hoegh-Guldberg et al. 2007), crustose coralline algae (Ragazzola et al. 2012, 
Fabricius et al. 2015), molluscs (Gazeau et al. 2007), echinoderms (Dupont et al. 2010), 
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and pelagic calcifiers such as coccolithophores (Ziveri et al. 2014) and pteropods (Orr et 
al. 2005). However, increased pCO2 also has effects on non-calcifying organisms and can 
e.g. alter fish sensory perception (Munday et al. 2014), and increase algal and seagrass 
growth (Koch et al. 2013). Marine microbial communities have only recently been 
studied in the context of OA, but are expected to respond to OA with far-reaching 
consequences for marine ecosystems (Liu et al. 2010, Joint et al. 2011).  
 
 
  
Figure 1: Carbonate chemistry. A: The carbonate system in the ocean showing the dissolution of CO2 from the 
atmosphere, the different forms of dissociation and effects on seawater pH. B: Trends in atmospheric and seawater CO2 
concentrations and seawater pH measured at Mauna Loa, Hawai’i (source: http://www.pmel.noaa.gov; accessed 
27.01.2016). C: Bjerrum plot showing the relative proportions of bicarbonate, carbonate and CO2 in the dissolved 
inorganic carbon pool in seawater at different temperature, salinity and pressure conditions (heavy curves: S = 35‰, 
T = 25ºC, P = 0 bar; narrow curves: S = 35, T = 0ºC, P = 0 bar; dashed curves: S = 35, T = 0ºC, P = 300 bar). The 
shaded region indicates the range of modern (annual average) ocean surface pH, while the hashed region indicates the 
projected range for the year 2100 (modified after Barker & Ridgwell 2012). 
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1.1.1 Ocean acidification effects on marine microbes 
Marine microbial communities generally include bacteria and archaea as well as 
small eukaryotes (protists) such as diatoms (Liu et al. 2010), and their versatile activities 
provide important ecosystem services. Marine microbial communities play a major role 
in global element cycles, where they are involved in primary production and 
remineralization, nitrogen and sulfur cycling. Besides, they mediate colonization and 
biofouling processes, as well as diseases and symbioses. Therefore, microbial 
communities constitute an integral component of ecosystem functioning in pelagic, 
benthic, biofilm or host-associated environments. It is crucial to understand how 
microbial communities, their abundance, diversity, composition, function and interactions 
will be affected by OA to estimate how the services they provide may change in the 
future ocean.  
Laboratory studies about OA effects on microbial communities were so far mainly 
focused on water column communities from temperate and polar systems. Of particular 
interest were the microbial communities contributing to primary production, carbon 
degradation and nitrogen cycling (Table 1A). Under increased pCO2 conditions dominant 
cyanobacterial strains show elevated carbon and nitrogen fixation rates with the potential 
to fundamentally alter nutrient cycles in the open ocean (Hutchins et al. 2007, Fu et al. 
2008). Fu et al. (2008) further emphasized the importance of the interaction of OA effects 
with other environmental factors, such as nutrient limitation, since under iron-limited 
conditions increased pCO2 did not affect nitrogen fixation rates of a cyanobacterial 
Crocosphaera strain. Furthermore, the response of cyanobacterial strains to pCO2 
increases was not uniform with some strains showing decreased nitrogen fixation rates 
(Czerny et al. 2009, Gradoville et al. 2014). Nitrification processes in the water column 
declined at high pCO2 leading to the hypothesis that OA may reduce the availability of 
oxidized nitrogen compounds (Hutchins et al. 2009, Beman et al. 2011). The hydrolytic 
degradation of organic carbon compounds was stimulated under increased pCO2 
conditions suggesting an increase in carbon turnover under future OA (Piontek et al. 
2010, Maas et al. 2013).  
To increase the scope of OA experiments beyond the limits of laboratory studies, 
mesocosm experiments were conducted to investigate whole community responses to OA 
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by manipulating pCO2 in a close-to-natural setting. Phytoplankton communities, 
especially pico- and nanoeukaryotes, benefitted most from an increased pCO2, most 
likely as a consequence of the increased availability of dissolved CO2 leading to a 
reduced cost of converting bicarbonate to CO2 during photosynthetic carbon fixation 
(Newbold et al. 2012, Brussaard et al. 2013, Sala et al. 2016). On the contrary, the 
response of the bacterioplankton community was not uniform across different mesocosm 
experiments. Many studies did not report strong OA effect on bacterial abundance, 
diversity and community composition (Table 1B), although in some cases increases in 
bacterial abundance (Grossart et al. 2006, Endres et al. 2014), decreases in bacterial 
diversity (Zhang et al. 2012) and shifts in bacterial community composition were 
observed (Allgaier et al. 2008). Increased carbon degradation rates by bacterioplankton, 
as demonstrated by laboratory studies, were observed in most but not all mesocosm 
experiments (Grossart et al. 2006). Despite these inconsistencies, the mesocosm studies 
concluded that seasonal dynamics, such as phytoplankton blooms, have a stronger effect 
on bacterioplankton communities than OA, and that OA effects may indeed depend on 
such temporal patterns (Grossart et al. 2006, Allgaier et al. 2008, Piontek et al. 2013, 
Endres et al. 2014). 
Microbial communities in other environments than the water column are far less 
studied. Current knowledge from laboratory experiments suggests that microbes in 
surface biofilms or host-associated communities show a more pronounced response to 
increased pCO2, which consistently caused a shift in microbial community composition 
(Table 1A+B). However, the taxa contributing to this shift varied according to 
environment and experimental setting, e.g. in coral-associated bacterial communities, 
disease-related taxa increased at increased pCO2 (Vega Thurber et al. 2009, Meron et al. 
2011). Laboratory experiments on sediment microbial communities focused mostly on 
microbial remineralization rates rather than community composition, with variable results 
(Kitidis et al. 2011, Laverock et al. 2013, Braeckman et al. 2014, Gazeau et al. 2014). 
Whereas most argue that remineralization in the sediment will not be affected by OA 
(Kitidis et al. 2011, Laverock et al. 2013, Gazeau et al. 2014), others reported decreased 
oxygen consumption and nitrification rates (Braeckman et al. 2014). Tait et al. (2013) 
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further emphasized the importance of archaea in sediment communities, since they may 
respond differently to increased pCO2 than bacteria. 
Despite an increasing effort to disentangle the effects of OA on microbial 
communities, the above observations revealed many inconsistencies regarding the 
response of marine microbes to increased pCO2. However, most of these studies were 
based on short-term perturbation experiments that required an active manipulation of the 
carbonate system, although long-term OA effects under natural conditions are often of 
more interest to the scientific community (Liu et al. 2010). Furthermore, laboratory and 
mesocosm studies are biased towards observations on planktonic microbial communities, 
while other environments remain vastly underexplored. To address these issues, naturally 
CO2-rich sites are increasingly being used as natural analogues for OA. They offer the 
opportunity to study whole ecosystem effects in a system that is acclimatized to high 
pCO2. Shallow-water hydrothermal CO2 vents constitute such naturally CO2-rich sites 
(Hall-Spencer et al. 2008). 
 
1.1.2 Shallow-water hydrothermal CO2 vents as ocean acidification analogues 
Shallow-water hydrothermal vents (or seeps, which is used as synonym here) are 
distributed worldwide and are mostly associated with active tectonic plate margins 
(Tarasov et al. 2005). They are found e.g. in the Mediterranean Sea (Molari et al. in 
preparation, Wenzhöfer et al. 2000, Hall-Spencer et al. 2008, Vizzini et al. 2013), in the 
Atlantic around the Azores (Cardigos et al. 2005), in the Pacific off Mexico (Prol-
Ledesma et al. 2004) and Taiwan (Tang et al. 2013), around New Zealand (Burrell et al. 
2015) and off Papua New Guinea (Fabricius et al. 2011). In general, shallow-water 
hydrothermal vents are characterized by active gas venting and hydrothermal fluid 
discharge, however, physico-chemical conditions vary between different vents (Tang 
2013). The expelled gases consist mainly of CO2 (range: 45 to > 99%), N2 (range: < 1 to 
54%), CH4 (range: < 1 to 10%), H2S (range: < 1 to 8%), and H2 (range: < 1 to 3%). Vent 
fluid geochemistry shows an enrichment of Mn, Si, Li and Fe, and a depletion of Mg, Na, 
Cl and SO4 comparable to deep-sea hydrothermal vent fluids (German & von Damm 
2003). Furthermore, the temperature in the vicinity of the shallow-water hydrothermal 
vents is often severely increased reaching values of more than 100°C (Tang 2013). 
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Shallow-water hydrothermal vents therefore constitute extreme environments. Because 
pCO2 is often not the only factor that is different at the vent compared to ambient 
conditions, not all shallow-water hydrothermal vents can readily be used as OA 
analogues. 
Most OA studies at shallow-water hydrothermal vents are focused on the vents in 
the Mediterranean Sea, specifically around Ischia, Vulcano and Panarea Island, and the 
Milne Bay area in Papua New Guinea. At all these sites, the gas composition is 
dominated by CO2 (> 90%), with only traces of components that may confound CO2 
effects such as H2S (Molari et al. in preparation, Hall-Spencer et al. 2008, Fabricius et al. 
2011, Vizzini et al. 2013). The localized venting of CO2 creates a pCO2/pH gradient in 
the water column that includes pCO2/pH values projected for the future ocean under 
current climate change models (Hall-Spencer et al. 2008, Fabricius et al. 2011). Since 
seawater temperature is often not noticeably increased at these sites, the CO2 vents have 
also been referred to as volcanic instead of hydrothermal (Hall-Spencer et al. 2008). 
Recent studies on microbial communities at CO2 vents used as OA analogues 
reported variable results regarding OA effects on microbial abundance, diversity and 
community composition (Table 1C). In the water column, total bacterial communities 
seem to be resistant to the reduced pH conditions at the CO2 vents (Molari et al. in 
preparation), although increases in bacterial abundance and shifts in community 
composition have also been reported (Burrell et al. 2015, Chauhan et al. 2015). Burrell et 
al. (2015) further detected a shift in the active bacterial community, which was however 
not investigated in the other studies. As observed in short-term experiments, microbial 
biofilms and host-associated microbial communities often responded more strongly to the 
reduced pH conditions at the CO2 vents than water column communities, although the 
response in host-associated communities appears to be host-specific (Lidbury et al. 2012, 
Meron et al. 2012, 2013, Morrow et al. 2014). Unlike in laboratory and mesocosm 
experiments, sediment microbial communities have received more attention at CO2 vents. 
Previous studies have so far consistently reported a shift in microbial community 
composition including microphytobenthos (Table 1C). Nevertheless, they disagree to 
some extent on which taxa are responsible for that shift, and whether the shift is 
accompanied by a decrease or increase in microbial diversity (Molari et al. in preparation, 
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Kerfahi et al. 2014, Taylor et al. 2014, Raulf et al. 2015). Only little data are available on 
microbial functions at CO2 vents. First results suggest that trends in the organic carbon 
degradation potential of microbial communities are largely consistent with laboratory and 
mesocosm studies (Burrell et al. 2015), whereas nitrification seems rather unaffected at 
CO2 vents (Kitidis et al. 2011). Molari et al. (in preparation) further reported decreases in 
sulfate reduction rates under the reduced pH conditions. 
The investigation of hydrothermal CO2 vents as OA analogues has yielded valuable 
insights into microbial communities under increased pCO2/reduced pH conditions. 
However, the research at these OA analogues is still in its infancy and many open 
questions remain. Although hydrothermal CO2 vents have been carefully selected as OA 
analogues based on their gas composition, the pCO2/pH gradient is likely confounded by 
other parameters related to the reduced pH conditions, e.g. concentrations of major and 
trace elements, or temperature (Vizzini et al. 2013). It is therefore important to keep in 
mind that the conditions at hydrothermal CO2 vents are only an approximation of future 
OA scenarios. Furthermore, there is a considerable lack of data regarding microbial 
functions at OA analogues. Previous studies investigated microbial community 
composition and diversity using trends in specific microbial taxa as proxy for changes in 
microbial functions (Morrow et al. 2014, Raulf et al. 2015). However, apart from a few 
studies (Molari et al. in preparation, Kitidis et al. 2011, Burrell et al. 2015), 
measurements of whole community metabolic rates are rare. Additionally, observations at 
OA analogues are ‘patchy’ in terms of study location, environment type, applied 
methods, observed environmental parameters and microbial target group. This makes it 
difficult to find a consensus among studies regarding OA effects on microbial 
communities.  
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Table 1: Summary of OA studies on microbial communities in short-term laboratory (A) and mesocosm experiments 
(B) as well as at shallow-water hydrothermal CO2 vents as OA analogues (C). Arrows indicate increase (↑) or decrease 
(↓). No observed changes are indicated by a hyphen (–). 
   pCO2/pH Effect at reduced pH Reference 
A: Laboratory experiments    
  Trichodesmium 
(Atlantic and Pacific strains) 
pCO2 150 – 
1500 ppm 
Nitrogen fixation ↑ 
Carbon fixation ↑ 
(Hutchins et 
al. 2007) 
  Trichodesmium 
(North Pacific) 
pCO2 180 – 
1600 ppm 
Carbon fixation – 
Nitrogen fixation – 
(Gradoville 
et al. 2014) 
  Crocosphaera 
(North Pacific strain) 
pH 8.5 –7.9 Fe-replete: 
    Growth rates ↑ 
    Nitrogen fixation ↑ 
    Carbon fixation ↑ 
Fe-limited: 
    Growth rates ↑ 
    Nitrogen fixation – 
    Carbon fixation ↑ 
(Fu et al. 
2008) 
  Nodularia 
(Baltic Sea) 
pH 8.6 – 7.9 Cell division rates ↓ 
Nitrogen fixation ↓ 
(Czerny et al. 
2009) 
  Planktonic cyanobacteria  
(subtropical North Atlantic) 
pH 8.4 – 7.8 Trichodesmium: 
    N2 fixation ↑ 
    C fixation ↑ 
Prochlorococcus/Synechococcus: 
    minor 
(Lomas et al. 
2012) 
  Bacterioplankton 
(North Sea) 
pH 8.2 – 7.7 Bacterial abundance – 
Bacterial diversity ↑– 
Shift in bacterial community 
OA effects modulated by season 
(Krause et al. 
2012) 
  Bacterio- and phytoplankton 
(Antarctica) 
pH 7.8 – 7.7 Bacteria: 
    Abundance ↑ 
    Active fraction ↓ 
    Diversity ↓ 
    Hydrolysis ↑ 
Phytoplankton: 
    Growth rates ↑ 
    Diatoms ↑ 
(Maas et al. 
2013) 
  Bacterioplankton 
polysaccharide degraders 
(North Atlantic) 
pH 8.3 – 7.7 Polysaccharide degradation ↑ 
Enzymatic activity ↑ 
(Piontek et 
al. 2010) 
  Planktonic nitrifiers 
(North Atlantic, North 
Pacific) 
pH 8.1 – 7.4 Nitrification ↓ (Beman et al. 
2011) 
  Water column nitrifiers 
(Coastal North Pacific) 
pH 8.0 – 6.0 Nitrification ↓ (Huesemann 
et al. 2002) 
  Bacterial and algal biofilm  
(Great Barrier Reef) 
pH 8.1 – 7.6 Shift in algal community 
O2 production/consumption – 
Carbon and nitrogen content ↑ 
Shift in bacterial community 
(Witt et al. 
2011) 
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   pCO2/pH Effect at reduced pH Reference 
  Various reef-associated 
bacterial biofilms 
(Great Barrier Reef) 
pH 8.1 – 7.5 Shift in bacterial community (Webster et 
al. 2012) 
  CCA-associated bacterial 
biofilm  
(Great Barrier Reef)  
pH 8.1 – 7.5 Shift in bacterial community (Webster et 
al. 2013) 
  Coral-associated microbes 
(Hawai’i) 
pH 8.1 – 6.7 Shift in community composition 
and genetic potential: 
    Disease-associated ↑ 
    Antibiotics resistance ↑ 
(Vega 
Thurber et al. 
2009) 
  Coral-associated bacteria 
(Red Sea) 
pH 8.2 – 7.3 Bacterial diversity ↑ 
Shift in bacterial community: 
    Disease-associated ↑ 
(Meron et al. 
2011) 
  Active sediment bacterial and 
archaeal communities 
(Arctic) 
pH 8.1 – 7.2 Shift in active community (Tait & 
Laverock 
2013) 
  Sediment communities 
(Arctic) 
pH 8.1 – 7.2 Mineralization − 
Denitrification − 
(Gazeau et 
al. 2014) 
  Sediment nitrifiers and 
denitrifiers
a
 
(Arctic) 
pH 8.1 – 7.2 AOB amoA transcripts ↓ 
Shift in active AOB community 
AOA amoA transcripts ↑ 
AOA community – 
Anammox ↑ 
(Tait et al. 
2014) 
  Sediment and water column 
nitrifiers  
(English Channel) 
pH 8.0 – 6.1 Sediment: 
    Nitrification − 
Water column: 
    Nitrification ↓ 
(Kitidis et al. 
2011) 
  Sediment communities 
(North Sea) 
pH 8.0 – 7.7 Oxygen consumption ↓ 
Nitrification ↓ 
Total N mineralization – 
(Braeckman 
et al. 2014) 
B: Mesocosms    
  Bacterio- and phytoplankton 
(Mediterranean) 
pH 8.1 – 7.8 Phototrophic pico- and 
nanoeukaryotes ↑ 
Bacterial picoplankton and 
phototrophic microplankton ↓↑ 
OA effects modulated by nutrient 
regime and season 
(Sala et al. 
2016) 
  Phytoplankton 
(Arctic) 
pH 8.2 – 7.5 picoeukaryotic photoautotrophs ↑ 
nanophytoplankton ↑ 
(Brussaard et 
al. 2013) 
  Bacterioplankton 
(Arctic) 
pH 8.3 – 7.8 Enzymatic activity ↑ 
Primary production ↑ 
Response of bacteria coupled to 
bloom dynamics 
(Piontek et 
al. 2013) 
  Bacterioplankton 
(Norway) 
pH 8.1 – 7.5 Bacterial abundance ↑ 
Protein hydrolysis ↑ 
Response of bacteria coupled to 
bloom dynamics 
(Endres et al. 
2014) 
  Bacterioplankton 
(Arctic) 
pH 8.4 – 7.5 Bacterial community composition: 
    minor 
(Roy et al. 
2013) 
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   pCO2/pH Effect at reduced pH Reference 
  Bacterio- and phytoplankton 
(Norway) 
pH 8.3 – 7.8 Bacteria: 
    Abundance – 
    Community composition – 
Shift in eukaryotic community 
(Newbold et 
al. 2012) 
  Bacterio- and phytoplankton 
(Baltic) 
pH 7.6 – 6.7 Bacterial abundance – 
Bacterial community composition: 
    minor 
(Lindh et al. 
2013) 
  Bacterioplankton 
(Arctic) 
pH 8.3 – 7.5 Bacterial diversity ↓ 
Bacterial community composition: 
    minor 
(Zhang et al. 
2012) 
  Bacterioplankton 
(Norway) 
pH 8.3 – 7.8 Bacterial abundance – 
Bacterial community composition: 
    minor 
(Oliver et al. 
2014) 
  Bacterioplankton 
(Norway) 
pCO2 190 – 
700 ppm 
Bacterial abundance ↑ 
Bacterial protein production ↑ 
Protease activity ↑ 
Glucosidase activity – 
Response of bacteria coupled to 
bloom dynamics 
(Grossart et 
al. 2006) 
  Bacterioplankton 
(Norway) 
pCO2 350 – 
1050 ppm 
Bacterial abundance – 
Bacterial protein production – 
Shift in free-living bacterial 
community 
Response of bacteria coupled to 
bloom dynamics 
(Allgaier et 
al. 2008) 
  Sediment nitrifiers 
(Plymouth Sound) 
pH 8.1 – 6.8 Surface sediment: 
    Nitrification − 
Burrow wall: 
    Nitrification ↓ 
(Laverock et 
al. 2013) 
C: Natural systems    
 Ischia    
  Sediment and water column 
nitrifiers 
pH 8.2 – 7.6 Nitrification − (Kitidis et al. 
2011) 
  Coral-associated bacteria pH 8.1 – 7.3 Bacterial community composition: 
    minor 
(Meron et al. 
2012) 
  Coral-associated bacteria pH 8.1 – 7.0 Bacterial diversity ↑ 
Shift in bacterial community  
(Meron et al. 
2013) 
 Vulcano Island    
  Bacterioplankton pH 8.0 – 6.7 Shift in community (Chauhan et 
al. 2015) 
  Bacterial and eukaryotic 
biofilm 
pH 8.2 – 7.7 Bacterial diversity ↑ 
Shift in bacterial and eukaryotic 
community 
(Lidbury et 
al. 2012) 
  Microalgal biofilm pH 8.2 – 7.7 Shift in diatom community 
Cyanobacterial abundance – 
(Johnson et 
al. 2011) 
  Epilithic and sediment 
microphytobenthos 
pH 8.2 – 6.8 Shift in diatom community (Johnson et 
al. 2015) 
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   pCO2/pH Effect at reduced pH Reference 
  Sediment bacteria pH 8.2 – 7.7 Carbon and nitrogen content – 
Bacterial diversity ↑ 
Shift in rare bacterial community 
(Kerfahi et 
al. 2014) 
  Intertidal epilithic bacteria pH 8.2 – 7.7 Bacterial diversity ↓ 
Shift in bacterial community 
(Taylor et al. 
2014) 
 Panarea    
  Sediment, seagrass, water 
column communities 
pH 8.1 – 7.5 Sulfate reduction ↓ 
Bacterial abundance – 
Shift in sediment bacterial 
community 
(Molari et al. 
in 
preparation) 
 New Zealand    
  Bacterioplankton pH 8.0 – 7.7 Aminopeptidase activity – 
Glucosidase activity ↑ 
Bacterial abundance ↑ 
Bacterial diversity ↑ 
Shift in active bacterial community 
(Burrell et al. 
2015) 
 Papua New Guinea    
  Coral and sponge-associated 
bacteria 
pH 8.1 – 7.3 Bacterial diversity: 
    Coral-associated ↓ 
    Sponge-associated ↑ 
Shift in bacterial community 
(Morrow et 
al. 2014) 
  Sediment bacteria and 
archaea 
pH 8.3 – 6.9 Bacterial diversity ↑ 
Rare bacteria ↑ 
Shift in bacterial community: 
Archaeal diversity – 
Rare archaea ↑ 
Shift in archaeal community 
(Raulf et al. 
2015) 
a AOB: ammonia oxidizing bacteria, AOA: ammonia oxidizing archaea, amoA: ammonia monooxygenase gene 
subunit A, Anammox: anaerobic ammonium oxidation.  
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1.2 Role of microbial communities in coral reef ecosystems 
Coral reefs are among the most diverse ecosystems on the planet, but also belong to 
the ecosystems most threatened by OA (Hoegh-Guldberg et al. 2007). One of the most 
studied natural OA analogues is a hydrothermal CO2 vent system in a coral reef in Papua 
New Guinea. These vents have been extensively used to investigate long-term OA effects 
on reef communities in their natural environment, e.g. corals (Strahl, Francis, et al. 2015, 
Strahl, Stolz, et al. 2015), seagrass (Russell et al. 2013, Takahashi et al. 2015), 
macroalgae (Johnson et al. 2012, Vogel et al. 2015), foraminifera (Uthicke et al. 2013), 
reef fishes (Munday et al. 2014), macroinvertebrates (Fabricius et al. 2014), crustose 
coralline algae (Fabricius et al. 2015), as well as first observations on microbial 
communities (Morrow et al. 2014, Raulf et al. 2015).  
Coral reefs are a highly productive system despite their occurrence in ultra-
oligotrophic waters. Microbial remineralization processes are crucial in maintaining the 
high productivity by facilitating efficient nutrient recycling. Especially reef sediments, 
which can occupy up to ten times as much area as the coral reef framework, are majorly 
involved in biogeochemical cycling and the remineralization of organic matter (Gattuso 
et al. 1998, Rasheed et al. 2002). Microbial remineralization processes include the 
aerobic respiration of organic carbon compounds in the oxygenated layers of the 
sediment, as well as the anaerobic degradation in deeper, anoxic sediment layers coupled 
to denitrification and sulfate reduction (Fenchel & Jorgensen 1977). Microbes are further 
key players in all steps of the nitrogen cycle, an element which is usually depleted in 
coral reef waters and requires rapid recycling (Rusch & Gaidos 2013). Photosynthetic 
microbes, predominantly cyanobacteria and small eukaryotes, such as diatoms, are also 
involved in carbon fixation, although their contribution is minor compared to corals, 
specifically their dinoflagellate symbionts, and macroalgae (Boucher et al. 1998). Apart 
from remineralization processes, microbial communities mediate colonization processes, 
such as coral larval settlement (Webster et al. 2004) or the establishment of biofouling 
communities (Dang & Lovell 2000), and are also implicated in coral diseases (Bourne et 
al. 2008, Sato et al. 2010). Therefore microbial communities play a major role in reef 
maintenance and health (Ainsworth et al. 2010, Garren & Azam 2012). 
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Given the versatile role of microbial communities in various aspects of coral reef 
ecosystem functioning, it is crucial to understand how microbial communities and the 
services they provide will be affected by OA in an ecosystem context. There is a still 
limited but growing number of studies available on OA effects on microbial communities 
in coral reefs at natural OA analogues. Observations from the hydrothermal CO2 vent 
system in Papua New Guinea are so far restricted to a study on coral-associated microbes 
(Morrow et al. 2014) and a first description of the bacterial and archaeal community in 
the sediment (Raulf et al. 2015). Furthermore, very little is known about microbial 
functions and processes at this hydrothermal CO2 vent system.  
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1.3 Thesis objectives 
Microbial communities in different reef environments play a crucial role in various 
processes on coral reefs, such as remineralization, nutrient cycling and colonization, 
which are necessary to maintain coral reef ecosystems. To predict how coral reef 
ecosystems will be impacted by climate change stressors, such as OA, it is therefore 
necessary to understand how microbial communities may respond to OA, and how 
microbial functions and interactions with other reef organisms may be affected. To assess 
OA effects on microbes in their natural environment, investigations should go beyond the 
limited scope of laboratory experiments and include the study of natural analogues for 
OA such as hydrothermal CO2 vents. So far little is known about microbial communities 
at naturally CO2-rich coral reefs, and previous results are often contradictory. 
Furthermore, besides the advantage of studying whole ecosystem effects, natural OA 
analogues pose a challenge to scientists because of the inherent complexity of natural 
systems, which may confound OA effects and requires a detailed characterization of the 
environment. 
The overall objective of this PhD study was to provide an ecosystem perspective on 
ocean acidification effects on reef microbial communities using a shallow-water 
hydrothermal CO2 vent system in Papua New Guinea as a model system. The aims were 
(I) to better understand the diversity and function of reef microbial communities as well 
as interactions with other reef organisms at the hydrothermal CO2 vents, (II) to compare 
the effect of CO2 venting on microbial communities in different reef environments, and 
finally (III) to estimate ocean acidification effects on microbial communities based on the 
observations at the hydrothermal vents and assess the suitability of this model system for 
OA research. 
To address these aims the chapters of this PhD thesis focus on the following 
research questions: 
 How does the CO2 venting change the physico-chemical conditions in the reef 
sediment, and how does this in turn affect its inhabiting biota and 
remineralization functions? (Chapter 1) 
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 To which extend is the composition of the microbial community in the 
sediment influenced by the changes in the biogeochemical conditions 
described in chapter 1, and which microbial taxa may benefit or suffer from 
these changes? (Chapter 2) 
 Does the CO2 venting influence element cycling in the reef sediment? 
(Chapter 3) 
 To which extend are the composition and succession of biofilm bacterial 
communities exposed to the water column affected by the CO2 venting? 
(Chapter 4 and 5) Is there an interaction between the bacterial and eukaryotic 
microbial community? (Chapter 4) 
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1.4 Methods 
1.4.1 Sampling area 
Papua New Guinea is located on the junction of two major tectonic plates, the 
Australian and Pacific plates, as well as several smaller plates, creating a tectonically 
very active area (Tregoning et al. 1998). The sampling sites for this PhD study were 
located in the Milne Bay province, Papua New Guinea, on Normanby and Dobu Island 
(Figure 2A). These two islands are aligned with the Woodlark Basin Spreading Center, 
which marks the transition from the Australian to the Woodlark plate. As a consequence 
of the tectonic activity, the islands are characterized by active volcanism and gas seepage 
(Little et al. 2011). These gas seeps have been known to the local population for several 
generations and can be found at multiple places along the coasts of Normanby and Dobu 
Island (Fabricius et al. 2011). The work for this PhD study was conducted at two 
different gas seeps (Figure 2B): Upa Upasina (Reef 1) and Dobu (Reef 2). The gas 
composition of these seeps is almost pure CO2, which creates a natural pCO2/pH gradient 
in the water column (Figure 2C; Fabricius et al. 2011).  
Generally, the CO2 seeps were in 0.5 to 4 m water depth. At Upa Upasina reef 
(Figure 3A) the CO2 seepage was mostly diffuse with only occasional concentrated 
bubble streams (Figure 3B). Reference sites were approximately 500 m distant from the 
main seepage area (Figure 3C). A detailed description of the environmental conditions in 
the sediment at Upa Upasina reef was the focus of chapter 1. At Dobu Island the gas 
seepage was spatially more constrained with several strong bubble streams, which were 
also characterized by a sulfidic smell and white microbial mats (Figure 3D). The seepage 
area was furthermore enclosed by a ring of Porites corals, which resulted in very steep pH 
gradients. The sampling at the seep sites at Dobu Island was conducted within the Porites 
ring, but not directly adjacent to the main seeps (Figure 3E). Reference sites at Dobu 
Island were located 2 km away from the seeps (Figure 3F).  
In this PhD study, I investigated microbial communities in different reef 
environments: associated with reef sediments (Upa Upasina and Dobu; chapters 2 and 3), 
and exposed to the water column on seagrass leaves (Dobu; chapter 4) and on settlement 
tiles (Upa Upasina and Dobu; chapter 5). The microbial communities in these different 
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reef environments were subject to the pCO2/pH gradient at different temporal scales. 
Whereas the sediment has been exposed to the CO2 vents for decades, the period biofilm 
communities on seagrass leaves and settlement tiles were exposed to the pCO2/pH 
gradient depended on leave age and deployment time, respectively.  
 
 
 
 
  
Figure 2: Sampling area in Papua New Guinea. A: Major fault lines and trenches between Pacific and Australian 
tectonic plates around Papua New Guinea (modified after Tregoning et al. 1998). The red square is highlighting the 
sampling area on Normanby and Dobu Island (B). C: Water column pH gradient at Upa Upasina (Reef 1), white 
points mark pH measurements, the arrow shows the location of main vent (see also Figure 3). 
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Figure 3: Environmental conditions at Normanby (A-C) and Dobu Island (E-D). A: Upa Upasina reef (Reef 1), arrow: 
location of main seep site. B: Underwater image of the main seep site at Upa Upasina reef (courtesy of K. Fabricius). 
C: Microprofiler deployment at the reference site at Upa Upasina reef (courtesy of A. Fink). D: CO2 seep at Dobu 
Island containing sulfide (courtesy of K. Fabricius). E: Enhalus seagrass at the CO2-impacted site at Dobu Island 
(courtesy of L. C. Hofmann). F: Enhalus seagrass at the reference site at Dobu Island (courtesy of L. C. Hofmann). 
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1.4.2 Molecular community analysis 
Since the majority of the microbial diversity cannot be captured by classical 
cultivation-dependent methods, cultivation-independent molecular techniques, such as 
community fingerprinting and DNA sequencing, are increasingly being used to 
characterize microbial communities. Environmental studies on microbial communities 
further require a large number of samples to accurately describe patterns in community 
structure and diversity (Zinger et al. 2011). Molecular community fingerprinting via 
Terminal Restriction Fragment Length Polymorphisms (TRFLP) or Automated 
Ribosomal Intergenic Spacer Analysis (ARISA) can yield a reliable overview of the 
microbial community structure at a high sample throughput and low time and financial 
costs (Gobet et al. 2014). Both techniques are PCR-based and rely on DNA sequence 
length rather than sequence base content.  
TRFLP was developed by Avaniss-Aghajani et al. (1994) for the 16S rRNA gene, 
but the technique can also be adapted to any other gene. Here, TRFLP was used in 
chapter 3 to characterize the total and active bacterial community in the sediment based 
on 16S rRNA (active) and the 16S rRNA gene (total), and the sulfate reducing 
community based on the dissimilatory sulfate reductase (dsr) gene. The general workflow 
starts with the PCR amplification of the target gene using fluorescently labeled primers. 
The PCR fragments are then cut by a restriction enzyme and the lengths of the resulting 
terminal restriction fragments are analyzed via capillary electrophoresis. The restriction 
fragments of different microbial types will vary in length due to differences in the 
location of the restriction sites caused by differences in the gene sequence (Figure 4A). 
The microbial community can therefore be described by operational taxonomic units 
(OTUs) based on restriction fragment lengths.  
ARISA was developed to use the length variability of the intergenic spacer between 
the bacterial 16S and 23S rRNA genes (Fisher & Triplett 1999) and was applied here to 
screen microbial communities in all investigated reef environments. The amplification of 
the intergenic spacer results in a pool of DNA fragments of variable lengths that can be 
used to approximate community structure without the need for a restriction enzyme digest 
(Figure 4A). ARISA is not restricted to bacteria, but can also be applied to eukaryotes 
(Wolf et al. 2013). However, since both TRFLP and ARISA only use DNA sequence 
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length to define OTUs, they do not offer information on taxonomic affiliation and have a 
limited taxonomic resolution. To address these issues DNA sequencing is required. 
The development of next generation sequencing (NGS) techniques has 
revolutionized microbial ecology, facilitating the generation of millions of DNA 
sequences within a short amount of time and at a low cost. This development marked the 
start of the ‘omics’ era: the large-scale sequencing of community DNA (metagenomics) 
and RNA (metatranscriptomics). The optimization of NGS techniques is ongoing, and the 
current trend suggests that screening techniques, such as TRFLP and ARISA, may 
become obsolete as sequencing costs decrease given the superior amount of information 
provided by DNA sequencing.  
In recent years, 454 pyrosequencing and Illumina sequencing were among the most 
frequently used NGS techniques. The major advantage of 454 pyrosequencing over 
Illumina has been the length of the generated sequences of more than 700 bp per read 
(454 GS FLX Titanium system, Branford, CT, USA), compared to 300 bp with Illumina 
sequencing (Illumina MiSeq, San Diego, CA, USA). However, with paired-end 
sequencing, i.e. the sequencing of DNA fragments from both ends, Illumina can now 
generate sequences of more than 500 bp, comparable to the length of 454 pyrosequencing 
reads (Fadrosh et al. 2014). Considering the much higher throughput and lower 
sequencing cost per base of Illumina sequencing (Liu et al. 2012), it has become the 
preferred technique for DNA sequencing within the last years. Following this shift in 
sequencing technology, the DNA sequence generation for this PhD study was based on 
454 sequencing for the early projects (Chapter 4) and Illumina sequencing for the 
majority of the projects (Chapters 2 and 3). 
I employed two different sequencing approaches to characterize microbial 
communities at the CO2 seeps in Papua New Guinea: amplicon sequencing and 
metagenomic/metatranscriptomic shotgun sequencing. Amplicon (also called tag) 
sequencing is based on the amplification of a specific DNA region, usually the 16S or 
18S rRNA gene, to study the taxonomic composition and diversity of a microbial 
community. However, because of the amplification step, amplicon data sets are subject to 
PCR bias. Additionally, since only one specific DNA region of interest is sequenced, 
amplicon approaches do not include information on the full functional potential of the 
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community. Shotgun sequencing, on the other hand, generates sequences from the whole 
DNA (or RNA) pool of an environmental sample without prior amplification of a specific 
DNA region and can therefore also recover information on functional genes. Unlike 
amplicon sequencing, shotgun sequencing requires much deeper sequencing with 
millions of sequences per sample to cover the complete gene content of a microbial 
community.   
 
 
 
  
Figure 4: Molecular techniques applied in this thesis. A: Schematic workflow for generating molecular community 
fingerprints with ARISA (Automated Ribosomal Intergenic Spacer Analysis) and TRFLP (Terminal Restriction 
Fragment Length Polymorphism). B: Schematic workflow for the analysis of 16S and 18S ribosomal NGS amplicon 
sequences and metagenomic (metatranscriptomic) shotgun sequencing libraries. 
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1.4.3 Bioinformatic sequence processing 
The bioinformatic analysis of NGS data is a very fast-evolving field following the 
advances in sequencing technologies and aiming to cope with the increased amount of 
sequencing data. There is a multitude of bioinformatic tools available for the analysis of 
NGS data, and new programs are constantly developed. The evolution of sequence 
analysis tools is also reflected in this PhD thesis, where I continuously aimed at using 
state-of-the-art analysis methods. An overview of the bioinformatics workflow for 
sequence analyses is provided in Figure 4B, which highlights the major steps in the 
analyses. Here, I want to explain in more detail the OTU clustering step in the analysis of 
amplicon data and the analysis of the shotgun sequencing data.  
It is common practice to cluster amplicon sequences into OTUs as units of highest 
taxonomic resolution. I employed three different approaches for OTU clustering: 
hierarchical and heuristic clustering, and swarming. In hierarchical OTU clustering, 
pairwise distances are calculated between all sequences, which are then grouped into 
OTUs based on a fixed distance threshold, e.g. 97% similarity. Because the 
computational requirements for the calculation of the pairwise distances is non-linearly 
increasing with the number of input sequences (Schloss et al. 2009), this approach is not 
suited for large sequencing data sets such as those generated by Illumina. Therefore, only 
the bacterial 454 sequences presented in chapter 4 were clustered into OTUs using 
hierarchical clustering.  
Heuristic OTU clustering is computationally less intensive than hierarchical 
clustering, because it does not require calculation of all pairwise distances. In heuristic 
clustering, one sequence is chosen as ‘seed’ for an OTU, usually the most abundant or 
longest sequence in the data set (Li et al. 2012, Edgar 2013). Then, all sequences within a 
certain distance radius are grouped into this OTU and are removed from the remaining 
sequence pool. However, the shape and size of the OTUs generated with heuristic 
clustering as well as the affiliation of a specific sequence to an OTU depends strongly on 
the selection of the ‘seed’ sequence and may not be very reproducible over several 
analysis runs with the same data set (Mahé et al. 2014). Heuristic OTU clustering 
therefore constitutes a trade-off between accuracy and computation speed and was used 
here with the eukaryotic Illumina sequences presented in chapter 4.  
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A recently published new OTU clustering tool, called swarm, offers a solution to 
this trade-off (Mahé et al. 2014). Unlike hierarchical or heuristic clustering programs, 
swarm does not use a fixed global distance threshold for OTU clustering, but rather 
builds OTUs in an iterative approach with a local distance threshold. OTUs generated by 
swarm do not have a uniform similarity radius, but differ in shape based on the input 
data. Since 16S sequence similarity between different species is also variable (Kim et al. 
2014), swarm OTUs may constitute a closer approximation of true units of diversity. The 
computation time with swarm is comparable to heuristic clustering programs, while the 
shape of the OTUs is much more robust (Mahé et al. 2014). In this thesis, swarming was 
used for the analysis of the bacterial and archaeal Illumina sequences presented in 
chapter 2. 
Additionally to amplicon sequencing, three of the samples presented in chapter 2 
were selected for metagenomic/metatranscriptomic shotgun sequencing (chapter 3). Since 
the depth of the shotgun sequencing data was insufficient given the high diversity of the 
microbial community to be assembled into larger contigs, each sequence was either 
taxonomically classified (rRNA sequences) or functionally annotated (non-rRNA 
sequences; Figure 4B). This approach was shown to be similarly reliable compared to 
sequence assembly in capturing patterns in the taxonomic and functional composition of 
a microbial community, and it is therefore implemented in the metagenomics portal of the 
European Bioinformatics Institute (EBI; Hunter et al. 2014). 
Despite the tremendous advances of NGS technologies and bioinformatic data 
processing, ‘omics’ approaches are not the solution to answer all questions in microbial 
ecology. Both amplicon and shotgun sequencing data are limited in their ability to 
characterize microbial communities that should be considered in the interpretation of 
such data: (i) Sequence affiliation is not equal to species identification, even on 16S level. 
The taxonomic classification of a DNA sequence may be biased by sequence length and 
the completeness of the taxonomic reference database. (ii) DNA sequences do not contain 
information on whether an organism is active. To address this issue, further analyses on 
RNA basis may be conducted to differentiate between the total (DNA) and active 
community (RNA). (iii) Gene transcription does not necessarily reflect enzyme activity. 
Translation rates and protein turnover are just two examples of processes, which may 
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decouple transcription from metabolic rates. To gain a comprehensive understanding of 
the composition and function of microbial communities it is therefore advisable to 
combine ‘omics’ data with additional methods, e.g. biogeochemical data and metabolic 
rate measurements. 
 
1.4.4 Statistical approaches to microbial ecology 
Many molecular methods, such as community fingerprinting and NGS, produce 
semi-quantitative, compositional data. This means that the range of possible sequence 
counts for an OTU is constrained by a grand total per sample, e.g. the maximum number 
of sequences in a sample, also referred to as library size (Fernandes et al. 2014). On the 
one hand, this phenomenon prevents the direct comparison of OTU abundances based on 
sequence counts between different samples with different library sizes. On the other 
hand, it may cause spurious correlations between OTUs. If one OTU is suddenly absent 
from the DNA pool, the sequences that would have belonged to this OTU will be ‘filled’ 
by sequences of other OTUs, which will give the wrong impression of increased 
abundance. Therefore, OTU abundances are not independent anymore, which is a 
prerequisite of statistical tests. To solve the first issue, it has been common practice to use 
proportions (relative sequence abundance) or rarefied data (subsampled to an equal 
library size) for statistical comparisons (Schloss et al. 2009). However, these approaches 
have been strongly criticized, especially when applied to test for differential OTU 
abundance (McMurdie & Holmes 2014). Furthermore, they did not address the issue of 
inter-OTU dependence. Recent advances in biological data analysis recommend applying 
centered-log-ratio (clr) transformation to sequencing data sets to address the issue of 
compositionality (Fernandes et al. 2014). Clr transformation maintains the relative 
difference between OTU abundances regardless of the grand total and if calculated on 
log2, shows differences between OTUs that represent fold-changes (Fernandes et al. 
2014). While I employed the classical rarefying approach in chapter 4, the data analysis 
based on clr transformation was implemented here in chapters 2, 3 and 5. 
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1.5 Publication outline 
In the following five chapters I will focus mainly on microbial communities in the 
sediment at the CO2 seeps in Papua New Guinea, presenting first a description of the 
environmental conditions in the sediment coupled with information on microbial and 
meiofaunal abundance and major metabolic processes. Subsequently, I will describe the 
microbial communities in the sediment in more detail, focusing on environmental factors 
that may influence community structure, trends in taxonomic community composition, 
and the functional potential of the microbial communities in relation to biogeochemical 
measurements. I will end with two pilot studies describing the bacterial and eukaryotic 
biofilm community on seagrass leaves and the bacterial community on settlement tiles 
exposed to the pH gradient created by the CO2 seeps in the water column.  
 
Chapter 1:  Sediment biogeochemistry at hydrothermal CO2 seeps within a coral 
reef 
Artur Fink, Katja Guilini, Christiane Hassenrück, Anna Lichtschlag, Sergey M. Borisov, 
Dirk de Beer 
Limnology and Oceanography (submitted). 
This study investigates physico-chemical parameters in the sediment at volcanic CO2 
seeps as well as the abundance of benthic meio- and microfauna and remineralization 
processes. It shows that reductions in permeability caused by OA-driven dissolution of 
reef carbonates may decrease the biocatalytic filtration function of future reef sediments. 
Furthermore, the study emphasizes that sediments at volcanic CO2 seeps can be affected 
by factors other than CO2, thus highlighting the need for comprehensive measurements of 
environmental parameters within the sediments.  
The study was designed by A. Fink and D. de Beer. K. Guilini provided meiofauna data. 
C. Hassenrück contributed data on microbial cell counts. A. Lichtschlag provided pore 
water data. S. Borisov was involved in the measurements of oxygen consumption rates. 
All co-authors were involved in data interpretation and discussion as well as proof-
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reading of the manuscript. This chapter is included in this thesis to provide background 
information for chapters 2 and 3. 
 
Chapter 2:  Quantification of the effects of ocean acidification on sediment 
microbial communities in the environment: the importance of 
ecosystem approaches 
Christiane Hassenrück, Artur Fink, Anna Lichtschlag, Halina E. Tegetmeyer, Dirk de 
Beer, Alban Ramette 
FEMS Microbiology Ecology (in press). 
This study used molecular and statistical methods to quantify the influence of various 
environmental parameters on microbial communities in the sediment along a pH gradient 
at CO2 vents in Papua New Guinea. It was shown that pH was among the factors 
significantly, yet not mainly, explaining changes in microbial community composition, 
and that therefore pH variation may often not be the primary cause of microbial changes 
when sampling is done along complex environmental gradients. Furthermore, the study 
discusses the potential for bacterial and archaeal taxa affected by the CO2 vents to alter 
biogeochemical cycles in the sediment. 
The study was designed by C. Hassenrück and A. Ramette. C. Hassenrück was involved 
in sample collection, laboratory work, data analysis, and manuscript preparation. A. Fink 
and A. Lichtschlag contributed biogeochemical data and provided input for the 
manuscript preparation. H. Tegetmeyer performed the DNA sequencing. D. de Beer and 
all other co-authors contributed to data interpretation and discussion as well as proof-
reading of the manuscript.  
 
Chapter 3:  Metatranscriptomic and biogeochemical investigations of sediment 
microbial processes at a shallow-water hydrothermal CO2 vent in 
Papua New Guinea 
Christiane Hassenrück*, Artur Fink*, Pierre Offre, Pier Luigi Buttigieg, Halina E. 
Tegetmeyer, Alban Ramette, Dirk de Beer 
Frontiers in Aquatic Microbiology (in preparation). 
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This study provides an overview of microbial processes involved in major element cycles 
and how they may be affected by CO2 venting. The active microbial community as well 
as metabolic rates are investigated using molecular and biogeochemical methods focusing 
on the carbon, sulfur and nitrogen cycle. Furthermore, hypotheses for future research on 
microbial processes at shallow-water hydrothermal CO2 vents are presented. 
The study was designed by C. Hassenrück and A. Fink, who conducted the sample 
collection, laboratory work and data analysis. H. Tegetmeyer performed the DNA and 
RNA sequencing. P. Offre and P. Buttigieg were involved in the analysis and 
interpretation of the metagenomic and metatranscriptomic data. A. Ramette, D. de Beer 
and all other co-authors contributed to data interpretation and discussion as well as proof-
reading of the manuscript.  
* The manuscript was prepared by A. Fink and C. Hassenrück as joint first authors. 
 
Chapter 4:  Seagrass biofilm communities at a naturally CO2-rich vent 
Christiane Hassenrück, Laurie C. Hofmann, Kai Bischof, Alban Ramette 
Environmental Microbiology Reports 7: 516–525. 
This study uses molecular methods to describe the bacterial and eukaryotic biofilm 
community associated with the leaves of the seagrass Enhalus acroides growing at a 
coral reef under ambient conditions and at a CO2 vent. An increased relative sequence 
abundance of bacteria associated with coral diseases was detected at the CO2 vent, as 
well as a decreased diversity of crustose coralline algae. The result suggest a potential 
role of seagrasses as vectors of coral pathogens, thus supporting predictions about 
decreased reef health under increased CO2 conditions. 
The study was designed by C. Hassenrück and L. Hofmann, who also completed the 
sampling and laboratory work for the characterization of the microbial communities. L.C. 
Hofmann measured carbon and nitrogen content of the seagrass leaves as well as 
epiphyte cover. C. Hassenrück conducted the data analysis and prepared the manuscript. 
K. Bischof, A. Ramette and all other co-authors contributed to data interpretation and 
discussion as well as proof-reading of the manuscript. 
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Chapter 5:  Bacterial biofilm composition on settlement tiles along natural pH 
gradients at two CO2 seeps in Papua New Guinea 
Christiane Hassenrück, Katharina Fabricius, Alban Ramette 
In preparation. 
This study used a high sample throughput molecular fingerprinting approach to 
characterize the bacterial community on settlement tiles along two natural pH gradients. 
The results suggest that changes in seawater pH did not have a strong impact on the 
development of the bacterial biofilms on settlement tiles, and that other abiotic and biotic 
factors, such as light exposure or close interactions with other organisms on the 
settlement tiles, may be more important in shaping bacterial biofilm communities. 
This study was designed by K. Fabricius. C. Hassenrück completed the laboratory work 
and the data analysis related to the characterization of the microbial community. These 
results are presented here in a short report prepared by C. Hassenrück. K. Fabricius and 
A. Ramette contributed to data interpretation and discussion as well as proof-reading of 
the report. 
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Abstract: Due to their high permeability, coarse carbonate sediments allow advective 
pore water exchange and function as biocatalytic filters of organic matter retaining 
nutrients within coral reefs. Ocean acidification (OA) reduces the production and 
increases the dissolution of reef carbonates. This could decrease sediment grain sizes and 
reduce their permeability with potentially severe consequences for element cycling on 
reefs. We investigated the main processes controlling carbon cycling in sediments of a 
fringing reef subjected to hydrothermal CO2 seepage off Papua New Guinea. The coarse 
and highly permeable carbonate sediments of the control sites buffered the pore water pH 
at 7.5 - 7.9. In contrast, seep sediments had a lower pore water pH of < 6 - 7, reduced 
redox conditions and elevated temperature. Here, no accumulation of coarse carbonates 
occurred so that finer and less permeable silicate sediments dominated. A reduced 
sediment-water exchange due to decreased advection coincided with a reduced oxygen 
penetration, organic carbon content, oxygen consumption and sulfate reduction rates. 
Strikingly, seep sediments that likely received seagrass-derived organic matter showed 
high remineralization rates. However, the adverse chemical environment in seep 
sediments likely met or surpassed physiological limits of sediment inhabiting organisms 
and could explain a drastic decline in meiofauna abundance. Thus sediments at 
hydrothermal CO2 seeps can be affected by factors other than CO2 emphasizing the need 
for comprehensive measurements of environmental parameters within the sediments. 
Reductions in permeability caused by OA-driven reduction of reef carbonates may 
decrease the biocatalytic filtration function of future reef sediments with unprecedented 
consequences for reef productivity. 
 
Keywords: ocean acidification, permeable coral reef sediments, carbonate dissolution, 
shallow-water hydrothermal vents, natural laboratories, remineralization 
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Introduction 
Ocean acidification (OA) due to the uptake of anthropogenic carbon dioxide (CO2) 
by the oceans is recognized as a major threat to marine ecosystems. Recent CO2 emission 
scenarios project an increase from the current ~400 µatm to more than 750 µatm by 2100, 
leading to a projected reduction of the global average seawater pH by up to 0.4 units 
(Caldeira and Wickett 2003; Feely et al. 2004). The accompanying decrease in carbonate 
ions (CO3
2-) will lower the saturation state (Ω) of carbonate minerals (Zeebe and Wolf-
Gladrow 2001), which are produced by calcifying organisms to build up complex 
carbonate structures. 
 Coral reefs harbor an immense biodiversity and provide important ecosystem 
services, but their existence directly depends on the net production of calcium carbonate 
over time (Hallock 1997). The major site of calcium carbonate production is the coral 
reef framework, which upon gradual breakdown accumulates forming the reef sediments. 
Due to their high permeabilities, both act as biocatalytic filters, which effectively recycle 
dissolved and particulate organic matter (OM) from the water column and in this way 
retain nutrients within the reef (Richter et al. 2001; Rasheed et al. 2002; Wild et al. 2004; 
Werner et al. 2006; Rao et al. 2012; Rix et al. 2016). This allows coral reefs to maintain a 
high biomass and gross primary productivity within oligotrophic environments 
(Muscatine and Porter 1977).  
 The rate of OM remineralization in sediments is tightly linked to transport 
processes that supply electron donors (OM) and electron acceptors (oxygen, sulfate, etc.). 
While solute exchange in fine cohesive sediments is mediated by molecular diffusion, 
large-grained permeable sediments additionally allow for pore water advection, i.e. the 
fast circulation of bottom water through sediments driven by pressure gradients caused by 
tides, waves, currents, sediment topography and density gradients (Huettel et al. 2014). 
Moreover, porewater advection efficiently brings particulate OM (bacteria, unicellular 
algae, detritus) to deeper sediment layers (Pilditch et al. 1997; Huettel et al. 2007), where 
it is degraded and remineralized by highly active communities of microorganisms, 
meiofauna and macrofauna (Huettel et al. 2014). In coral reef sediments this results in 
very high remineralization rates significantly contributing to the element cycling in coral 
reefs (Wild et al. 2004, 2005; Werner et al. 2006; Rao et al. 2012). 
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 OA is expected to significantly alter the carbonate budget of coral reefs with 
potentially severe consequences for the reef ecosystem. On the one hand, OA reduces the 
rate of reef calcification (Leclercq et al. 2002; Langdon et al. 2003; Andersson et al. 
2009; Dove et al. 2013). On the other hand, it increases the dissolution of existing 
carbonate structures, including reef sediments (Andersson et al. 2009; Cyronak et al. 
2013; Comeau et al. 2014, 2015; Eyre et al. 2014). We hypothesize that a reduced 
production and increased dissolution of carbonate sediments due to OA will directly 
reduce their grains size and on the long term may lead to lower permeability limiting pore 
water advection. This could reduce the biocatalytic filtration function of reef sediments 
and negatively affect the element cycling and primary production of future coral reefs. 
 To study how long-term acidification affects coral reefs sediments, hydrothermal 
CO2 seeps located within coral reefs provide a unique opportunity (Fabricius et al. 2011; 
Inoue et al. 2013; Enochs et al. 2015). The CO2 seeps off Papua New Guinea (Normanby 
Island, Milne Bay) have been active for at least 80 years and are extensively being used 
as natural OA analogs (Fabricius et al. 2011). Under reduced pH conditions (water 
column pH 7.8) structurally complex corals were out-competed by more robust, but 
structurally simpler corals, resulting in an overall loss in structural complexity and 
biodiversity of the ecosystem (Fabricius et al. 2011, 2013). Reef development entirely 
ceased at a water column pH of < 7.7, a condition that instead favored the growth of 
dense seagrass meadows. Sediments around the CO2 seeps were significantly reduced in 
carbonates and in the abundance and diversity of calcareous sediment organisms and their 
remains (Fabricius et al. 2011; Uthicke et al. 2013). Also, sediment microbial 
communities showed significant changes in richness and community composition (Raulf 
et al. 2015; Hassenrück et al. 2016). 
 While bottom water pH conditions at hydrothermal CO2 seeps fall within the 
range of projected OA scenarios, so far there is a limited understanding of abiotic 
conditions in the sediments (Vizzini et al. 2013). In other shallow-water hydrothermal 
seeps the input of hydrothermal fluids causes abiotic conditions in sediments, which can 
be substantially different from background sediments. Seep sediments often show a 
severely reduced pH, increased temperature and high levels of reducing compounds (e.g. 
H2S, Fe
2+
), nutrients and trace elements  (Wenzhöfer et al. 2000; German and Von Damm 
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2003; Price et al. 2007), which may confound studies investigating the effects of 
acidification on ecosystems (Vizzini et al. 2013). 
 In the present study, we characterize the abiotic conditions and properties of coral 
reef sediments at CO2 seeps off Papua New Guinea. We describe patterns in sediment-
inhabiting microorganisms and meiofauna and remineralization rates of reef sediments 
and relate them to changes in abiotic factors and OA-caused ecosystem shifts. 
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Material and Methods 
Site description and sampling strategy 
The investigated CO2 seeps were situated within a fringing coral reef off Upa 
Upasina (Normanby Island, PNG; Figure 1). Sampling and measurements were 
performed in May and June 2013, and April 2014. Diffuse gas seeping occurred through 
sediments covering an area of approximately 200 m x 40 m, while the most intense 
discharge of gases occurred through cracks in basalt rocks at the Main seep (Figure S1, 
Fabricius et al. 2011). In the seepage area, we investigated sediments from six different 
sites named Seep 1 - 6 at a water depth between 2.5 and 6 m. Seep 5 and Seep 6 were 
located next to a dense seagrass bed of Cymodocea. The sediment at Seep 6 was 
colonized by the seagrass Halophila ovalis and covered an area of approximately 
2 m × 2 m. Sediments located approximately 350 and 500 m south-east of the seeping 
area were selected as Control sites and treated as replicates. For ex-situ measurements, 
vertical sediment cores were taken by snorkelers using plastic core liners, which were 
sealed underwater and processed within one hour after sampling. 
 
Water column parameters 
At each site water samples were collected approximately 5 cm above the sediment 
surface using closeable plastic syringes (n = 3 - 4). Immediately after collection the 
samples were analyzed for pH using a Mettler Toledo pH probe, which was calibrated 
with NBS buffers. To account for variable bottom water parameters, we used four in situ 
loggers (XR-420, RBR Ltd., Ottawa, Canada), which quantified pH. Temperature was 
measured using HOBO Pendant temperature loggers (Onset, MA, USA), which were 
attached to the RBR loggers. The pH sensors (AMT Analysenmesstechnik GmbH, 
Rostock, Germany) were calibrated with NBS buffers (pH 7.00, 9.21, Mettler Toledo 
AG, Schwerzenbach, Switzerland), and pH was cross-calibrated with a CTD (Seabird, 
SBE 19v2) equipped with a pH sensor (SBE 18), which was calibrated at the total pH 
scale (pHT) using a TRIS buffer (Dickson et al. 2007). The loggers were placed on the 
sediments of the Control site and Seep 1 - 4, recording data over 5 to 14 days.  
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Sediment characteristics 
Sediments were obtained using core liners of 36 mm inner diameter, sliced into 
2 cm intervals and frozen at -20°C until analysis. Sediment porosity of the upper two 
centimeters was determined as the weight loss of a known volume of sediment after 
freeze-drying (n = 3). The same samples were pulverized and used for total carbon (TC), 
total nitrogen (TN) and total organic carbon (TOC) determination using an elemental 
analyzer (Euro EA 3000, EuroVector). Prior to measurement of TOC, the samples were 
decalcified in silver cups by the addition of HCl. Total inorganic carbon (TIC) was 
calculated as the difference between TC and TOC. 
Additional cores were collected for the analysis of grain size and permeability. 
Grain size was measured by sieving dried sediments (60°C, until constant weight) using a 
Figure 1: (a) Map of Papua New Guinea, (b) the northern part of Normanby Island, and (c) the location of the 
investigated sites and the Main seep off Upa Upasina. 
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calibrated sieve stack (n = 3). Median grain sizes were determined graphically using the 
program GSSTAT (Poppe et al. 2004). Sediment permeability of the upper 4 cm was 
measured with the falling-head method (n = 3, Klute and Dirksen 1986). 
 
In situ profiles 
Microsensors for O2, H2S and redox potential were built, calibrated, and used as 
described previously (Revsbech 1989; Jeroschewski et al. 1996; de Beer et al. 2013). The 
tip size of the microsensors was 150-300 µm with an actual measuring surface of 5 µm 
and a response time (t90) of < 5 s. The oxygen microsensors were two-point calibrated in 
situ using the bottom water oxygen concentration and the typically anoxic pore water of 
deeper sediments. Redox potential microsensors were calibrated with standard redox 
buffers (191 mV and 468 mV, Omnilab-Laborzentrum GmbH & Co. KG). Commercially 
available temperature sensors (Pt1000, UST Umweltsensortechnik GmbH, Geschwenda, 
Germany) and needle-type microelectrodes for pH (MI-407, 0.8 mm needle diameter, 
t90 = 10 - 15 s, Microelectrodes, Inc., NH, USA) were also used. The pH microelectrodes 
were calibrated with pH 7.00 and 9.21 NBS buffers (Mettler Toledo AG) at 29°C. All 
sensors were mounted on a profiling lander (maximum distance between sensors was 
11 cm) and were calibrated before deployment. Per investigated site 1 - 4 deployments 
were made. The lander was programmed to obtain 10 cm deep vertical profiles in 250 µm 
steps. Each profile started and ended with a logging period (13 min) above the sediment. 
Due to irregular sediment topography, profiles were manually aligned, and the typical 
transition from a stable water column signal to a steep change within the diffusive 
boundary layer was defined as the sediment surface (Gundersen and Jørgensen 1990). 
 
Oxygen consumption rates (OCR) 
Oxygen consumption rates in sediments were measured ex situ using the 
percolation method of de Beer et al. (2005) as modified by Polerecky et al. (2005). Pore 
water oxygen concentrations were monitored using planar oxygen optodes designed for 
ratiometric read-out with an RGB camera (Larsen et al. 2011) with a sensing area of 50 × 
10 mm that were glued vertically to the inside of an acrylic core liner (5 cm inner 
diameter) using electrical tape. Intact sediment cores (n = 3) were retrieved and closed 
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from below using a rubber stopper that was fitted with a valve. Bottom water at the 
respective site was collected using a Niskin bottle. The sediment cores and the bottom 
water were submerged in a water bath kept at 29°C prior to the start of the measurements. 
In order to create a diffusive boundary layer at the sediment surface, we used an air pump 
connected to a Pasteur pipette to create a thin stream of air, which was blowing onto the 
water surface. Bottom water from the respective location (see Table S1 for initial pH) 
was drained through the sediment core using a peristaltic pump (30 mL min
-1
). Upon 
stopping the percolation, the initial decrease of oxygen concentration over time was 
monitored in 1 mm depth intervals down to a maximum depth of 4.5 cm. The planar 
optode was calibrated by percolating seawater of known oxygen concentration (covering 
0 - 100% air saturation) through the sediment. The measured volumetric OCR was 
corrected for porosity and represents potential OCR. To estimate the areal OCR, the 
potential OCR were integrated over the oxygen penetration depth measured in situ (de 
Beer et al. 2005). The areal OCR may underestimate the in situ rates, because this method 
does not account for the oxidation of chemically reduced compounds that are dissolved in 
the pore water and are flushed out by the percolation. 
 
Sulfate reduction rates (SRR) 
Sulfate reduction rates were measured ex situ with the whole core injection method 
according to Jørgensen (1978). Sediment was sampled with acrylic core liners (26 mm 
diameter) and pre-incubated in a water bath at 29°C for 6 h before the start of the 
experiment in the dark (n = 2 - 4). At 1 cm depth intervals cores were injected with 
10 - 20 µL of 
35
SO4
2-
 (approximately 200 kBq) through silicone-filled ports. After 
incubation for 6 - 7 hours in the dark, sediment cores were sliced in two centimeter depth 
intervals and fixed in an equal volume of 20% (w/v) zinc acetate. SRR were determined 
by the single-step chromium distillation technique after Kallmeyer et al. (2004) as 
modified by Røy et al. (2014). Pore water sulfate concentrations were determined by non-
suppressed anion exchange chromatography (Metrohm 761 Compact IC, Herisau, 
Switzerland). Areal SRR were calculated by integrating the volumetric SRR over the 
upper 10 cm of the sediment. Since the SRR were measured ex situ, they must be 
considered as potential. 
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Meiofauna abundance 
Sediment samples were collected using core liners with an inner diameter of 5 cm, 
which were pre-cut in 2 cm steps and taped (n = 3). The sediments were vertically 
sectioned in 2 cm slices, down to a maximum depth of 8 cm. All sample sections were 
preserved in a 4% seawater-buffered formalin solution. Meiofauna was extracted from 
the samples through triple density centrifugation with the colloidal silica polymer 
LUDOX TM 40 (Heip et al. 1985) and rinsed with freshwater on stacked 1 mm and 
32 µm mesh sieves. The fraction retained on the 32 µm mesh sieve was preserved in 4% 
Li2CO3-buffered formalin and stained with Rose Bengal. All metazoan meiobenthic 
organisms were classified at higher taxon level and counted under a stereoscopic 
microscope (Leica MZ 8, 16x5x). 
 
Microbial abundance 
Microbial cells from 0 - 2 and 2 - 4 cm of the sediments were counted using 
acridine orange direct counts (AODC, Hobbie et al. 1977; Meyer-Reil 1983). Sediment 
samples (1 mL wet sediment) were preserved in formaldehyde/seawater (2 - 4%, sterile-
filtered). Cells were dislodged from the sediment particles by 6 subsequent 
ultrasonication treatments (30% for 5min, Bandelin MD72) with 2 mL formaldehyde/ 
seawater. Cells were counted on Nucleopore polycarbonate filters in duplicates (pore 
size: 0.2 µm, stained with Irgalan black), stained with acridine orange (0.01%) for 3 min, 
and rinsed with citrate buffer (pH 4) for 1 min. For each sample approximately 2000 cells 
were counted on each duplicate filter, of which the mean was used for the statistical 
analysis. 
 
Statistical analysis 
The investigated sites were grouped based on similar characteristics. Control 1 and 
2 were grouped as Control. The group Seep included Site 1 - 4. Due to their association 
with seagrasses, Site 5 and 6 constituted the distinct group Seagrass at Seep. Non-
parametric tests (Kruskal-Wallis) and subsequent multiple comparisons (with false 
discovery rate correction) were used to detect significant differences between groups. The 
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data were analyzed using the open-source statistical software R (R Core Team 2015) with 
the package PMCMR. Distance-based linear model (DISTLM) analyses, based on a 
forward selection procedure and the R
2
 selection criterion (Anderson et al. 2008), were 
performed to test, which predictor variables explain the variance of meiofauna abundance 
and richness best. Only variables that were available for all depth intervals (O2 
concentration, temperature, pH, porosity, median grain size and sulfate) were used for 
analysis. Due to the lack of replication, averages of predictor and biological variables 
were used for analysis. Prior to the analyses, the predictor variables were diagnosed for 
collinearity with Draftsman plots and Spearman correlations. These analyses were 
performed with PRIMER v6 and PERMANOVA+ add-on software (Clarke and Gorley 
2006; Anderson et al. 2008). 
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Results 
Bottom water parameters 
The median pH at the Control site was 8.23. In contrast, at Seep 1 - 4 the bottom 
water pH was reduced with median values ranging between 7.85 - 8.05, showing a high 
temporal variability and reaching extreme values of pH 7.5 or lower (Table 1). Due to 
logger malfunction, no data are available for Seep 5 and 6, but the pH ranged between 
7.1 - 7.3 in discrete samples. The average bottom water temperature at the seep sites was 
slightly higher (28.6 - 29.1°C) compared to the Control site (28.1°C). 
 
Table 1: Bottom water pH and temperature at the study sites. Loggers deployed in situ recorded pH on the total scale 
(pHT) and temperature. pHT is presented as median with 5% and 95% percentiles in parentheses. The other parameters 
are shown as mean ± standard deviation. n = 3 for discrete pHNBS samples. No pH logger data is available for Seep 5 
and 6. 
Site Water depth pHNBS pHT Temperature 
  (m) (discrete) (loggers) (°C) 
Control 3 8.24 ± 0.01 8.23 (8.19-8.28) 28.2 ± 0.1 
Seep 1 2.5 7.98 ± 0.03 8.05 (7.53-8.24) 29.1 ± 0.4 
Seep 2 4 7.92 ± 0.03 8.05 (7.78-8.20) 29.1 ± 0.4 
Seep 3 3 7.57 ± 0.07 7.96 (7.50-8.11) 28.9 ± 0.3 
Seep 4 5 8.03 ± 0.06 7.85 (7.56-8.02) 28.6 ± 0.2 
Seep 5 2.5 7.19 ± 0.13  28.9 ± 0.1 
Seep 6 2.5 7.94 ± 0.02  28.9 ± 0.1 
 
Sediment characteristics 
Whereas Control sediments were typical reef sediments, consisting of coarse 
whitish coral fragments, the seep sediments were finer silicate sands (Lichtschlag, 
personal communication), which could appear reddish (Seep 4; Figure S2). The sediment 
characteristics are shown in Table 2. The porosity was similar between the three groups 
(Kruskal-Wallis, p < 0.5). The Control sediments showed the highest carbonate content 
(average TIC = 8.63% dry weight [dw]), while carbonates were significantly reduced in 
both seep groups (TIC = 0 - 1.21% dw; Kruskal-Wallis, p < 0.01). The median grain size 
of sediments was largest at the Control site (0.71 mm) and reduced in both seep groups 
by 32 - 72% (Kruskal-Wallis, p < 0.01). The Control sediments showed the highest 
permeability (10.01 x 10
-11
 m
2
), which was 1.9 to 5.2 times lower in seep sediments 
(Kruskal-Wallis, p < 0.01). Generally, all sediments showed a low TOC and TN content. 
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Sediments of the group Seep had significantly lower TOC and TN content 
(TOC = 0.05 - 0.07% dw, TN = 0.01 - 0.03% dw) when compared to the groups Control 
(TOC = 0.16% dw, TN = 0.03% dw) and Seep with seagrass (TOC = 0.07 - 0.21% dw, 
TN = 0.03 - 0.04% dw; Kruskal-Wallis, p < 0.05 for TOC, p < 0.01 for TN). The highest 
TOC and TN content were found in Seep 6 sediments. 
 
Table 2: Sediment characteristics at the investigated sites. MGS: median grain size, TIC: total inorganic carbon, TOC: 
total organic carbon, TN: total nitrogen, dw: dry weight. Data are average ± standard deviation, n = 3.  
Site Porosity Permeability MGS TIC TOC TN 
  (10
-11 
m
2
) (mm) (% dw) (% dw) (% dw) 
Control 0.48 (±0.00) 10.0 (±1.3) 0.71 (±0.04) 8.63 (±0.83) 0.16 (±0.00) 0.03 (±0.00) 
Seep 1 0.48 (±0.01) 5.4 (±0.8) 0.33 (±0.02) 0.14 (±0.13) 0.05 (±0.01) 0.01 (±0.00) 
Seep 2 0.44 (±0.03) 5.3 (±0.3) 0.48 (±0.10) 0 0.06 (±0.00) 0.01 (±0.00) 
Seep 3 0.45 (±0.05) 3.0 (±0.1) 0.20 (±0.01) 0 0.05 (±0.00) 0.01 (±0.00) 
Seep 4 0.46 (±0.01) 3.0 (±0.0) 0.24 (±0.02) 0.02 (±0.01) 0.07 (±0.01) 0.02 (±0.00) 
Seep 5 0.49  (±0.05) 2.3 (±0.5) 0.21 (±0.01) 0.05 (±0.00) 0.07 (±0.01) 0.03 (±0.00) 
Seep 6 0.50 (±0.03) 1.9 (±0.3) 0.19 (±0.01) 0.73 (±0.54) 0.21 (±0.04) 0.04 (±0.01) 
 
In situ profiles 
The in situ profiles of the overlaying water and the upper 7 cm of the sediments are 
shown in Figure 2. The profiles in Seep and Seagrass sediments showed clear signs of 
hydrothermal influence. Generally, the profiles displayed steeper slopes compared to the 
Control sites. In all Seep sediments the pore water pH decreased strongly with depth, 
reaching values of < 6 - 7. However, at Seep 6 the pore water pH was spatially 
heterogeneous and could also be elevated to 7.9. The temperature increased with depth at 
a rate of 0.3 - 1.2°C cm
-1
 and could even reach 37°C with depth at Seep 3 (data not 
shown). The redox potential showed a sharp decline just below the sediment surface and 
often decreased to negative values within the upper centimeters of the sediment. H2S was 
detectable at Seep 1 - 3, where it increased with depth reaching 10 - 20 µmol L
-1
. At the 
Control sites, the pore water pH ranged between 7.5 - 7.9, while temperature was similar 
to water column values and constant with depth. H2S was not detected and the redox 
potential was either close to bottom water levels or decreased moderately. The in situ 
oxygen penetration (Figure 3) of both seep groups (2.0 - 10.1 mm) was significantly 
reduced compared to the Control group (7.3 - 13.5 mm; Kruskal-Wallis, p < 0.05). 
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Oxygen consumption rates 
The Control sediments showed the overall lowest potential OCR, which were 
similar in the upper 4 cm of the sediment, ranging between 2 - 5 µmol cm
-3
 d
-1
 (Figure 4). 
The potential OCR of Seep and Seagrass sediments were often higher but spatially 
heterogeneous with depth, between replicates and between sites, with maximum values 
reaching 24 µmol cm
-3
 d
-1 
at Seep 6. Areal OCR were significantly different between 
groups (Kruskal-Wallis, p < 0.05). Compared to the Control group, which showed the 
highest median areal OCR (43 mmol m
-2
 d
-1
; Figure 5a), rates of the Seep group were 
reduced by 30 - 63% (p < 0.05). The group Seep at seagrass showed the overall highest 
areal OCR (53 mmol m
-2
 d
-1
). The reduced areal OCR despite high potential OCR in most 
sediments at the seep sites were due to a reduced oxygen penetration in situ (Figure 2 and 
3). 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3: Oxygen penetration depth measured in situ at 
each study site, n = 1 - 6. Horizontal lines indicate the 
group median. Different letters indicate statistically 
significant differences between groups (p < 0.05). 
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Sulfate reduction rates 
Pore water sulfate concentrations at the Control site were close to water column 
concentrations of 29 mmol L
-1
, while the seep sites showed generally lower 
concentrations (Figure 6). Several seep sediments were characterized by a decreasing 
sulfate concentration with depth, with Seep 4 showing minimum values as low as 
10 mmol L
-1
. Volumetric SRR were highest in the upper sediment layer and either 
decreased or remained similar with increasing sediment depth in control and seep 
sediments. The SRR integrated over the upper 10 cm (areal SRR) were 1 - 2 orders of 
magnitude lower than the areal OCR (Figure 5b) and differed between groups (Kruskal-
Figure 4: Potential volumetric oxygen consumption 
rates (OCR) of the investigated sediments, n = 3. No 
measurements are available for Seep 4. 
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Wallis, p < 0.01). Sediments of the Seep group showed significantly lower rates 
(0 - 1.1 mmol m
-2
 d
-1
) when compared to the groups Control (1.9 - 2.6 mmol m
-2
 d
-1
; 
Kruskal-Wallis, p < 0.01) and Seep with seagrass (0.6 - 5.6 mmol m
-2
 d
-1
; Kruskal-
Wallis, p < 0.01). 
 
 
 
  
Figure 5: (a) Areal oxygen consumption rates (OCR) of the investigated sediments calculated by integrating potential 
OCR over the oxygen penetration depth, n = 3. No measurements are available for Seep 4. (b) Areal sulfate reduction 
rates (SRR) calculated by integration of volumetric SRR over the upper 10 cm of the sediments. n = 2 - 3. Horizontal 
bars indicate the group median. Different letters indicate statistically significant differences between groups (p < 0.05 
in a, p < 0.01 in b).  
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Meiofauna abundance and diversity 
The abundance of meiofauna in the upper 0 - 8 cm of the sediment was highest in 
Control sediments (1474 - 2118 individuals per 10 cm
2
) and was significantly reduced in 
the Seep group (56 - 385 individuals per 10 cm
2
; Kruskal-Wallis, p < 0.05; Figure 7). 
Meiofauna was most abundant in the upper two centimeters of the sediment and 
decreased with increasing sediment depth. In Control sediments this decrease was 
gradual, while seep sediments showed steep declines of 77 - 95% between 0 - 2 and 
2 - 4 cm depth, remaining similar below. In the upper 0 - 8 cm of the sediment the 
taxonomic richness ranged between 9 - 15 taxa and was similar between the Control and 
Seep group (Kruskal-Wallis, p > 0.05), but showed distinct trends with depth. While 
richness decreased with depth in the Seep sediments, it remained similar in Control 
sediments over the investigated depth. 
Figure 6: Volumetric sulfate reduction rates (SRR) and sulfate concentrations (mean ± standard error, horizontal error 
bars) in sediment cores from the investigated sites. n = 3, except n = 4 for Seep 2 and n = 2 for Seep 6 sediments. 
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Several factors were correlated with each other (Table S2), particularly sulfate 
concentration, pH and median grain size (r > 0.85). The factors sulfate concentration, pH, 
and median grain size were significantly correlated with meiofauna abundance (Table 
S3). Sulfate concentrations best explained the variability in meiofauna abundance (82%). 
Meiofauna richness was significantly correlated with pH, temperature and median grain 
sizes, which together explained 95% of the variability.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Figure 7: Depth profiles of meiofauna abundance 
and taxonomic richness in sediments from 
Control, Seep 2 and Seep 3. Vertical bars indicate 
the median of n = 3. 
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Microbial abundance 
Microbial abundances were in the same order of magnitude and were not 
significantly different between groups (Kruskal-Wallis, p > 0.1 for 0-2 cm and p > 0.7 for 
2 - 4 cm depth, Figure 8). They ranged between 6.5 - 10.6 x 10
8
 cells cm
-3
 in the upper 
0 - 2 cm and were slightly reduced to 5.4 - 9.5 x 10
8
 cells cm
-3
 at 2 - 4 cm depth. 
 
 
  
Figure 8: Microbial abundance from 0 - 2 cm 
(squares) and 2 - 4 cm (diamonds). n = 4 for 
Control, n = 3 for Seep 2 and Seep 3, n = 1 for all 
other sites. 
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Discussion 
Sediment abiotic conditions 
Our results demonstrate that hydrothermal activity at the seep sites profoundly 
changed the sediment habitat. The sediments of the Control sites (water column pH = 8.1) 
were typical permeable coral reef sediments (Rao et al. 2012; Yamamoto et al. 2015) not 
influenced by hydrothermal activity. The redox potential was only moderately decreased, 
while temperature (29°C) and pH (7.9) were similar to levels of the water column. As 
reported by other studies (Fabricius et al. 2011, 2013; Uthicke et al. 2013), water column 
conditions at the seep sites covered a realistic pH range of projected OA scenarios for the 
end of the century (average pH 7.7 - 8.0). However, abiotic conditions in the seep 
sediments were similar to sediments of other shallow-water hydrothermal vents (e.g. 
Wenzhöfer et al. 2000; Karlen et al. 2010). Pore water pH in most seep sediments 
decreased to values between < 6 and 7 with depth, likely surpassing the range for pore 
water pH under future OA. The only exception was a sediment patch inhabited by the 
seagrass Halophila ovalis (Seep 6), in which one profile showed an elevated pH, likely 
due to locally elevated inorganic carbonate content. Also, temperatures were often 
significantly higher than the respective water column values, indicating geothermal 
heating at some depth. The reduced redox potential found in seep sediments suggested 
that the pore water also contained elevated concentrations of chemically reducing 
compounds. Indeed, at some seep sites we detected elevated levels of hydrogen sulfide 
and reduced metals (Fe
2+
, Mn
2+
, Lichtschlag personal communication), which are often 
enriched in hydrothermal fluids (German and Von Damm 2003). 
 As a consequence of the reduced pore water pH, the seep sediments were largely 
decalcified (Fabricius et al. 2011; Uthicke et al. 2013) and consisted of finer silicate 
sands with 2 - 5 fold reduced permeabilities. The advective supply of organic matter and 
oxygen into the seep sediments is likely to be reduced due to the lower permeabilities. 
Indeed, the lower oxygen penetration at the seeps sites indicates a reduced oxygen 
supply, but this may also be due to the oxidation of reduced compounds with oxygen at 
the sediment-water interface (Wenzhöfer et al. 2000). 
 Thus, the seep sediments are influenced by other potentially habitat-shaping 
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factors, which co-occur with reduced pore water pH and which may complicate their use 
for ocean acidification research (Vizzini et al. 2013; Hassenrück et al. 2016). The 
described changes in abiotic parameters in sediments and pore water agree very well with 
data reported from other coral reef sediments located in Papua New Guinea (Ambitle 
Island), which are also influenced by hydrothermal seeping (Karlen et al. 2010). This 
suggests that similar changes may also be expected in sediments at other hydrothermal 
CO2 seeps that are used as OA analogs and emphasizes the need to assess their suitability 
for OA research by characterizing their abiotic parameters. 
 
Biotic responses 
While the abundance of meiofauna in Control sediments was in the upper range of 
abundances found in other coral reef sediments (Boucher and Gourbault 1990), it was 
drastically reduced in seep sediments. This is a common finding at hydrothermal systems 
and is explained by the adverse environmental conditions in the sediments (Thiermann et 
al. 1997; Zeppilli and Danovaro 2009; Karlen 2010; Gollner et al. 2010). In contrast, 
meiofauna richness pooled over the entire sampling depth was similar between Control 
and Seep sediments. Identification on higher taxon level might, however, have masked 
differential vulnerability to exposure to hydrothermal conditions between different, even 
closely related species, genera and populations. However, both richness and abundance 
showed a marked decrease with increasing depth in Seep sediments, while in Control 
sediments richness and abundance were similar or decreased only moderately with depth, 
respectively. Abundance patterns were best explained by sulfate concentration, while pH, 
temperature and grain size explained the variability in richness. As in our study, sulfate 
concentrations are often reduced in sediments at hydrothermal seeps (German and Von 
Damm 2003) and used as a conservative tracer for hydrothermal fluids (Price et al. 2013), 
implying its high correlation with other hydrothermal fluid parameters. Indeed, sulfate 
concentration was correlated with pH and median grain size, suggesting an interplay of 
these factors in determining the observed patterns in meiofauna abundance and richness. 
While low pH and elevated temperature are directly associated with hydrothermal 
seepage, the reduced median grain size in seep sediments likely coincides with a reduced 
OM supply due to lower pore water advection in the less permeable seep sediments. This 
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is in agreement with the highest meiofauna abundance and richness close to the sediment-
water interface of seep sediments, where relatively moderate environmental chemical 
conditions are present and where OM supply is typically the highest. 
 In contrast to meiofauna, the abundance of microorganisms remained similar 
between the investigated sediments and in the range of other coral reef sediments 
(Hansen et al. 1987; Rasheed et al. 2003). However, microbial communities significantly 
changed towards a reduced diversity, i.e. a lower evenness in the seep sediments 
(Hassenrück et al. 2016). Furthermore, the taxonomic composition of the microbial 
communities was strongly affected, with several factors responsible for the shifts in 
microbial community composition, including pore water pH, temperature and 
permeability (Hassenrück et al. 2016). This indicates that particularly the combination of 
several factors may meet or exceed physiological limits and support only tolerant 
organisms in sediments at hydrothermal CO2 seeps. 
 
Remineralization rates 
We found a clear reduction in areal oxygen consumption and sulfate reduction rates 
in most seep sediments. Since the remineralization of organic matter in coral reef 
sediments is typically dominated by oxygen respiration and sulfate reduction (Werner et 
al. 2006), this suggests that OM remineralization was reduced in most seep sediments. 
 The lower areal OCR in seep sediments were not due to decreased volumetric 
OCR, but caused by a reduced oxygen penetration. Oxygen consumption is the sum of 
oxygen consumed by aerobic respiration and by the oxidation of reduced substances (e.g. 
H2S, Fe
2+
, Mn
2+
) from anaerobic respiration (Fenchel and Jørgensen 1977) or from 
hydrothermal origin (Jannasch and Mottl 1985). Because of the low sulfate reduction 
rates and thus low production of H2S in most seep sediments, the often high volumetric 
OCR were likely caused by the oxidation of reduced compounds of hydrothermal origin. 
The high volumetric OCR did not result in higher areal OCR, because oxygen 
consumption was limited by the oxygen availability. This can be explained by a 
combination of the oxidation of reduced compounds of hydrothermal origin, as also 
found in other vents systems (Wenzhöfer et al. 2000; de Beer et al. 2013), and a reduced 
advective supply of oxygen due to lower permeabilities. A reduced oxygen availability 
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can limit aerobic respiration in higher organisms and may also explain the decrease in the 
relative abundance of certain Flavobacteria (Hassenrück et al. 2016), many of which are 
known aerobic degraders of complex organic compounds (Bernardet et al. 2002). 
 In contrast to higher organisms, which are obligate aerobes, many 
microorganisms are able to use alternative electron acceptors (e.g. SO4
2-
, Fe
3+
), 
particularly when oxygen is not available (Fenchel and Jørgensen 1977). However, 
sulfate reduction rates declined at most seep sites and even reached detection limit at 
Seep 4. This is consistent with a decrease in the relative abundance of known sulfate 
reducers of the deltaproteobacterial family Desulfobacteriaceae (Hassenrück et al. 2016) 
and the reduced expression of marker genes in the sediments (Hassenrück & Fink et al., 
in preparation). The patterns in SRR could not be explained by electron acceptor 
limitation since sulfate never reached limiting concentrations. The relatively moderate 
increase in temperature of seep sediments also seemed unlikely to have affected sulfate 
reduction. 
 Although we cannot exclude any negative effects of potentially toxic trace 
elements, our data point towards low pH and low organic matter supply as the main 
factors affecting SRR. Most sites with a reduced pore water pH also showed lower SRR. 
However, sediments at Seep 6 were spatially heterogeneous in TIC content and pore 
water pH was either similarly low as in the other seep sediments or reached levels of 
Control sediments (pH 7.9; Figure 2). Strikingly, one sediment core from this site showed 
the highest overall SRR. This observation may indicate a possible relationship between 
elevated pH and high SRR. Also in other shallow-water hydrothermal seeps a reduction 
of SRR (Bayraktarov et al. 2013) and the abundance of sulfate reducers (Sievert et al. 
1999) were mainly attributed to low pH. Microbial adaptations to high CO2 and low pH 
involve energy-costly processes to keep circumneutral pH in the cytoplasm (Baker-
Austin and Dopson). Particularly, metabolic types with low energy yields, as sulfate 
reducers, may therefore be inhibited by high CO2/low pH when energy supply is not 
sufficient. 
 We suggest that differences in organic matter supply can also explain the 
observed patterns in SRR. Compared to the Control sediments, filtration of organic 
matter mediated by pore water advection is likely reduced in the less permeable seep 
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sediments. In support of this, SRR in our study decreased with organic carbon content of 
the sediments (Figure S3d) and furthermore showed a decreasing trend with depth, where 
typically less degradable OM is present. The low organic carbon content of the sediments 
implies that most OM supplied to the sediments is remineralized so that no accumulation 
of OM occurs. This suggests that most easily degradable OM is remineralized aerobically 
at the sediment surface, not leaving enough substrate to support high sulfate reduction 
rates in deeper layers. 
 Interestingly, SRR were enhanced in seep sediments that were in the proximity of 
or colonized by seagrasses. Despite showing the smallest grain sizes and lowest 
permeabilities, SRR in sediments of Seep 5 and Seep 6 were only slightly reduced or 
even higher than in Control sediments, respectively. Both sites were located close to a 
dense bed of the seagrass Cymodocea, while Seep 6 sediments were also colonized by the 
seagrass Halophila ovalis. Seagrasses live in close association with sediments and are 
known to fuel sulfate reduction in sediments by supplying organic matter (Pollard and 
Moriarty 1991) via mechanisms, which do not necessarily require permeable sediments. 
These include the direct supply of seagrass parts as detritus (Gacia et al. 2002), the 
exudation of organic matter via leafs, roots and rhizomes (Barrón et al. 2014), and the 
gravitational settling of suspended organic material by reduction of local hydrodynamics 
by seagrass canopies (Gacia and Duarte 2001). Likely as a result of immediate organic 
matter supply from H. ovalis, sediments of Seep 6 showed the overall highest TOC 
content and SRR, while Seep 5 sediments rather received seagrass-derived OM via the 
water column. 
 
OA effects on future coral reefs 
This study confirms our hypothesis that a reduced production and an increased 
dissolution of reef carbonates due to OA could result in finer and, thus, less permeable 
sediments. The sediments at the seep sites were indeed finer and less permeable and were 
dominated by presumably land-derived silicate sands almost free of carbonates. 
Strikingly, this was also evident at moderately reduced bottom water and pore water pH 
(Seep 1), and suggests that even moderate acidification can severely impact the calcium 
carbonate budget of coral reefs. 
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 A decline in the permeability of reef sediments will likely decrease the infiltration 
of organic matter by pore water advection and may reduce the role of sediments in 
retaining nutrients within future coral reefs. In a similar way and with similar results, 
reductions in the structural complexity of the reef framework as found at high CO2 sites 
(Fabricius et al. 2011, 2013) are likely to coincide with lower framework permeability 
leading to less trapping, filtration and remineralization of OM. These indirect OA effects 
may thus have far reaching consequences for coral reef productivity and functions. 
 Strikingly, a progressive shift from coral-dominated towards seagrass-dominated 
benthic communities due to OA may enhance element cycling in sediments again. This is 
because seagrasses are able to supply colonized and adjacent sediments with organic 
matter via mechanisms that do not rely on high sediment permeability. In turn, due to the 
close association of seagrasses with sediments via their roots, nutrients released within 
sediments can efficiently be recycled for growth (de Boer 2007). These mechanisms may 
constitute a competitive advantage for seagrasses when future sediments get finer and 
may contribute to the CO2 induced change from coral- to seagrasses-dominated benthic 
communities. 
 
Conclusions 
This study demonstrates that sediments at hydrothermal CO2 seeps can be affected 
by extreme abiotic conditions and complex interactions of several habitat-shaping factors. 
These can impact sediment inhabiting organisms and important biogeochemical 
processes. Therefore, a careful characterization of the sediment habitat at hydrothermal 
CO2 seeps is necessary, and great care has to be taken when such sites are used to study 
OA effects on sediments. Furthermore, our findings suggest that a reduced accumulation 
of carbonate sediments under OA could lead to finer sands of lower permeability, which 
may decrease their role as biocatalytic filters of organic matter. This indirect OA effect 
may decrease the efficient recycling of nutrients and thereby limit reef productivity, with 
potentially severe consequences for reef organisms and functions. This may contribute to 
the CO2 induced change of benthic communities from corals to seagrasses, which possess 
more efficient ways to recycle nutrients from fine sediments. 
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Figure S1: Photographs of investigated sites and the Main seep.  
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Figure S2: Photographs of sediment cores from the investigated sites. 
Figure S3: Areal oxygen consumption rates (OCR) and areal sulfate reduction rates (SRR) in relation to average 
(a,c) permeability and (b,d) average total organic carbon content (TOC) of the investigated sediments. 
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Table S1: Initial pHNBS (mean ± SD) of percolated water during measurements of potential oxygen consumption, n = 3. 
Site pHNBS 
Control 8.15 ± 0.02 
Seep 1 8.09  ± 0.03 
Seep 2 8.00 ± 0.05 
Seep 3 7.73 ± 0.04 
Seep 5 7.39 ± 0.06 
Seep 6 7.37 ± 0.03 
 
 
 
Table S2: Correlation matrix showing the Spearman correlation coefficients between environmental factors used for 
DistLM analysis of meiofauna data. 
Environmental factor O2 Temperature pH Median grain size Porosity Sulfate 
O2 
      
Temperature -0.22 
     
pH 0.44 -0.33 
    
Median grain size 0.31 -0.55 0.85 
   
Porosity 0.19 0.023 0.75 0.63 
  
Sulfate 0.46 -0.61 0.90 0.96 0.63 
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Table S3. Results of the DistLM analyses of meiofauna abundance and richness. Marginal tests show significant 
correlations between each individual variable on abundance (a) and richness (c). Sequential tests (b,d) are based on 
forward-selected variables, where the explained covariation by each variable depends on variables already in the 
model.    
Variable R
2
 SS(trace) Pseudo-F P Prop. Cumul. res.df 
a) Marginal tests (abundance)       
 O2  26518 3.6 0.0778 0.26   
 Temperature  25134 33.3 0.0792 0.25   
 pH  80078 39.0 0.0001 0.80   
 Median grain size  76970 32.6 0.0021 0.77   
 Porosity  28052 38.7 0.0784 0.28   
 Sulfate  82503 45.6 0.0004 0.82   
b) Sequential tests (abundance)       
 Sulfate 0.820 82503 45.6 0.001 0.8 0.82 10 
 pH 0.852 3223 19.5 0.198 320.4 0.85 9 
 Porosity 0.886 3453 24.2 0.171 343.2 0.89 8 
 Median grain size 0.891 432 0.3 0.585 42.9 0.89 7 
 O2 0.901 1067 0.6 0.414 106.0 0.90 6 
 Temperature 0.901 0 0.6 0.995 0.0 0.90 5 
c) Marginal tests (richness)       
 O2  17 19 0.1876 0.16   
 Temperature  40 60 0.0328 0.38   
 pH  64 15 0.0041 0.61   
 Median Grain size  39 58 0.0363 0.37   
 Porosity  16 17 0.2167 0.15   
 Sulfate  51 91 0.0138 0.48   
d) Sequential tests (richness)       
 pH 0.61 64 15.4 0.004 0.6 0.61 10 
 Temperature 0.75 15 49.9 0.050 0.1 0.75 9 
 Sulfate 0.95 22 34.5 0.007 0.2 0.95 8 
 O2 0.96 1 13.8 0.259 78.3 0.96 7 
 Median Grain size 0.96 211 301.0 0.840 2.0 0.96 6 
 Porosity 0.96 52 61.9 0.940 0.5 0.96 5 
 
 
Table S4: Abundance of meiofaunal taxa and the median grain sizes at different depths of the investigated sediment. 
Due to its size this table was not included in this thesis. 
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Abstract: To understand how ocean acidification (OA) influences sediment microbial 
communities, naturally CO2-rich sites are increasingly being used as OA analogues. 
However, the characterization of these naturally CO2-rich sites is often limited to OA-
related variables, neglecting additional environmental variables that may confound OA 
effects. Here, we used an extensive array of sediment and bottom water parameters to 
evaluate pH effects on sediment microbial communities at hydrothermal CO2 seeps in 
Papua New Guinea. The geochemical composition of the sediment pore water showed 
variations in the hydrothermal signature at seeps sites with comparable pH, allowing the 
identification of sites which may better represent future OA scenarios than others. At 
these sites, we detected a 60% shift in the microbial community composition compared to 
reference sites, mostly related to increases in Chloroflexi sequences. pH was among the 
factors significantly, yet not mainly, explaining changes in microbial community 
composition. pH variation may therefore often not be the primary cause of microbial 
changes when sampling is done along complex environmental gradients. Thus, we 
recommend an ecosystem approach when assessing OA effects on sediment microbial 
communities under natural conditions. This will enable a more reliable quantification of 
OA effects via a reduction of potential confounding effects.  
 
Keywords: ocean acidification, microbial community composition, shallow-water 
hydrothermal vents, natural laboratories, next generation sequencing 
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Introduction 
The increase in atmospheric CO2 concentrations has led to a continuous increase in 
the partial pressure of CO2 and decrease in pH in the oceans since pre-industrial times, a 
process called ocean acidification (OA). Since then, the ocean water pH has declined 
from approximately 8.2 to 8.1, reaching pH 7.8 by the year 2100 if we continue on the 
current and predicted CO2 emissions trajectories (IPCC 2013). Such changes in the 
carbonate chemistry can have dramatic effects on marine organisms, e.g. reducing 
biogenic calcification (Hofmann et al. 2010), modifying fish sensory perception (Munday 
et al. 2014), or enhancing seagrass and macroalgal growth (Koch et al. 2013). Marine 
microbial populations are also expected to respond to OA. As key players in nutrient 
cycling and remineralization of organic matter, changes in marine microbial communities 
and in the services they provide have the potential for far-reaching consequences (Liu et 
al. 2010; Joint, Doney and Karl 2011).  
Previous work on the effects of OA on marine microbes focused mostly on 
planktonic microbes, and has so far reported rather variable and inconsistent outcomes. 
Several incubation experiments documented a change in bacterial community 
composition, involving e.g. Gammaproteobacteria and Flavobacteria, as well as function 
under decreased pH conditions, e.g. increased nitrogen fixation rates and decreased 
nitrification (Beman et al. 2011; Kitidis et al. 2011; Krause et al. 2012; Lomas et al. 
2012). There is also evidence that OA may increase microbial carbon degradation rates 
by increasing enzyme activity (Piontek et al. 2010). On the other hand, in many 
mesocosm studies the composition of the planktonic microbial community was mostly 
stable over varying pH levels without changes in biogeochemical functions (Newbold et 
al. 2012; Lindh et al. 2013; Roy et al. 2013; Oliver et al. 2014). Similarly divergent 
results were obtained from incubation experiments with microbial biofilms or marine 
sediments, which predicted either rapid responses of the microbial community to OA 
(Witt et al. 2011; Laverock et al. 2013; Tait, Laverock and Widdicombe 2013; 
Braeckman et al. 2014), or only minor impacts of OA on community composition and 
function (Tait and Laverock 2013; Gazeau et al. 2014). 
To venture beyond the limited scope of incubation experiments and to assess long-
term OA effects on microbial community composition and functions in their natural 
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environment, the usage of naturally CO2-rich sites as OA analogues has become 
increasingly popular. Previous observations on microbial communities in sediments at 
naturally CO2-rich sites focused mostly on sites in the Mediterranean Sea and in Papua 
New Guinea (Kerfahi et al. 2014; Taylor et al. 2014; Raulf et al. 2015). Pronounced 
changes in microbial richness and community composition were observed along 
acidification gradients. However, studies disagreed on the direction of the change in 
microbial richness: Kerfahi et al. (2014) and Raulf et al. (2015) detected an increase, 
whereas Taylor et al. (2014) observed a decrease of microbial richness with decreasing 
pH. Furthermore, reports on the prevalence of dominant microbial taxa in marine 
sediments (i.e. Gammaproteobacteria, Alphaproteobacteria, Bacteroidetes) under 
acidified conditions were inconsistent, with evidence pointing towards both increases and 
decreases as well as no changes in relative abundances (Kerfahi et al. 2014; Taylor et al. 
2014; Raulf et al. 2015). So far these contrasting results have not been reconciled. 
Many naturally CO2-rich sites are associated with hydrothermal activity, which is 
the primary source of CO2 at these sites (Hall-Spencer et al. 2008). However, the 
hydrothermal character often introduces confounding factors that make it difficult to 
specifically assess the impact of high pCO2 and reduced pH (Vizzini et al. 2013). For 
instance, most CO2-rich sites exhibit increased levels of methane, sulfide, temperature 
and various trace elements (Wenzhöfer et al. 2000; Meyer-Dombard et al. 2012; Vizzini 
et al. 2013; Burrell et al. 2015). Especially the sediments at naturally CO2-rich sites may 
be strongly affected as they are influenced from above by the acidified water as well as 
from below by the hydrothermal fluids (Wenzhöfer et al. 2000). The increased 
temperatures and altered chemical composition of hydrothermal fluids, compared to 
seawater, can change pore water geochemistry and affect geochemical gradients in the 
sediment (Wenzhöfer et al. 2000; German and von Damm 2003). As such, sediments at 
naturally CO2-rich sites constitute a highly complex system with a multitude of 
environmental parameters that shape microbial habitats and influence microbial 
community composition and associated functions.  
In general, research on microbial communities at shallow-water hydrothermal 
seeps, including naturally CO2-rich sites that were used as OA analogues, is very limited 
(Giovannelli et al. 2013) and often environmental measurements are not paired spatially 
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and temporally with microbiological characterizations. Apart from recent work by Molari 
et al. (unpublished), previous conclusions were based on a limited number of samples 
and recorded environmental parameters (Kerfahi et al. 2014; Taylor et al. 2014; Raulf et 
al. 2015). In several instances, water column parameters were used to describe microbial 
communities without comprehensively assessing the environmental conditions in the 
sediment, which the microbes were subjected to (Kitidis et al. 2011, Kerfahi et al. 2014; 
Raulf et al. 2015). Insufficient environmental characterization and subsequent poor 
selection of naturally CO2-rich sites as OA analogues may constitute a potential cause for 
the diverging results regarding the impact of OA on sediment microbial communities.  
Here, we quantified the impact of OA on sediment microbial communities at 
hydrothermal CO2 seeps, while taking the complex environment associated with the CO2 
seepage into account. For this, we investigated natural shallow-water CO2 seeps in Papua 
New Guinea, which have been extensively used in OA research (Fabricius et al. 2011; 
Morrow et al. 2014; Raulf et al. 2015). We used molecular community fingerprinting 
(Automated Ribosomal Intergenic Spacer Analysis) of more than 100 samples as well as 
next generation amplicon sequencing of the 16S rRNA gene to assess bacterial and 
archaeal community composition. We accompanied the molecular analyses with a 
comprehensive characterization of environmental conditions, including bottom and pore 
water chemistry, sediment permeability as well as carbon and nitrogen content. Through 
these analyses we further identified microbial taxa that may constitute ‘losers’ and 
‘winners’ under the conditions at the CO2 seeps. 
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Materials and Methods 
Sampling 
Sediment samples were collected at two CO2 seeps at Upa Upasina, Normanby 
Island (Reef 1: S 9.82, W 150.82) and Dobu Island (Reef 2: S 9.74, W 150.86), Papua 
New Guinea (SI figure 1). Both reefs were characterized by a pH gradient created by 
hydrothermal CO2 seepage and have been previously used as OA analogues to study 
sediment microbial communities (Raulf et al. 2015). Along this pH gradient, 14 sites 
were sampled at Reef 1 and six sites at Reef 2. At each site three independent replicate 
cores (diameter: 2.5 cm) were taken and the sediment of the first 2 cm (0 – 2 cm) and the 
next lower 2 cm (2 – 4 cm) was preserved in RNAlater Solution (Ambion) for molecular 
analysis.  
To characterize the environmental conditions in the sediment along the pH gradient 
at Reef 1 the following parameters were measured: in situ oxygen concentrations, 
temperature, redox potential and pH using microsensor profiles (temperature sensor: UST 
Umweltsensortechnik GmbH, Geschwenda, Germany; pH sensor: Microelectrodes Inc., 
Bedford, NH, USA; http://doi.pangaea.de/10.1594/PANGAEA.858091); total organic 
and inorganic carbon and total nitrogen content of the sediment; grain size, porosity and 
permeability (http://doi.pangaea.de/10.1594/PANGAEA.858091); and pore water 
geochemistry analyzed from 6 ml pore water (http://doi.pangaea.de/10.1594/ 
PANGAEA.858033). These parameters will be referred to as ‘sediment parameters’. 
Additionally, bottom water samples were collected approximately 5 cm above each of the 
sediment cores at Reef 1 and 2 to measure carbonate chemistry (pH, dissolved inorganic 
carbon (DIC), total alkalinity (TA)) and nutrient concentrations (SiO4, PO4, NOx, NH4). 
Data on bottom water carbonate chemistry and nutrient concentrations will further be 
referred to as ‘bottom water parameters’ and is available in the Pangaea database 
(http://doi.pangaea.de/10.1594/PANGAEA.854018). An overview of the sampling design 
and the measured parameters is provided in SI table 1. 
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Automated Ribosomal Intergenic Spacer analysis 
From each sample DNA was extracted from 1 g of sediment using the UltraClean 
Soil DNA extraction kit according to the manufacturer’s instructions (MoBio 
Laboratories Inc., Carlsbad, CA, USA). The DNA was eluted in TE buffer (100 mmol L
-1
 
Tris-HCl, 10m mmol L
-1
 EDTA) and quantified photometrically with a NanoQuant 
(Tecan, Crailsheim, Germany). To screen for changes in microbial community structure 
we used Automated Ribosomal Intergenic Spacer analysis (ARISA) with universal 
bacterial primers (Fisher and Triplett 1999). As previously described in Ramette (2009), 
triplicate reactions of the ARISA-PCR were run for each sample in an Eppendorf 
MasterCycler using the PeqLab PCR kit (PeqLab Biotechnology GmbH, Erlangen, 
Germany). Each PCR reaction contained 10 – 15 ng DNA, 1× buffer S, 0.25 mmol L-1 
dNTPs, 0.1 g L
-1
 bovine serum albumin (BSA), 0.4 µmol L
-1
 fluorescently labeled 
forward primer (ITSF: 5’-GTCGTAACAAGGTAGCCGTA-3’) and reverse primer 
(ITSReub: 5’-GCCAAGGCATCCACC-3’), an additional 1 mmol L-1 MgCl2 and 
0.05 U µL
-1
 Taq polymerase in a total reaction volume of 25 µL. PCR conditions were 
3 min at 94°C followed by 30 cycles of 45 seconds denaturation at 94°C, 45 seconds 
annealing at 55°C, and 90 seconds elongation at 72°C, with a final elongation step for 5 
min at 72°C. Fragment sizes were determined on a capillary sequencer. Fragments 
between 100 base pairs (bp) and 1000 bp were binned into operational taxonomic units 
(OTUs) using custom R scripts available at http://www.mpi-bremen.de/en/ 
Software_4.html. 
 
Amplicon sequencing and sequence processing 
To taxonomically classify the microbial community, we sequenced the 
hypervariable regions V3-V4 and V4-V6 of the bacterial and archaeal 16S rRNA gene, 
respectively, using the bacterial primers S-D-Bact-0341-b-S-17 (5’-CTACGGGNGGCW 
GCAG-3’) and S-D-Bact-0785-a-A-21 (5’-GACTACHVGGGTATCTAATCC-3’), and 
the archaeal primers Arch349F (5’-GYGCASCAGKCGMGAAW-3’)  and Arch915R 
(5’-GTGCTCCCCCGCCAATTCCT-3’; Amann et al. 1990; Klindworth et al. 2013). The 
community of the upper sediment layer of one replicate core was sequenced from 13 
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sampling sites at Reef 1. Sequences were generated on the Illumina MiSeq platform 
(CeBiTec Bielefeld, Germany), in a 2x300 bp paired-end run. Primer sequences were 
removed from the raw paired-end reads with cutadapt (Martin 2011). The primer-
trimmed sequences are available on ENA (PRJEB11384). Sequences were quality 
trimmed with a sliding window of 4 bases and a minimum average quality of 15 with 
trimmomatic v0.32 (Bolger, Lohse and Usadel 2014), merged with PEAR v0.9.5 (Zhang 
et al. 2014), clustered into OTUs using swarm v2.0 (Mahé et al. 2014) and taxonomically 
classified with SINA (SILVA Incremental Aligner) v1.2.10 using the SILVA rRNA 
project reference database (release 119) at a minimum alignment similarity of 0.9 and a 
last common ancestor consensus of 0.7 (Pruesse, Peplies and Glöckner 2012). OTUs that 
were unclassified on domain level as well as those matching chloroplast and 
mitochondrial sequences were excluded from the analysis. The final OTU tables are 
accessible at http://doi.pangaea.de/10.1594/ PANGAEA.854018. Throughout the 
manuscript taxon names are used to designate sequence affiliation to the respective taxon 
and ‘abundance’ of bacterial and archaeal taxa is referring to the sequence abundance of 
Illumina amplicons. 
 
Statistical analysis 
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) was used to classify the sampling sites at 
Reef 1 into categories of hydrothermal influence based on observed sediment parameters. 
To assess the covariation among environmental parameters, pairwise Pearson correlation 
coefficients were calculated. 
Alpha diversity indices were calculated based on repeated random subsampling of 
the amplicon data sets to assess richness and evenness of the microbial community, 
namely OTU number, Chao1 and abundance-based coverage estimator (ACE), inverse 
Simpson, percentage of absolute (occurring only once in the complete data set) and 
relative singletons (occurring only once in the sample) as well as absolute doubletons 
(occurring twice in only one sample in the complete data set). Significant differences in 
alpha diversity indices between hydrothermal influence categories were determined by 
analysis of variance (ANOVA) using permutation tests. P-values of subsequent pairwise 
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tests were adjusted using the Benjamini-Hochberg (BH; Benjamini and Hochberg 1995) 
correction procedure at the significance level of p = 0.05. 
The change in community structure (beta diversity) between samples was 
quantified by calculating Bray-Curtis and Jaccard dissimilarity from relative OTU 
abundances. The former was used to produce non-metric multidimensional scaling 
(NMDS) plots and to test for community similarity between hydrothermal influence 
categories (ANOSIM tests); the latter was used to calculate the number of shared OTUs 
between samples. For the amplicon data sets, we excluded the rare biosphere by retaining 
only those OTUs that were present with more than two sequences in more than 10% of 
the samples. This reduction of the data sets did not change beta diversity patterns (Mantel 
test, r > 0.9, p < 0.001).  
The contribution of environmental parameters to explaining the variation in 
community structure was calculated using redundancy analysis (RDA) and variation 
partitioning of centered log-transformed relative OTU abundances. Prior to significance 
testing, parameters were excluded using forward model selection until the minimum 
value of the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) was reached. Of highly correlated 
parameters only one parameter was kept in the final models. Differentially abundant 
OTUs were detected using the R package ALDEx2 (Fernandes et al. 2014) at a 
significance threshold of 0.05 for BH-adjusted parametric and non-adjusted non-
parametric p-values. The significance threshold for planned parametric post-hoc tests was 
0.1 (BH-adjusted).  
All statistical analyses were conducted in R using the core distribution with the 
additional packages: vegan (Oksanen et al., 2015), compositions (van den Boogaart et al., 
2014), ALDEx2 (Fernandes et al. 2014) and FactoMineR (Husson et al., 2015). 
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Results 
Environmental conditions at sampling sites 
The bottom water pH gradients created by the CO2 seeps at Normanby and Dobu 
Island ranged from approximately 6.8 to 8.3 at both Reefs (Table 1). In addition to the 
changes in pH, bottom water silicate concentrations were increasing with decreasing 
distance to the main CO2 seepage area from approximately 4 µmol L
-1 at reference sites 
and more than 10-50 µmol L-1 at the seep sites. Reef 2 was further characterized by the 
presence of microbial mats in close proximity to the CO2 seeps and by a strong sulfidic 
smell emanating from the CO2 seeps. The presence of sulfide at the CO2 seeps at Reef 2 
convinced us to focus our sampling effort on Reef 1 as more likely OA analogue.  
At Reef 1, the median pore water pH in the first 2 cm of the sediment and the 
following 2 cm calculated from in situ microprofiles ranged from 8.1 at reference sites to 
5.9 at seep sites. Generally, median sediment pH was lower than bottom water pH and 
declined more rapidly when moving towards the main CO2 seepage area. However, at a 
seagrass patch influenced by CO2 seepage this relationship was reversed with a bottom 
water pH (7.1) that was lower than the median pore water pH (7.8). With decreasing 
sediment pH, median permeability dropped from approximately 8E-11 m2 to 3E-11 m2. 
Temperature profiles further showed increased temperatures at some of the seep sites, 
especially in the sediment layer from 2 – 4 cm, where maximum temperatures of more 
than 34°C were reached compared to approximately 30°C at the majority of the sites 
(Table 1). Pore water geochemistry of sediments with active fluid seepage showed 
increases in cations that are typically present in hydrothermal fluids, such as lithium, 
silicon and manganese, and decreases in cations that are typically depleted in 
hydrothermal fluids such as magnesium.  
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Sediment parameters were used to conduct a PCA to identify sampling sites at 
Reef 1 with similar characteristics based on all of the following parameters: pH, TA, 
oxygen concentration (O2), redox potential (redox), temperature, porosity, grain size, 
permeability, total nitrogen (TN), total organic carbon (TOC), total inorganic carbon 
(TIC), nutrients (NH4, NOx), anions (Cl, Br, SO4) and cations (Na, Li, Si, B, Mg, K, Fe, 
Mn, Sr, Rb, Ba, Ca, Cs). We identified three main clusters of sampling sites: reference 
and seep sites were separated along principal component 2 (PC2). The seep sites were 
further separated along PC1. The parameters contributing to PC1, which accounted for 
40% of the variation in the data, were mostly concentrations of signature elements for 
hydrothermal activity such as lithium, silicon and manganese. Permeability, grain size, 
pH, nitrogen and organic carbon content of the sediment were among the parameters that 
contributed to PC2 (16% of the total variance in the data; Figure 1; SI figure 2). Based on 
the pattern in the PCA the sampling sites were classified into three categories: (I) 
reference sites characterized by ambient pH, (II) sites characterized by low pH and low 
hydrothermal influence, (III) and sites characterized by low pH and high hydrothermal 
influence, including pronounced temperature increases. Sampling sites falling within 
these three hydrothermal influence (HI) categories will be referred to as ‘reference’, 
‘medium HI’ and ‘high HI’ sites thereafter. 
Only sediment parameters where data were available for at least eight of the 14 
sampling sites at Reef 1 were included in the RDA models to explain the variation in 
microbial community structure. Together with bottom water parameters and spatial 
information these were reef, position along the reef, water depth, bottom water silicate, 
phosphate, nitrate, nitrite, ammonium concentrations, TA and pH, sediment porosity, 
permeability, temperature, pH, redox potential and oxygen concentrations. Pairwise 
linear correlations among environmental parameters that were used for the RDA models 
revealed a complex pattern of covariation. Several parameters were highly correlated, e.g. 
bottom water silicate concentrations and bottom water pH, or permeability and the 
position of the sampling sites along the reef where absolute correlation coefficients were 
approximately 0.8. On the other hand, bottom water and sediment pH did not show any 
linear correlation (SI figure 3).  
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Variation in microbial community structure 
A total of 117 sediment samples were analyzed with ARISA to identify overall 
changes in microbial community structure (Figure 2). Microbial community structure 
showed distinct clusters associated with hydrothermal influence categories. Those 
clusters were confirmed to be significantly different from each other by ANOSIM (SI 
table 2). Whereas the microbial community structure of reference samples from both 
reefs was quite similar, there was a divergent trend at each of the two reefs from 
reference to medium to high HI sites. The microbial communities at the seep sites at Reef 
1 and 2 were significantly different from each other (ANOSIM, R > 0.8, BH-adjusted 
Figure 1: Principal Component Analysis (PCA) of the environmental conditions in the sediment at the sampling site 
at Reef 1 on Normanby Island to classify the sampling sites according to hydrothermal influence. The data are 
available at Pangaea (http://doi.pangaea.de/10.1594/PANGAEA.858033, http://doi.pangaea.de/10.1594/ 
PANGAEA.858091). For oxygen, pH, temperature and redox potential microprofiles the PCA was calculated with 
median values for each sediment layer. Missing values were replaced by the mean of the respective parameter for the 
calculation of the PCA. The arrows show the loadings of the environmental parameters scaled to 4 times their value 
for better visualization. TIC: total inorganic carbon, TOC: total organic carbon, DIC: dissolved inorganic carbon, TN: 
total nitrogen, TA: total alkalinity. 
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p < 0.05). Furthermore, there was no apparent influence of sediment layer on the 
microbial community composition (Figure 2). The average number of shared OTUs 
between samples from different hydrothermal influence categories at each reef was in 
most cases less than 40%. Generally more OTUs were shared between reference and 
medium HI sites or between medium and high HI sites, compared to reference and high 
HI sites (SI table 2). Even among samples within hydrothermal influence categories, the 
microbial community was very heterogeneous with about 50% shared OTUs between any 
two samples. The patterns of change in bacterial and archaeal community composition in 
the first 2 cm of the sediment based on 16S sequences were very consistent with ARISA 
results (SI table 2). The number of shared 16S OTUs was slightly lower with on average 
12% to 28% shared OTUs between hydrothermal influence categories and about 30 to 
50% within categories.  
 
 
  
Figure 2: Non-metric multidimensional scaling (NDMS) plot based on the Bray-Curtis dissimilarity matrix of the 
microbial community based on Automated Ribosomal Intergenic spacer Analysis (ARISA). Larger symbols mark the 
subset of samples which was used in the redundancy analysis (RDA) models with sediment parameters (Table 2). 
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To estimate and compare the contribution of different sets of environmental 
parameters to explaining the patterns in microbial community composition, the ARISA 
data were analyzed with several RDA models: (i) the complete ARISA data set using 
bottom water parameters, (ii) a subset of the ARISA data set from Reef 1, where 
sediment parameters were available, that was also analyzed with (iii) bottom water 
parameters for comparability, (iv) the complete data set and (v) the ARISA subset using 
solely hydrothermal influence categories as explanatory variable (Table 2).  
All ARISA RDA models as well as their individual factors significantly explained 
variation in microbial community structure, with the exception of bottom water nitrite 
concentration in the complete ARISA model, which was not significant but retained in 
the model selection procedure.  The total amount of explained variation (R²) varied from 
20% to 44% between the RDA models based on the ARISA dataset. The models based 
only on hydrothermal influence categories explained approximately 10% less variation 
than the models based on numeric environmental parameters. The model with the ARISA 
subset from Reef 1 and bottom water parameters explained more variation than the model 
with the complete ARISA data set that also included samples from Reef 2 with an R² of 
35% compared to 28%. Including sediment parameters further increased the total amount 
of explained variation, resulting in by far the best model with a R² of 44% and the lowest 
AIC of the models with the ARISA subset. pH alone was able to explain 4.5% (total R²) 
in the bottom water models and almost 9% when pore water pH was used. Accounting for 
the variation explained by the other parameters in the models (pure R²), pH explained 
much less of the changes in community structure due to covariation with the other 
parameters in the model. Despite the high degree of covariation, the contribution of pH to 
explaining the microbial community composition was significant in all models (Table 2). 
The variation explained by the other factors in the models was similar to that of pH 
ranging from a R² of 1.1 to 11.7%. Water depth, silicate concentrations, temperature and 
permeability were among the factors with the highest effects on community changes. For 
the amplicon data sets, only the significance of hydrothermal influence categories was 
tested due to the reduced number of samples. For both bacterial and archaeal 
communities, hydrothermal influence significantly explained the variation in community 
structure with a R² of 38% and 27%, respectively (Table 2).  
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Taxonomic composition of microbial communities 
The sediment at the CO2 seeps hosted a very diverse community: estimated species 
richness based on 16S OTUs ranged from 13 000 to 48 000 for bacteria and 475 to 4100 
for archaea (SI figure 4). Median Chao1 richness was highest in samples from reference 
sites with 42 000 for bacteria and 2700 for archaea, followed by 35 000 and 2000 at 
medium HI sites, and 14 000 and 960 at high HI sites, respectively. However, within each 
hydrothermal influence category, Chao1 estimates varied considerably over a range of 
more than 20 000 bacterial and 2000 archaeal species, without significant difference 
between groups. Bacterial and archaeal inverse Simpson index showed a weak decreasing 
trend from reference to medium and high HI sites. Both bacterial and archaeal 
communities consisted of a large proportion of rare OTUs, which made up approximately 
40% (absolute singletons), 25% (relative singletons) and 10% (absolute doubletons) of all 
OTUs in each sample (SI figure 4).  
The bacterial community was dominated by Gamma- and Deltaproteobacteria with 
a total relative abundance of 18% and 17%, respectively (Figure 3A). The next most 
abundant bacterial phyla were Bacteroidetes (9%), Actinobacteria (9%) and Chloroflexi 
(7%). Even at low taxonomic resolution levels, several bacterial taxa were identified as 
being differentially abundant between hydrothermal influence categories. The number of 
differentially abundant bacterial taxa increased as higher taxonomic resolution levels 
were considered (SI table 3). Generally between 20% and 70% of the sequences per 
sample belonged to differentially abundant bacterial taxa. In the next sections, we will 
focus on dominant bacterial taxa. The full list of the differentially abundant bacterial taxa 
is provided in SI table 4.  
Among the dominant differentially abundant phyla, Chloroflexi, Chlorobi and 
Deferribacteres increased at medium and high HI sites compared to reference sites. The 
changes in relative abundance within the Chlorobi and Chloroflexi were caused by 
several taxa within these phyla, i.e. of the classes Ignavibacteria for Chlorobi and 
Anaerolineae, Ardenticatenia and Caldilineae for Chloroflexi. The genus Caldithrix was 
mostly responsible for the increase of Deferribacteres towards the seep sites. The 
difference in the relative abundance of Chloroflexi was most apparent towards high HI 
sites and was not statistically significant between reference and medium HI sites. 
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Chlorobi and Caldithrix also showed significant increases between reference and medium 
HI sites. 
Although not detected as differentially abundant on phylum level, Cyanobacteria, 
predominantly of the Subsections I and II, were significantly less abundant at the seep 
sites than at reference sites. In all cases, this decrease was significant between reference 
and medium HI sites. The genus Pleurocapsa of Subsection II showed the strongest 
decrease among the Cyanobacteria from on average 2.3% at reference sites and 
disappearing almost completely at the seep sites. Alphaproteobacteria decreased towards 
the seep sites. This decrease was not uniform in all differentially abundant taxa of the 
Alphaproteobacteria, e.g. Rhodobacteriaceae increased from on average 1.7 to 3.4% at 
medium and high HI sites, whereas Rhodospirillaceae decreased from 8 to 3% and 1.5%, 
respectively. Flavobacteria were most abundant at reference and medium HI sites with 
on average 6% and 4%, respectively, and decreased toward high HI sites (1.8%). Similar 
to the case of Alphaproteobacteria this trend was not uniform, e.g. Zeaxanthinibacter 
already decreased significantly from reference sites (1.7%) to about 0.3% at medium and 
high HI sites. Within the Deltaproteobacteria several subgroups were differentially 
abundant, exhibiting divergent trends: whereas the order Desulfuromonadales (reference: 
0.6%, medium HI: 1.1%, high HI: 2.9%) increased towards the seep sites with the 
strongest increase towards high HI sites, the family Desulfobacteraceae decreased 
severely towards high HI sites with an average relative abundance of 1.4% as compared 
to 6% at both reference and medium HI sites.  
Differentially abundant OTUs largely fell into the previously mentioned 
differentially abundant bacterial taxa. Additionally, a large number of differentially 
abundant OTUs belonged to the actinobacterial OM1 clade (15 OTUs) and the 
gammaproteobacterial family JTB255 (25 OTUs) with a total relative abundance of 4% 
and 1.4%, respectively. Yet, these OTUs did not follow a consistent trend with highest 
relative abundance at sites of any of the three hydrothermal influence categories. 
The archaeal community was dominated by the Marine Group I archaeon 
Candidatus Nitrosopumilus, which accounted for 36% of the total number of sequences 
in the archaeal 16S data set (Figure 3B). The next most abundant groups were Deep Sea 
Hydrothermal Vent Group 6 (18%), other Marine Group I archaea (15%), Marine 
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Benthic Group E (10%) and the genus Cenarchaeum (9%), also of the Marine Group I. 
The candidate genus Nitrosopumilus was generally more abundant at high HI sites where 
they reached maximum relative abundances of more than 60%. At reference and medium 
HI sites, they were much less abundant with on average 21% and 13%, respectively. A 
full list of the differentially abundant archaeal taxa is proved in SI table 5. 
 
 
 
  
Figure 3: Taxonomic composition of the 10 most abundant bacterial phyla (A) and archaeal genera (B) per sample at 
reference, medium and high HI (hydrothermal influence) sites. For Proteobacteria class-level resolution is shown; for taxa 
that were unclassified on the respective level of resolution, the next higher-level classified taxonomic rank is shown. Asterisks 
mark significantly differentially abundant taxa between hydrothermal influence categories. SCG: Soil Crenarchaeotic Group, 
MHVG: Marine Hydrothermal Vent Group, DHVEG-6: Deep Sea Hydrothermal Vent Group 6. 
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Discussion 
Usage of naturally CO2-rich sites as OA analogues 
 We used sampling sites at the CO2 seeps in PNG as analogues for OA research. 
The detailed characterization of the sediment based on 29 different environmental 
parameters showed that carbonate chemistry alone, specifically the pH gradient, was 
insufficient to describe the environmental conditions at these sites. Whereas some of the 
observed environmental parameters, e.g. sediment permeability, grain size, nitrogen, 
organic and inorganic carbon content, supported the classification of sites along the pH 
gradient, mainly pore water element concentrations varied among sampling sites with 
comparable pH. The enrichment or depletion of certain elements in the pore water can be 
used as an indicator of hydrothermal activity (German and von Damm 2003). Here, the 
increased concentrations of lithium, manganese and silicon pointed towards a stronger 
hydrothermal influence in several of the sampling sites associated with the CO2 seeps, 
which were therefore termed ‘high HI’ sites. 
 The hydrothermal character of natural CO2 seeps has been recognized before as 
potentially confounding influence for OA research (Vizzini et al. 2013). Vizzini et al. 
(2013) suggest referring to natural CO2 seeps as low pH environments rather than 
analogues for OA. Here, the distinction between medium and high HI sites allowed us to 
define a level of hydrothermal influence that may still be considered a reasonable OA 
scenario. Because of their strong hydrothermal character, we propose that high HI sites 
exhibit conditions, which are less likely to occur under future OA than those at medium 
HI sites.  Consequently, changes in the microbial communities that were only specific to 
high HI sites should be interpreted with caution because they may bias the assessment of 
OA impacts. Especially in cases where the community analysis is based on categories and 
not numerical environmental variables, accounting for the hydrothermal influence at 
naturally CO2-rich sites is of paramount importance. 
Because of logistic constraints, environmental data in OA studies on sediment 
microbial communities are often collected from the water column and rarely from the 
pore water and sediment directly (Kerfahi et al. 2014, Raulf et al. 2015). Here, 
particularly at the CO2 seep sites, we observed strong deviations of the same parameters, 
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such as pH, between bottom and pore water measurements. Additionally, we detected 
pronounced differences in pore water element concentration between sampling sites, 
which were not recorded in previous observations on water column chemistry (Fabricius 
et al. 2011).  Such deviations question the usage of bottom water measurements as proxy 
for conditions in the sediment at such sites, and will strongly affect our ability to 
accurately assess the driving environmental forces behind patterns of microbial richness 
and community composition in marine sediments. In this study, the divergence between 
bottom water and pore water parameters is evident in their explanatory power regarding 
the variation in microbial community composition. Noteworthy, basing the description of 
the microbial community on sediment rather than bottom water parameters increased the 
model fit and the percentage of explained variation of the microbial community 
composition by approximately 25%.  
In both bottom water and sediment models, pH was among the factors significantly 
explaining changes in microbial community composition, which in case of bottom water 
pH was also observed previously in PNG (Raulf et al. 2015). Yet, many of the other 
observed parameters were statistically equally important, e.g. temperature and 
permeability. Furthermore, as commonly found in natural systems, it was difficult to 
account completely for confounding factors and to isolate the effects of interest due to a 
high degree of covariation among environmental parameters (Sunagawa et al. 2015). 
Therefore, it is possible that changes in the microbial community that were related to pH, 
as observed by RDA, could also be related, directly or indirectly, to silicate 
concentrations or organic carbon content, since these factors were strongly correlated. 
Only a small, although significant, percentage of explained variation was attributed to pH 
alone when accounting for covariation. These circumstances make the interpretation of 
the data in a biological context more difficult because changes in microbial community 
structure can often be assigned to several factors (Hanson et al. 2012). 
Furthermore, there may be causal relationships between environmental parameters. 
Long-term acidification may reduce the accumulation of coarse carbonate sediments, 
resulting in finer sediments composed of silicate sands (Artur Fink, personal 
communication). The lower permeability of finer sediments may limit water circulation 
and the supply of oxygen and organic matter into the sediment and may thus change the 
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microbial habitat immensely, e.g. in terms of energy availability (Schöttner et al. 2011). 
Therefore, changes in the microbial community attributed to permeability may constitute 
indirect pH effects. The interdependencies of environmental factors may also help to 
explain the contrasting results regarding the effects of reduced pH on sediment microbial 
communities from different natural CO2-rich sites: before the onset of pH decrease, the 
initial conditions in the sediment may have varied among naturally CO2-rich sites even if 
present pH values are similar. To improve the comparability of naturally CO2-rich sites, 
and to reconcile divergent microbiological results from different naturally CO2-rich sites, 
knowledge of sediment parameters, such as permeability, is therefore required. 
As alternative to the detailed analysis based on measured environmental 
parameters, the analysis of sediment microbial communities can be based on acidification 
categories, which summarize the conditions at the sampling sites (Kerfahi et al. 2014; 
Taylor et al. 2014). This approach was implemented here by using hydrothermal 
influence categories to describe the sediment microbial community. Although 
hydrothermal influence categories had generally less explanatory power than numeric 
environmental parameters, we were still able to explain about 20 to 38% of the total 
variation in microbial community composition. Values within this range of explained 
variation are not uncommon in microbial ecology (Hanson et al. 2012). 
 
Changes in microbial community composition 
The present study constitutes the second time the same sampling area in PNG was 
investigated to assess OA impacts on sediment microbial communities, with the initial 
exploration taking place in 2010 – 11 (Raulf et al. 2015). By using a larger sample size 
and a more comprehensive environmental characterization, we were able to confirm the 
general observations made in the previous study, thus underlying the reproducibility of 
the results obtained under natural conditions. Indeed, we found a similar overall 
taxonomic composition of the bacterial and archaeal communities as well as consistent 
shifts in microbial community composition and similar turnover rates of ARISA OTUs 
from reference to seep sites (Raulf et al. 2015). However, we showed that the 
composition of the microbial community at the seep sites was not comparable between 
Reef 1 and Reef 2, which was not detected previously (Raulf et al. 2015). Furthermore, 
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trends in alpha diversity of the microbial community here and from Raulf et al. (2015) 
diverged markedly: in Raulf et al. (2015) estimated bacterial richness and the percentage 
of rare bacterial OTUs increased as pH decreased, whereas here we detected a decreasing 
trend in richness that was, however, not statistically significant. A decrease in microbial 
richness would be consistent with similar observations in the Mediterranean (Taylor et al. 
2014). Whether those contrasting results from PNG were caused by technical biases or by 
natural, temporal variation, still needs to be further investigated.  
We used differential sequence abundance of bacterial and archaeal taxa to identify 
potential “winners” and “losers” under low pH conditions. In many samples, the relative 
abundance of differentially abundant taxa accounted for the majority of sequences in the 
sample, suggesting a large impact of hydrothermal influence on the microbial 
community. Among potential winners were the bacterial phyla Chloroflexi, Chlorobi and 
Deferribacteres. The mostly thermophilic Chloroflexi only showed a pronounced 
increase at high HI sites. Isolates of the three dominant differentially abundant classes 
Anaerolineae, Ardenticatenia and Caldilineae have been shown to prefer pH conditions 
around 7 or below (Yamada et al. 2006; Kawaichi et al. 2013), which were observed at 
the seep sites. Unlike other Chloroflexi, these three classes most likely do not 
photosynthesize and grow chemoheterotrophically (Yamada et al. 2006; Kawaichi et al. 
2013). Chloroflexi have also previously been found to be more abundant at decreased pH 
in sediments and associated with corals and sponges in PNG (Morrow et al. 2014; Raulf 
et al. 2015).  
Chlorobi, which are also known as green sulfur bacteria, have previously been 
detected at shallow-water hydrothermal seeps exhibiting decreased pH (Maugeri et al. 
2009; Giovannelli et al. 2013). Unlike other Chlorobi, representatives of the class 
Ignavibacteria, which contained the most dominant differentially abundant OTU in our 
data set, were characterized as chemoheterotrophic, strictly anaerobic bacteria lacking 
genes for photosynthesis and sulfur oxidation (Iino et al. 2010; Liu et al. 2012). Bacteria 
of the Deferribacteres, specifically the genus Caldithrix, are most likely anaerobic 
chemoorganotrophs known to be associated with hydrothermal seeps and decreased pH 
(Miroshnichenko et al. 2003, 2010). Chloroflexi, Chlorobi and Deferribacteres may 
constitute important carbon degraders at PNG seep sites. 
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The alphaproteobacterial family Rhodobacteraceae was another potential winner at 
lower pH. Rhodobacteraceae, also called purple sulfur bacteria, have previously been 
reported to increase in abundance at the seep sites in PNG as well as other naturally CO2-
rich sites (Taylor et al. 2014; Raulf et al. 2015). The most abundant OTU of the 
Rhodobacteraceae was closely related to Rhodovulum species, which are able to oxidize 
iron and reduced sulfur compounds for anoxygenic photosynthesis preferably around pH 
7 or lower (Straub, Rainey and Widdel 1999). Both dissolved iron and sulfide were 
present at the seep sites in PNG, although elevated sulfide concentrations were only 
detected in sediment layers deeper than 3 cm (Artur Fink, personal communication). 
These conditions might have facilitated the increased abundance of Rhodobacteraceae in 
general and Rhodovulum in particular. In coral reef ecosystems Rhodobacteraceae have 
been implicated in coral and seaweed diseases and their abundance in these associations 
was even higher at lower pH, supporting the hypothesis of a decline in reef health under 
OA (Meron et al. 2011; Bourne et al. 2013; Egan et al. 2013). 
Rhodospirillaceae, an alphaproteobacterial family known as purple non-sulfur 
bacteria, were among the potential losers at decreased pH, with some OTUs disappearing 
completely already at medium HI sites. Rhodospirillaceae constitute a physiologically 
very diverse bacterial family with many uncultured types, complicating the functional 
classification of the Rhodospririllaceae in general. Among the OTUs which could be 
classified on genus level, Defluviicoccus is a chemoheterotroph that grows at 
temperatures below 30°C and at a variable pH range (Maszenan et al. 2005), which 
suggests that temperature might be the limiting factor for this genus at the seep sites.  
Other potential losers were the cyanobacterial genus Pleurocapsa and the 
deltaproteobacterial family Desulfobacteriaceae. Although OA is expected to boost 
photosynthesis, Cyanobacteria in general are expected to benefit less from the increased 
availability of CO2 when co-occurring with eukaryotic photosynthetic organisms (Koch 
et al. 2013). Preliminary data indicated that bulk net photosynthesis did not vary 
significantly between sampling sites in PNG (Artur Fink, personal communication), 
suggesting that there might be a replacement of cyanobacterial photosynthetic taxa at the 
seep sites by other photosynthetic organisms. Given the increased silicate concentration, 
diatoms are likely to dominate primary production at the seep sites. The genus 
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Pleurocapsa is further capable of calcification (Krumbein and Giele 1979; Rippka et al. 
1979), which may increase its sensitivity to decreased pH.  
Desulfobacteraceae reduce sulfate to degrade organic carbon anoxically (Kuever, 
Rainey and Widdel 2005). Although Desulfobacteraceae are expected to be able to adapt 
to decreased pH (Koschorreck 2008), they have been shown to decrease at CO2 seeps 
(Raulf et al. 2015). This decrease was also observed here in the abundance of 
Desulfobacteraceae with the strongest decrease towards high HI sites. Measurements of 
sulfate reduction rates further documented a strong decline in sulfate reduction from 
reference to high HI sites (Artur Fink personal communication). The decrease in 
Desulfobacteraceae is accompanied by an increase in Desulfuromonadales, which can 
reduce iron or manganese as alternative electron acceptors to sulfate (Vandieken and 
Thamdrup 2013). Since iron and manganese were enriched at the seep sites, 
Desulfuromonadales may outcompete Desulfobacteraceae as carbon degraders. 
Other bacterial taxa did not show a consistent trend, either in the monotony of the 
trend from reference to medium to high HI sites, or when considering the trends at higher 
taxonomic resolution levels. Flavobacteria, with OTUs mostly related to aerobic carbon 
degraders (Bernardet, Nakagawa and Holmes 2002), were most abundant at reference and 
medium HI sites and decreased severely towards high HI sites. At higher taxonomic 
resolution levels, divergent trends emerged between reference and medium HI sites with 
several flavobacterial taxa either increasing or decreasing. The strong decrease at high HI 
sites was common to most differentially abundant flavobacterial taxa and may be 
attributed to the lower oxygen availability at these sites resulting from a shallower 
oxygen penetration depth as compared to reference sites. The flavobacterial genus 
Zeaxanthinibacter was among the taxa that displayed a continuous decrease from 
reference to medium and high HI sites. The decrease in Zeaxanthinibacter may also be 
related to decreased Zeaxanthin pigment concentrations at the seep sites (Artur Fink, 
personal communication; Asker, Beppu and Ueda 2007). Members of this genus are 
characterized as strictly aerobic bacteria, which grow at a range of pH values and can 
degrade long-chain carbohydrates (Asker, Beppu and Ueda 2007). Their aerobic lifestyle 
supports the hypothesis that oxygen may be the limiting factor restricting the distribution 
of at least some Flavobacteria. At high HI sites, Flavobacteria might be replaced by 
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Chlorobi, Chloroflexi and Deferribacteres as major carbon degraders under anoxic 
conditions. Our results were only partially consistent with previous studies at naturally 
CO2-rich sites, which have so far unanimously supported an increase in Flavobacteria at 
decreased pH potentially linked to an increased availability of organic matter (Kerfahi et 
al. 2014; Taylor et al. 2014). However, in our study the organic carbon content of the 
sediment was lower at the seep sites (Artur Fink, personal communication), which may 
contribute to explaining these divergent findings.  
The dominant archaeal taxon, Candidatus Nitrosopumilus, has previously been 
described in PNG to increase in abundance as pH decreases (Raulf et al. 2015). Its role as 
ammonia oxidizer may contribute to maintain nitrification in reef sediment under reduced 
bacterial ammonia oxidation (Laverock et al. 2013; Raulf et al. 2015). We also detected 
an increase in Candidatus Nitrosopumilus at decreased pH, which was, however, 
restricted to high HI sites and may therefore be less likely to occur under future OA. 
In summary, we were able to confirm the majority of the trends in differentially 
abundant taxa, which were previously observed either in PNG or at other naturally CO2-
rich sites. However, in specific instances, we detected taxa, which have not been 
identified in OA research before, or which did not display the same trends as reported 
previously. These inconsistencies with previous studies may have several reasons: (I) The 
distinction between medium and high HI sites allowed us to identify taxa only changing 
in abundance towards sites exhibiting conditions that may be less likely under future OA 
scenarios. The most drastic changes in microbial community composition were observed 
at the high HI sites and thus are likely correlated with parameters other than pH. (II) In 
many instances, pH may not be the primary factor limiting the distribution of a microbial 
taxon even at medium HI sites. Other factors, such as oxygen availability, temperature, 
organic carbon content, or the presence of alternative electron acceptors, may be equally 
or more likely to explain the differential abundance of microbial taxa between 
hydrothermal influence categories. (III) It is important to consider the taxonomic 
resolution when analyzing microbial communities. Especially in physiologically highly 
diverse taxa, a comparison at low taxonomic resolution levels might be insufficient to 
recover more detailed patterns in microbial community composition. (IV) As already 
suggested by Raulf et al. (2015) the sampling area in PNG may be subject to a large 
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temporal variation in microbial community composition. To better account for this 
phenomenon and to resolve inconsistencies with previous results, repeated monitoring 
studies, as conducted here, would be necessary. 
 
Conclusion 
We conclude that naturally CO2-rich sites, such as the CO2 seeps in PNG, may 
continue to be used for OA research on sediment microbial communities under the 
premise that the environmental conditions in the sediment are well documented. 
Furthermore, we recommend caution in attributing changes in microbial communities to 
acidification without a careful consideration of other environmental parameters. Thus, for 
future research on the impact of OA on sediment microbial communities, we strongly 
recommend performing a detailed assessment of the environmental conditions in the 
sediment and of other parameters than those of the carbonate system. This will enable a 
more reliable selection of naturally CO2-rich sites as analogues for OA scenarios and will 
also improve the comparability between studies from different naturally CO2-rich sites.  
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Supporting information 
 
 
  
SI figure 1: Map of the sampling area in Papua New Guinea (A). Location of the sampling sites at Reef 1 colored by 
hydrothermal influence category (B); background colored by median pH in the upper 2 cm of the sediment. The reference sites 
at Reef 2 were approximately 2 km distant from the seep sites. 
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SI figure 2: Heatmap showing the contribution of the environmental parameters to the principal components 
(Figure 1). TIC: total inorganic carbon, TOC: total organic carbon, DIC: dissolved inorganic carbon, TN: total 
nitrogen, TA: total alkalinity. 
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SI figure 3: Heatmap of the correlation between the environmental parameters that were used in the redundancy 
analysis (RDA) models (Table 2) to explain the variation in microbial community structure. Sediment and bottom 
water parameters are marked with (S) and (B), respectively. 
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SI table 3: Number of differentially abundant taxa between hydrothermal influence categories. Numbers in parentheses 
indicate the numbers of taxa that were differentially abundant between reference and medium HI (hydrothermal 
influence) sites. 
Taxonomic level Bacteria Archaea 
Phylum 7 (2) 2 (2) 
Class 16 (2) 2 (0) 
Order 38 (7) 5 (0) 
Family 52 (14) 6 (0) 
Genus 81 (26) 6 (0) 
OTU 438 (97) 48 (19) 
 
 
 
SI tables 4 and 5: Bacterial (SI table 4) and archaeal (SI table 5) taxa detected as differentially abundant between 
hydrothermal influence categories. Please refer to the online supporting information to the published manuscript at 
FEMS Microbiology Ecology (http://femsec.oxfordjournals.org/content/92/5/fiw027.long). 
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Abstract: Microbial processes are crucial for element cycling in permeable sediments of 
tropical coral reefs, and contribute to maintaining the high productivity of these reefs. 
Coral reefs are threatened by ocean acidification (OA), however very little is known 
about OA effects on microbial processes and element cycling in reef sediments. Since the 
effects of long-term exposure to OA in an ecosystem context are of particular interest to 
scientists, natural OA analogues, such as shallow-water hydrothermal CO2 vents, are 
increasingly being studied. Here, we used a metatranscriptomic approach combined with 
metabolic rate measurements to investigate gene expression and functional rates related 
to a broad range of microbial processes involved in major element cycles in reef 
sediments at a CO2 vent in Papua New Guinea. Photosynthetic primary production and 
carbohydrate degradation did not seem to be strongly affected by the CO2 vent, although 
the taxonomic composition of the microorganisms performing these functions was 
altered. Sulfate reduction rates and gene expression were severely decreased at the CO2 
vent. Nitrogen fixation, nitrification and denitrification also seemed to be strongly 
affected by the CO2 venting, although further rate measurements are necessary to confirm 
the observed trends. Additionally, trace elements, such as arsenic, may be increasingly 
used as energy source by microorganisms. We provide an overview of microbial 
processes involved in major element cycles and how they may be affected at the CO2 
vents. Furthermore, we present hypotheses for future research on microbial processes at 
shallow-water hydrothermal CO2 vents as OA analogues. 
 
Keywords: hydrothermal vent, CO2 seep, microbial processes, photosynthesis, 
remineralization, metatranscriptomics, active community  
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Introduction 
Tropical coral reefs constitute a highly productive ecosystem in an otherwise 
nutrient-depleted marine desert. Microbial processes play a crucial role in maintaining the 
high productivity of coral reefs by facilitating efficient element cycling. In particular 
permeable reef sediments, which can cover areas up to ten times those of the coral reef 
framework, host microbial communities that are involved in element cycling and the 
remineralization of organic matter (Gattuso et al., 1998; Rasheed et al., 2002). For 
instance, microphytobenthic communities consisting mainly of cyanobacteria and small 
eukaryotes, such as diatoms, contribute to primary production via photosynthetic carbon 
fixation (Boucher et al., 1998; Werner et al., 2008). Other carbon fixation pathways are 
unique to prokaryotes (Hügler and Sievert, 2011), although their contribution to bulk 
carbon fixation in coral reef sediments remains unknown. Microbial remineralization 
processes include, but are not restricted to, the degradation of organic matter via 
hydrolytic enzymes, and subsequent respiration either aerobically in the oxygenated layer 
of the sediment, or anaerobically in deeper, anoxic sediment layers coupled to nitrate, 
manganese, iron and sulfate reduction (Fenchel and Jorgensen, 1977). Prokaryotic 
microbes are key players in all steps of the marine nitrogen cycle, an element which is 
usually depleted on coral reefs and requires rapid recycling (Rusch and Gaidos, 2013). 
Because of their involvement in major element cycles, changes to microbial processes in 
the sediment can have profound effects on reef maintenance and health (Ainsworth et al., 
2010; Garren and Azam, 2012).  
Ocean acidification (OA) is a major threat to coral reefs, yet little is known about 
long-term OA effects on microbial processes in reef sediments and their consequences for 
coral reef ecosystem functioning (Liu et al., 2010b). Currently, there are three main 
hypotheses regarding OA effects on microbial communities and their functions: (1) 
Microbial communities and their functions will not be affected by OA, (2) changes in 
microbial communities due to OA will not affect community functions, but will only 
result in a replacement of the organisms performing a particular function (functional 
redundancy), and (3) OA will affect microbial processes and ecosystem functioning 
(Joint et al., 2011; Liu et al., 2010b; O’Brien et al., 2016). So far there is no consensus as 
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to which of these hypotheses pertains to OA effects on microbial communities and 
processes in coral reef sediments.  
The majority of previous observations are limited to short-term laboratory and 
mesocosm experiments that mainly focused on water column microbial communities and 
functions. Overall, these studies indicated rather small effects of OA on planktonic 
microbial communities (Lindh et al., 2013; Newbold et al., 2012; Oliver et al., 2014; Roy 
et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2012). Regarding microbial functions, such as carbon and 
nitrogen fixation rates and hydrolytic carbon degradation, OA effects were often not the 
most dominant cause of observed changes (Allgaier et al., 2008; Arnosti et al., 2011; 
Endres et al., 2014; Grossart et al., 2006; Piontek et al., 2013), and may further depend on 
changes in other environmental parameters (Fu et al., 2008). First studies on OA effects 
on microbial communities and their function in other marine environments, such as 
sediments, suggest that their response to OA may differ in magnitude to that of 
planktonic microbial communities (Tait and Laverock, 2013), indicating that OA effects 
may be environment-specific. 
Unlike short-term laboratory and mesocosm experiments, the use of natural 
analogues for OA provides the opportunity to study long-term OA effects on sediment 
microbial communities in an ecosystem that has been exposed to reduced pH/increased 
pCO2 conditions for several decades (Fabricius et al., 2011; Hall-Spencer et al., 2008). 
Shallow-water hydrothermal CO2 vents associated with tropical coral reefs constitute 
such OA analogues (Fabricius et al., 2011). Most previous studies investigated the 
composition and diversity of the total microbial community in the sediment using DNA-
based molecular techniques, further using changes in community composition as proxy 
for changes in microbial processes (Hassenrück et al., 2016; Kerfahi et al., 2014; Raulf et 
al., 2015). However, the taxonomic composition of the total microbial community can at 
best act as rough estimate of microbial functions and may at worst be severely biased, 
since it does not provide information on microbial activity (Gaidos et al., 2011; Lanzen et 
al., 2011; Moeseneder et al., 2005). Very little data are available on direct measurements 
of microbial processes in the sediment at shallow-water hydrothermal CO2 vents. Studies 
from the Mediterranean and Papua New Guinea reported decreases in sulfate reduction 
and oxygen consumption rates at the CO2 vent (Fink et al., submitted; Molari et al., in 
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preparation), whereas nitrification rates remained largely unaffected (Kitidis et al., 2011). 
Nonetheless, the range of microbial functions investigated in coral reef sediments at 
shallow-water hydrothermal CO2 vents remains severely limited. 
Here, we investigated the active microbial community and major microbial 
processes in the sediment at a shallow-water hydrothermal CO2 vent in a coral reef in 
Papua New Guinea (PNG). There, the hydrothermal CO2 venting has changed the 
environmental conditions and characteristics of the sediment with the potential to alter 
microbially mediated element cycling (Fink et al., submitted). The aim of this study was 
(I) to provide an overview of the active microbial community and a broad range of major 
microbial processes in the sediment, and how these may be affected by long-term CO2 
venting, and (II) to formulate more specific hypotheses for further investigations into 
microbial processes in reef sediments at shallow-water CO2 vents used as natural 
analogues for OA. We focused on RNA-based molecular techniques conducting a 16S 
rRNA fingerprinting and a metatranscriptomic screening of the composition and function 
of the active microbial community. This we compared to the total microbial community 
and its genetic functional potential based on metagenomics. Furthermore, the results of 
the metagenomic and metatranscriptomic analysis were complemented with additional 
data on physico-chemical environmental parameters, microbial community composition 
and metabolic rates based on a replicated sampling design (Fink et al., submitted; 
Hassenrück et al., 2016; Lichtschlag et al., in preparation). 
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Methods 
Sampling area 
The sampling sites for this study were located along a pH gradient created by a 
shallow-water hydrothermal CO2 vent within a coral reef at Upa Upasina, Normanby 
Island, Papua New Guinea (S 9.82, W 150.82; Figure S1). These sampling sites were 
previously investigated to characterize the physico-chemical conditions in the sediment 
(Fink et al., submitted; Lichtschlag et al., in preparation) as well as the diversity and 
composition of the total microbial community (Hassenrück et al., 2016). 
At the CO2 vent, the physico-chemical conditions in the sediment were profoundly 
different from ambient conditions at a reference site approximately 500 m distant from 
the vent (Fink et al., submitted; Lichtschlag et al., in preparation). In the sediment at the 
CO2 vent, pH values of < 6 and temperatures of more than 37°C could be reached, 
especially in deeper sediment layers (Fink et al., submitted). Grain size and permeability 
as well as organic carbon and total nitrogen were reduced (Fink et al., submitted). Pore 
water element composition further showed an enrichment of signature elements for 
hydrothermal fluids such as silicon, manganese, lithium and iron, whereas magnesium 
and sodium were depleted (Lichtschlag et al., in preparation). Based on their physico-
chemical properties the sampling sites were grouped into three categories of 
hydrothermal influence (HI): reference sites, medium HI and high HI sites (see 
Hassenrück et al., 2016). 
Data for the physico-chemical characterization of the sampling sites, the molecular 
characterization of the benthic microbial communities, and metabolic rate measurements 
were collected in two consecutive years (May 2013 and April 2014). An overview of the 
available data is provided in Table S1. Due to logistic constraints, data are not available 
for all parameters at all sampling sites for both years.  
 
Molecular analysis 
For the molecular analyses of the microbial communities, sediment was collected 
from the upper 2 cm and preserved in RNAlater (Ambion) as described previously 
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(Hassenrück et al., 2016). DNA was extracted using the UltraClean Soil DNA extraction 
kit (MoBio Laboratories Inc., Carlsbad, CA, USA) according to the manufacturer’s 
instructions. RNA was extracted from 4 g sediment from triplicate sediment cores from 
one sampling site per HI category, where most data were available (Figure S1, Table S1), 
using the PowerSoil RNA extraction kit (MoBio Laboratories Inc., Carlsbad, CA, USA) 
according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Prior to the RNA extraction the RNAlater-
preserved sediment was washed twice with 4 ml sterile 1× PBS at 2500× g at 4°C for 
10 min to remove the RNAlater. After the RNA extraction, excess DNA was removed in 
a DNase digest. The DNA-free RNA solution was cleaned-up using the RNeasy 
MinElute Clean-up kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany). Metagenomic and metatranscriptomic 
TruSeq libraries of one replicate core were prepared for sequencing with Illumina MiSeq 
paired-end and HiSeq single-end technology (CeBiTec, Bielefeld). Due to a low amount 
of starting material, the library preparation included five amplification steps.  
For TRFLP fingerprinting of the bacterial community, 15 µL RNA template were 
reverse transcribed into first-strand cDNA. TRFLP fingerprinting was conducted on the 
16S rRNA and the 16S rRNA gene using the primer combination 27F and 907R. To 
screen the microbial community involved in sulfate reduction, of which previous 
measurements were available (Fink et al., submitted), TRFLP was also performed on the 
dissimilatory sulfite reductase gene subunit A (dsrA) using the primer set 3 (PS3) 
described in (Santillano et al., 2010). TRFLP PCRs were run in triplicates for each primer 
combination. The PCR products were purified using the QiaQuick Gel extraction kit 
(Qiagen, Hilden, Germany). Both 16S and dsrA fragments were digested with AluI (New 
England BioLabs GmbH, Frankfurt am Main, Germany). Restriction fragment lengths 
were analyzed on a capillary sequencer. Custom R scripts were used to bin forward 
fragments into OTUs and to merge the OTU profiles of replicate PCRs into one OTU 
profile per sample (http://www.mpi-bremen.de/en/Software_4.html). Restriction 
fragments longer than the expected PCR amplicon were removed from the analysis. 
Further information on the molecular analyses is provided in Tables S2-S4. 
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Metagenomic and metatranscriptomic sequence processing 
Sequencing controls and adapters were removed from the metagenomic and 
metatranscriptomic data sets with bbduk v34.00 (Bushnell, 2015). Sequences were 
quality trimmed with trimmomatic v0.32 (Bolger et al., 2014) and in case of the 
metagenomic libraries merged using PEAR v0.9.5 (Zhang et al., 2014). rRNA sequences 
were filtered from non-rRNA sequences using sortmerna v2.0 (Kopylova et al., 2012) 
with the SILVA ssu and lsu rRNA, and RFAM databases as reference (Quast et al., 
2013). rRNA sequences were then taxonomically classified with SINA v1.2.10 (Pruesse et 
al., 2012) using the SILVA ssu reference database release 119 (Quast et al., 2013). 
Coding sequences (CDS) on non-rRNA sequences were predicted with fraggenescan 
v1.19 (Rho et al., 2010) and annotated with interproscan v5.13-52.0 including gene 
ontology (GO) annotations (Jones et al., 2014). For the metagenomic sequences the CDS 
prediction and annotation were conducted using the EBI metagenomics portal (Hunter et 
al., 2014). GO networks were constructed in Cytoscape v3.2.1 (Shannon et al., 2003) 
using OntoFox (Xiang et al., 2010) to extract the subset of the full gene ontology specific 
to our dataset. Based on the InterPro annotation, functional marker genes of specific 
microbial processes (Table S5) were further curated using NCBI blastp (blast+ v2.2.30; 
(Camacho et al., 2009). The taxonomic composition of these marker genes was extracted 
from the best blast hit using efetch from the NCBI e-utils package edirect v2.70 (Kans, 
2013). Differences in the abundance of the marker genes and taxonomic groups between 
samples are shown as centered log ratio transformed sequence counts, with the difference 
between values representing log2-fold changes. Further information on the parameter 
setting of the programs used for the processing of sequences is provided in Table S6.  
 
Pigment analysis 
Sediment cores (3.5 cm inner diameter) were analyzed for photopigment 
concentrations using the HPLC method after Wright (1991). Within 2 h after sampling 
sediment cores were sliced at 0 - 0.5, 0.5 - 1, 1 - 2, 2 – 4 and 4 - 6 cm depth intervals, 
homogenized and stored frozen at -20°C. Samples were freeze-dried, vortexed (5 sec), 
sonicated (3 min) in ice-cold acetone and pigments were extracted at -20°C for 24 h. The 
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extract was filtered (Acrodisc CR 4 mm syringe filters, 0.45 µm pore size, PALL Life 
Sciences, USA) and injected into a reverse-phase HPLC (Waters, MA, USA). Separation 
and detection of the pigments occurred on a Waters 2695 separation module and a Waters 
9996 photo diode array detector, respectively. Pigment standards (DHI Water and 
Environment, Denmark) for chlorophyll a, chlorophyll b, pheophythin a, fucoxanthin, 
diatoxanthin, diadinoxanthin, zeaxanthin and ß-carotene were used for identification and 
quantification of these pigments. 
 
Net photosynthesis and primary production 
Microphytobenthic activity was investigated ex situ using oxygen microsensors (tip 
size 50 - 60 µm, measuring surface 5 µm). The microsensors were built as described in 
Revsbech (1989) and two-point calibrated using air-saturated water and anoxic sediment 
pore water. Three sediment cores per site were obtained with acrylic core liners (8 cm 
inner diameter) and were incubated in the dark or in the light (220 µmol photons m
-2
 s
-1
) 
at 28 - 29°C. Light intensity was measured at the sediment surface using a LI-190 
quantum sensor (LI-COR, Lincoln, Nebraska, USA). A thin air stream provided by an air 
pump stirred the water overlaying the sediment creating a diffusive boundary layer. 
Steady-state microprofiles (n = 1 - 3 per core) of the upper 10 mm of the sediment were 
obtained after a pre-incubation of approximately 30 minutes. 
Diffusive oxygen fluxes (J) were calculated according to Fick’s first law of 
diffusion (1) where DO2 is the diffusion coefficient, [O2] is the oxygen concentration and 
z is the depth. 
J = DO2 * d[O2]/dz   (1) 
Oxygen fluxes through the diffusive boundary layer (JDBL) were measured in the 
dark and in the light. The downward oxygen flux from the base of the euphotic zone 
(JEUPH) in the light was calculated taking into account porosity (φ), and the diffusion 
coefficient was corrected for tortuosity (DO2' = DO2/θ
2) adjusted for sands (θ2 = φ1-m, 
m = 2; (Boudreau, 1997). Gross primary production (GPP) was calculated as 
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JGPP(light) = JEUPH(light) – JDBL (light) + JDBL(dark), assuming the same oxygen 
consumption in the light as in the dark. 
 
Extracellular enzymatic activity 
Sediment samples from 0 – 2 cm sediment depth were stored at -20°C for the 
measurement of extracellular enzymatic activity. Potential extracellular enzymatic 
activity of α- and β-glucosidases was measured fluorometrically via the release of the 
fluorochrome methylumbelliferone (MUF) during the cleavage of an artificial substrate 
(Boetius and Lochte, 1994). The artificial substrates for α- and β-glucosidases were 
4-MUF-α-D-glucopyranoside and 4-MUF-β-D-glucopyranoside, respectively. A volume 
of 100 µL substrate (100 µM) was added to 0.5 ml sediment diluted with 4.5 ml sterile-
filtered artificial seawater. Samples were then incubated at 28°C and MUF concentration 
was measured after 1 h, 3 h and 5 h with an excitation wavelength of 365 nm and an 
emission wavelength of 445 nm. For each sample triplicate incubations were set up. 
Enzymatic activity was calculated as the amount of MUF released over 1 h per gram dry 
sediment. Separate calibration curves were measured for reference samples (high amount 
of calcium carbonate), and medium and high HI samples (silicate sands, low amount of 
calcium carbonate). 
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Results and Discussion 
Total and active microbial community 
The microbial community along the pH gradient at the CO2 vent at Upa Upasina 
was previously investigated using community fingerprinting and amplicon sequencing of 
the same samples (Hassenrück et al., 2016). While this approach gave valuable 
information on the composition and diversity of the total bacterial and archaeal 
community, no data were so far available on the active fraction of the microbial 
community. Here we used TRFLP fingerprinting to compare the composition of the 
active and total bacterial community, using 16S rRNA as indicator for activity, whereas 
the total bacterial community was represented by the 16S rRNA gene pool.  
We observed a shift in the composition of the total and active bacterial community 
between HI categories with the strongest change towards high HI sites (Figure 1A). The 
change in the composition of the total bacterial community was consistent with previous 
observations (Hassenrück et al., 2016). Although highly similar patterns were observed 
with both DNA and RNA-based methods (Mantel test based on Bray-Curtis dissimilarity, 
r = 0.857, p < 0.001), there was a pronounced offset between the active and total 
community (Figure 1A). Per sample about 45% of the OTUs were shared between the 
active and total community, a value comparable to the OTU turnover between HI 
categories. Such strong differences between active and total community composition are 
not uncommon in natural systems, where the most dominant members of a microbial 
community are not necessarily the most active (Lanzen et al., 2011; Moeseneder et al., 
2005; Shi et al., 2011). 
To reduce the bias of PCR-based methods and to further include information on 
functional genes, the metagenome and metatranscriptome of one sample per HI category 
was sequenced. Approximately 5 million metagenomic and 40 million total RNA 
metatranscriptomic reads were generated, of which 0.5% and 97% were assigned to 
rRNA, respectively. Of small subunit rRNA and rRNA gene sequences, the majority 
were classified as Bacteria (> 67%), followed by Eukaryota (3 – 30%) and Archaea 
(0.3 – 6%; Table S7). Generally, the composition of the microbial community in each 
domain of life was as expected for shallow-water marine sediments and comparable to 
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previous data from PNG, with the bacterial community dominated by Proteobacteria (α, 
γ and ), Bacteroidetes, Chloroflexi and Cyanobacteria, the eukaryotic community 
dominated by Diatomea, and the archaeal community dominated by Halobacteria, 
Marine Group I and Thermoplasmata (Figure S2; Hassenrück et al., 2016; Raulf et al., 
2015; Werner et al., 2008). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Non-metric multidimensional scaling of the relative abundance of bacterial classes 
in previously obtained 16S amplicon (Hassenrück et al., 2016), metagenomic and 
metatranscriptomic data sets of the same samples showed that a similar pattern with HI 
category could be recovered with the sequencing approaches compared to TRFLP, and 
Figure 1: Non-metric multidimensional scaling 
plot of bacterial 16S TRFLP (A) and class-level 
taxonomy of bacterial 16S metagenomic, 
metatranscriptomic and amplicon sequences (B). 
Calculated based on Bray-Curtis dissimilarity of 
relative sequence abundances. The asterisk marks 
an outlier replicate which was not used for 
metagenomic and metatranscriptomic analyses. 
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that metagenomes and amplicon data were more similar to each other than to the 
metatranscriptomes (Figure 1B). The differences towards metatranscriptomic 16S were 
already detectable among the most abundant bacterial classes, with a larger proportion of 
Cyanobacteria in the reference sample, and a smaller proportion of Chlorobi and 
Deferribacteres in the high HI sample of the metatranscriptomic data set (Figure S2A). A 
more detailed comparison between the different sequencing approaches based on 16S and 
18S classification is included in the SI text. 
The difference between metagenomic and metatranscriptomic data was also 
apparent in the functional profile of the microbial community. To investigate patterns 
among dominant functional genes, gene ontology (GO) networks of the 20 most abundant 
GO terms per sample and GO namespace (molecular function, biological process, cellular 
component) were created (Figure S3). The GO networks showed an enrichment of 
photosynthesis and photosynthesis-related carbon and energy metabolism in the 
metatranscriptomic data sets, whereas the metagenomes were enriched in genes related to 
more general GO terms such as membrane, ribosome, metabolic process, transport and 
catalytic activity as well as house-keeping functions. Furthermore, the abundance of 
dominant metagenomic GO terms was very similar between samples, suggesting that the 
pool of functional genes is similar between HI categories. Among highly expressed 
genes, several GO terms were enriched at least two-fold in medium and high HI samples 
compared to the reference sample: photosynthesis-related GO terms, proton transport 
coupled to energy generation, carbon fixation via the Calvin cycle, membrane-related GO 
terms such as thylakoid membrane, and aerobic respiration possibly related to increased 
metabolic rates of photosynthetic organisms. The common denominator of these GO 
terms was photosynthesis, suggesting that this process may be of increased importance in 
the sediment at the CO2 vent. 
 
Key microbial processes in the sediment 
Further analyses focused on specific metabolic pathways that play crucial roles in 
element cycling on coral reefs: photosynthesis, selected carbon fixation pathways, 
degradation of organic matter by carbohydrate active enzymes, sulfate reduction, nitrogen 
fixation, nitrification, and nitrate reduction to ammonia and N2. The prevalence of each 
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process was assessed by the expression of functional marker genes in each sample of the 
three HI categories. To support the findings of the marker gene analysis, replicated 
biogeochemical measurements of metabolic rates were available from previous work 
(sulfate reduction rates; Fink et al. submitted) and were extended here to include 
photosynthesis, carbon and nitrogen fixation, and hydrolytic carbon degradation rates. 
Furthermore, photopigment concentrations were used as proxy to assess the composition 
of the microphytobenthic community. Moreover, trends in microbial processes were 
discussed in the context of changes in known environmental parameters in the sediment 
at the CO2 vents (Fink et al., submitted; Lichtschlag et al., in preparation). An overview 
of the metabolic pathways of interest and corresponding marker genes as well as other 
parameters that were measured to characterize the environment and microbial processes 
in sediment is provided in Table S1 and Figure S4. Absolute sequence counts of 
functional marker genes are shown in Table S8. 
 
Photosynthesis 
As apparent from the GO networks, the majority of the sequences affiliated with 
functional genes in the metatranscriptomic data set were related to photosynthesis. For a 
more detailed investigation of photosynthetic gene expression the following marker genes 
were selected: photosystem I reaction center (psa), photosystem II reaction center 
(oxygenic photosynthesis: psb, anoxygenic photosynthesis: puf) and light harvesting 
antenna proteins, as well as carbonic anhydrase as representative for carbon concentrating 
mechanisms (Bryant and Frigaard, 2006; Kranz et al., 2009). Only transcripts of genes 
for oxygenic photosynthesis (psa and psb) were detected in the metatranscriptomes. The 
expression of psa was similar in all three samples with a slight decrease in the high HI 
sample. In contrast, psb expression increased approximately 2 and 5-fold in medium and 
high HI samples, respectively (Figure 2). Assuming that gene expression is a valid proxy 
for photosynthesis rates, the decoupled trends in psa and psb expression were unexpected 
since both genes are required for oxygenic photosynthesis in cyanobacteria and 
phototrophic eukaryotes (Bryant and Frigaard, 2006).  
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Figure 2: Expression patterns of functional marker genes. Sequence abundance displayed as log2-fold change relative 
to the geometric mean (zero value) of all genes per sample (centered log-ratio transformation). Photosynthesis: 
photosystem I reaction center (psa), photosystem II reaction center (psb RC) and antenna proteins (psb AP), carbonic 
anhydrase (CA). Carbon fixation: ribulose-bisphosphate carboxylase/oxygenase (cbb), bifunctional carbon monoxide 
dehydrogenase/acetyl-CoA synthase (cdh), ATP-dependent citrate lyase (acl). Hydrolytic carbon degradation: 
carbohydrate active enzymes, glycoside hydrolase families (CAZy GH). Sulfate reduction: adenylylsulfate reductase 
(apr), dissimilatory sulfite reductase (dsr). Nitrogen cycling: nitrogenase (nif), ammonia monooxygenase (amo), 
nitrate reductase (nar), ammonifying nitrite reductase (nrf), nitrous oxide reductase (nos). Arsenic metabolism: 
arsenate reductase (arsC), arsenite oxidase (aio). The relative sequence abundance of these functional marker genes in 
the metagenomic data sets is provided in Figure S5. 
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The large majority of psa and psb transcripts were affiliated with diatoms followed 
by cyanobacteria and other phototrophic eukaryotes. The relative abundance of 18S and 
16S transcripts affiliated with diatoms and cyanobacteria showed opposite trends between 
HI categories. Whereas diatoms were increased 1.6 to 3.8-fold in medium and high HI 
samples compared to the reference sample, cyanobacteria decreased 2.9 to 9.6-fold, 
respectively (Figure 3A). A similar trend was observed in the metagenomic and amplicon 
data sets, although it was less pronounced for diatoms (Figure 3B+C). The change in the 
relative contribution of diatoms and cyanobacteria to photosynthesis was further 
supported by photopigment concentrations, which showed a significant decrease in the 
ratio of zeaxanthin to fucoxanthin concentrations towards the vent sites in 2013. 
Fucoxanthin and zeaxanthin (in the absence of chlorophyll b) are considered marker 
pigments for diatoms and cyanobacteria, respectively (Werner et al., 2008; Wright, 
1991). However, chlorophyll b was detected in low concentrations indicating that the 
usage of zeaxanthin as marker pigment for cyanobacteria may be potentially biased. An 
increased prevalence of diatoms at the vent sites may be related to the increased 
availability of silicate (Hassenrück et al., 2016; Lichtschlag et al., in preparation), which 
is required by diatoms for the construction of their silicate skeleton (Martin-Jézéquel et 
al., 2000). Additionally, the elevated amount of dissolved CO2 at the vent may reduce the 
need to enzymatically convert bicarbonate to CO2 for photosynthesis and thus lower the 
energetic costs of photosynthesis (Koch et al., 2013). The expression of carbonic 
anhydrase was slightly reduced in the high HI sample (Figure 2) and further contained 
less sequences affiliated with eukaryotic phototrophs compared to cyanobacteria than in 
the reference sample. The carbonic anhydrase of cyanobacteria, which are generally 
adapted to low CO2 concentrations, is known to be more efficient than the carbonic 
anhydrase of eukaryotic phototrophs (Kranz et al., 2009). Therefore an increase in 
dissolved CO2 may be more beneficial to eukaryotic phototrophs such as diatoms, which 
may outcompete cyanobacteria in natural communities (Koch et al., 2013).  
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  Figure 3: Abundance of key taxa involved in carbon, sulfur and nitrogen cycling based on 16S and 18S sequences in 
metatranscriptomic (A), metagenomic (B) and amplicon libraries from reference, medium and high hydrothermal 
influence (HI) sites. Sequence abundance displayed as log2-fold change relative to the geometric mean (zero value) of 
all taxa per sample (centered log-ratio transformation). Asterisks indicate significant differences between HI categories 
in the amplicon data set. Larger squares in the amplicon data set (C) mark samples that were used for the construction 
of metatranscriptomic and metagenomic libraries. 
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So far our results suggest a shift in the relative contribution of cyanobacteria and 
diatoms to the photosynthetic community at the CO2 vent. However, assuming that 
marker pigment concentrations can be used as abundance proxy, it is likely that this shift 
is rather caused by an extreme decline of cyanobacteria than an increase in the abundance 
of diatoms, especially at medium HI sites. Absolute zexanthin concentrations in 2013 
decreased steeply from median values of 0.08 µg gdw
-1
 at reference to 0.01 µg gdw
-1
 and 
less at medium and high HI sites (Figure 4A). Fucoxanthin concentrations in 2013 were 
significantly lower at medium compared to reference sites with median values of 0.6 and 
1.0 µg gdw
-1
, respectively (Figure 4A). At high HI sites, fucoxanthin concentrations 
exhibited a large range of values (0.7 to 2.2 µg gdw
-1
), and although fucoxanthin 
concentrations from the high HI site with metatranscriptomic data available were among 
the highest within the data set, no significant differences could be detected between 
reference and high HI sites in general (Figure 4A). A similar, although less pronounced 
pattern in fucoxanthin and zeaxanthin concentrations was also observed in 2014, 
suggesting a weak temporal variability, the exact degree and scale of which needs to be 
further investigated. It still remains unclear to which degree favorable silicate and CO2 
conditions as well as reduced grazing pressure (Fink et al., submitted) may allow diatoms 
to thrive, or to merely persist under otherwise presumably adverse environmental 
conditions at the vent sites.  
For estimates of net and gross benthic photosynthesis rates, oxygen fluxes at the 
sediment-water interface were calculated. Both net and gross photosynthesis rates were 
not significantly different between HI categories with values ranging from 0.7 to 3.4 and 
0.9 to 4.5 mmol O2 m
-2
 h
-1
, respectively (Figure 4B). These estimates were consistent 
with previous observations on photosynthesis rates in permeable reef sediment (Rao et 
al., 2012; Werner et al., 2008). Compared to photosystem gene expression and pigment 
concentrations the pattern observed in the photosynthesis rates most closely resembled 
psa expression, although this congruence may also be coincidental since no replication 
was available for psa expression data, and furthermore estimates of photosynthesis rates 
were only available for 2014. Chlorophyll a concentrations, as marker for phototrophic 
organisms in general, did not show a consistent pattern with photosynthesis rates (Figure 
4A+B). It is likely that in the system investigated here, proxy variables for photosynthesis 
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such as psb expression and chlorophyll a concentration are confounded by other 
variables. Preliminary data on the light conditions suggested a change in light quality 
between reference and vent sites (Laurie Hofmann, personal communication). Since 
photosystem I and II have different light absorption spectra, a change in light quality may 
cause a shift in the ratio of photosystem I and II expression to avoid an electron 
imbalance in the photosynthetic electron transport chain (Chow et al., 1990; Cunningham 
et al., 1990). Additionally, UVB seemed to penetrate deeper into the water at the CO2 
vent (Laurie Hofmann, personal communication). Since photosystem II is more 
vulnerable to UVB radiation than photosystem I (Sass et al., 1997; Tyystjärvi, 2008), the 
increased psb expression in medium and high HI samples may indicate a higher turnover 
of the protein rather than increased photosynthesis rates. Furthermore, sediments at the 
CO2 vent exhibited increased concentrations of toxic substances such as arsenic 
(Lichtschlag et al. in preparation), which is known to inhibit photosynthesis in diatoms 
(Barral-Fraga et al., 2015; Wängberg and Blanck, 1990). In summary, although there may 
be a shift in the phototrophic microbial community, photosynthesis rates appear to remain 
stable under the environmental conditions at the CO2 vent.  
 
Carbon fixation 
Based on transcript abundance, the Calvin cycle was the major carbon fixation 
pathway in the sediment in PNG. Similar to psa expression, the transcription of ribulose-
bisphosphate carboxylase/oxygenase (cbb) as marker gene for the Calvin cycle did not 
show a clear pattern by HI category (Figure 2), suggesting that carbon fixation via the 
Calvin cycle may not vary much between reference and vent sites, and further supporting 
the hypothesis of similar photosynthesis rates at the CO2 vent. The taxonomic affiliation 
of cbb transcripts was consistent with the taxonomic composition of transcripts related to 
photosynthesis marker genes with mostly diatoms, showing the same inverse relationship 
between diatom and cyanobacteria activity, which was observed in 16S and 18S 
sequences as well as photopigments. 
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Figure 4A: Marker pigment concentrations in the upper 2 cm of the sediment in May 2013 and April 2014. B: Net and 
gross photosynthesis rates measured in May 2013. Lower case letters indicate significant differences based on Kruskal-
Wallis and fdr-adjusted Wilcoxon post-hoc tests. Larger squares mark data from sampling sites with 
metatranscriptomic and metagenomic data available. 
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Prokaryotes possess other pathways for autotrophic carbon fixation than the Calvin 
cycle (Hügler and Sievert, 2011). Here, we focus on the reductive Acetyl-CoA (rAcetyl-
CoA) pathway (Ljungdhal, 1986), and the reductive tricarboxylic acid (rTCA) cycle 
(Buchanan and Arnon, 1990). The bifunctional carbon monoxide dehydrogenase/ 
acetyl-CoA synthase (cdh) as marker gene for the rAcetyl-CoA pathway (Ragsdale and 
Wood, 1985) showed a two-fold decrease in the high HI sample compared to medium HI 
and reference samples (Figure 2). The rAcetyl-CoA pathway is mostly known from 
acetogenic bacteria and autotrophic sulfate reducers (Hügler and Sievert, 2011). Most of 
the cdh transcripts were affiliated with Spirochaetae and Deltaproteobacteria, which 
include known acetogenic and sulfate reducing bacteria, respectively (Hügler and Sievert, 
2011; Montoya et al., 2012). Similar to cdh expression, the relative abundance of 16S 
transcripts affiliated with Spirochaetae and Deltasulfobacteraceae, a deltaproteobacterial 
family consisting mostly of sulfate reducers, was reduced in the high HI sample (Figure 
3A). Comparable trends were also observed in the amplicon data set, where significant 
differences in the relative sequence abundance of these taxa were detected between HI 
categories (Figure 3C). Known organisms capable of the rAcetyl-CoA pathway for 
carbon fixation are anaerobes (Hügler and Sievert, 2011). However, since the oxygen 
penetration depth was lowest at high HI sites (Fink et al., submitted), it is likely that 
factors other than the presence of oxygen determine the expression of this pathway in the 
sediment at the CO2 vent. Only very few transcripts were annotated to the ATP-
dependent citrate lyase (acl) as the marker gene for the rTCA cycle (Hügler and Sievert, 
2011 and references therein). The rTCA cycle is known to play a major role in carbon 
fixation at deep-sea hydrothermal vents (Campbell and Cary, 2004). However, our results 
suggest that its importance at shallow-water hydrothermal vents may be minor.  
Unfortunately, no information is yet available on carbon fixation rates at the 
sampling sites in PNG, apart from photosynthetic carbon fixation based on estimates of 
gross photosynthesis rates. Pending measurements based on 
13
C incubation experiments 
may give better estimates of carbon fixation rates. Nevertheless, our results so far suggest 
that the majority of carbon is fixed by phototrophic organisms, and that these carbon 
fixation rates may not vary between reference and vent conditions. Regarding biomass 
production, it is likely that photoautotrophic far outweigh chemoautotrophic processes in 
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reef sediments given the unlimited supply of light energy compared to chemical 
compounds as energy source for carbon fixation (Hügler and Sievert, 2011). Therefore, 
changes in the rAcetyl-CoA pathway or the rTCA cycle may not relevantly alter bulk 
carbon fixation. 
 
Carbohydrate degradation 
There are a multitude of enzymes to degrade complex carbohydrate molecules 
such as those that make up the majority of the particulate and dissolved organic matter 
(DOM) pool. These enzymes are referred to as carbohydrate active enzymes (CAZy). 
According to type of catalyzed reaction CAZys are grouped into different categories 
(Lombard et al., 2014). Here, we focused on glycoside hydrolases, which catalyze the 
hydrolytic cleavage of the glycosidic bond between carbohydrate monomers. The 
samples from all three HI categories showed similar expression levels of glycoside 
hydrolases, suggesting that the glycosidic degradation of carbohydrates may not be 
affected by the CO2 vent. Taxonomically, the majority of the glycoside hydrolase 
transcripts were affiliated with Bacteroidetes, Gammaproteobacteria, Chloroflexi and 
Firmicutes. There was an opposite trend in the relative abundance of glycoside hydrolase 
transcripts affiliated with Bacteroidetes, which declined slightly from reference to 
medium and high HI samples, and Chloroflexi, which was increased 1.5 and 2.5-fold in 
the medium and high HI sample compared to the reference, respectively. This shift in the 
taxonomic composition of carbohydrate degraders was also visible in 16S 
metatranscriptomic, metagenomic and amplicon sequences affiliated with Flavobacteriia, 
as major carbon degrading group among the Bacteroidetes (Bernardet et al., 2002), and 
Chloroflexi. Based on the amplicon data, it was hypothesized that anaerobic carbon 
degraders among the Chlorobi, Deferribacteres and Chloroflexi may replace aerobic 
carbon degraders such as Flavobacteriia at the CO2 vent (Hassenrück et al., 2016). Our 
results support this hypothesis and further identify Chloroflexi as more likely to replace 
Flavobacteriia compared to Chlorobi and Deferribacteres, which did not appear to 
contribute much to carbohydrate degradation.    
Carbohydrates such as polysaccharides from algal cell walls and storage 
compounds, starch and smaller oligosaccharides are degraded by α- and β-glucosidases, 
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which accounted for a large proportion of the glycoside hydrolase transcripts. 
Measurements of the potential extracellular enzymatic activity of α- and β-glucosidases 
were not significantly different between HI categories (Figure 5), thus supporting the 
results from the marker gene analysis. These results contradict previous studies, which 
have so far mostly detected an increased degradation potential of microbial communities 
under elevated CO2 conditions (Burrell et al., 2015; Maas et al., 2013; Piontek et al., 
2010). However, the lower availability of degradable material because of a lower organic 
carbon input in the sediment at the CO2 vent (Fink et al., submitted) may have further 
modified the expression of glucoside hydrolases.  
At the reference site, the enzymatic activity of β-glucosidases was approximately 
ten times higher than that of α-glucosidases, which was consistent with previous 
observations on the contribution of α- and β-glucosidase activity to carbohydrate 
degradation in marine sediments (Böer et al., 2009). However, at high HI sites, where the 
lowest activities of β-glucosidases were measured, the ratio of α-glucosidases and β-
glucosidases was almost equal (Figure 5). This change in the contribution of α- and β-
glucosidases to carbohydrate degradation may indicate a change in the available 
degradable organic material at the CO2 vent. Differences in the composition of organic 
matter further have the potential to alter the light absorption properties of water 
(Sulzberger and Durisch-Kaiser, 2009), and may thus lead to differences in light quality 
and UVB penetration that were observed at the CO2 vent. Raulf et al. (2015) 
hypothesized that a change in benthic cover (Fabricius et al., 2011) may cause a shift in 
DOM composition from coral to seagrass and macroalgae-derived DOM. However, since 
so far there is no direct evidence that the composition of the organic matter differs 
between reference and vent sites, this hypothesis is still tenuous. Furthermore, no pCO2 
effect on DOM composition was detected in mesocosm experiments (Zark et al., 2015), 
although at the CO2 vent other factors that pCO2 may influence DOM composition. 
Additionally, since the enzymatic activity measurements were conducted with frozen 
samples, the results may be biased and should be re-evaluated using fresh sediment 
material. Moreover, the samples for enzymatic activity measurements were collected in 
2014, whereas the molecular and UV data were only available for 2013. Since the degree 
and scale of the temporal variability of the measured parameters within the sampling area 
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is still unknown, it remains to be determined whether the consistent patterns between 
gene expression and enzymatic activity can be reproduced.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Sulfate reduction 
Previous observations at the CO2 vent in PNG documented a steep decrease in 
sulfate reduction rates (Fink et al., submitted). Here, we observed a similar pattern in two 
functional marker genes for sulfate reduction, adenylylsulfate reductase (apr) and 
dissimilatory sulfite reductase (dsr; Meyer and Kuever, 2007; Santillano et al., 2010), 
which were both decreased approximately 5-fold in the high HI sample (Figure 2). As 
previously noted, 16S sequences affiliated with known sulfate reducers such as 
Desulfobacteraceae also showed a decrease at high HI sites (Figure 3). Since sulfate 
reduction can be coupled to carbon fixation via the rAcetyl-CoA pathway (Hügler and 
Sievert, 2011; Montoya et al., 2012), the decrease in sulfate reduction rates may further 
support the decrease observed in the expression of cdh. Additionally, TRFLP 
Figure 5: Potential extracellular α- and β-glucosidase activity 
measured in sediment samples from 0 – 2 cm sediment depth. 
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fingerprinting of the dsr gene showed that there was a shift in the composition of sulfate 
reducing community between HI categories (Figure 6). A decrease of sulfate reduction 
rates has been observed at other CO2 vents as well (Bayraktarov et al., 2013; Molari et 
al., in preparation; Sievert et al., 1999), and is strongly supported here. Most likely the 
low sulfate reduction rates are related to the decrease in pH/increase in pCO2 at the vent, 
a reduced availability of organic matter and changes in sediment characteristics such as 
permeability (Fink et al., submitted).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Nitrogen cycle  
Nitrogen fixation, i.e. the conversion of N2 into NH3, is mediated by the enzyme 
nitrogenase (nif; Zehr et al., 2003). In the open surface ocean, cyanobacteria are 
considered to be responsible for the majority of nitrogen fixation (Foster et al., 2009). In 
sediments, other microbial organisms such as deltaproteobacterial sulfate reducers also 
contribute to nitrogen fixation (Werner et al., 2008; Zehr et al., 2003). We observed the 
highest nif expression in the medium HI sample, which was about 2.5-fold higher than in 
the reference sample. In the high HI sample there was an almost 6-fold decrease in nif 
expression compared to the reference (Figure 2). Assuming that medium HI sites most 
Figure 6: Cluster diagram of sulfate reducing bacteria from reference, medium and high hydrothermal influence (HI) 
sites based on TRFLP analysis of the dsrA gene. Complete linkage clustering based on Bray-Curtis dissimilarity 
calculated from the relative abundance of TRFLP-OTUs. The asterisk marks an outlier replicate which was not used 
for metagenomic and metatranscriptomic analyses. 
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closely resemble conditions used in ocean acidification experiments, the increase in nif 
expression would be consistent with previous studies, which reported increased nitrogen 
fixation rates for cyanobacterial strains at reduced pH (Fu et al., 2008; Hutchins et al., 
2007). The severe decrease of nif expression at the high HI site may be related to the 
decrease in cyanobacteria and sulfate reducers such as Desulfobacteraceae (Figure 3). 
Additionally, nitrogen fixation rates are considered to be lower in silicate compared to 
carbonate sediments (Bednarz et al., 2015), which are found here at the CO2 and 
reference sites, respectively (Fink et al., submitted). An increased availability of 
ammonium at the CO2 vent may also lead to a down-regulation of nitrogen fixation 
(Artur Fink, personal communication; Ohmori and Hattori, 1974). However, these 
conclusions are so far only based on molecular data and need to be further validated by 
direct measurement of nitrogen fixation rates (pending).  
Nitrification refers to the oxidation of ammonium to nitrate. The first step in this 
process is catalyzed by the ammonia monooxygenase (amo; Ward et al., 2011 and 
references therein). We detected a more than 10-fold increase in amo expression in the 
high HI sample (Figure 2). The increase of archaeal amo expression at elevated pCO2 has 
been observed before in an experiment, where sediment was incubated at 3000 ppm CO2, 
comparable to the pCO2 at high HI sites (Tait et al., 2014). Almost all amo transcripts 
were affiliated with archaea, most likely the candidate genus Nitrosopumilus, which also 
dominated the archaeal 16S amplicon sequences at high HI sites (Figure 3C). Both 
previous studies on the archaeal community in the sediment in PNG observed an increase 
in the relative abundance of 16S sequences affiliated with Candidatus Nitrosopumilus at 
the CO2 vent (Hassenrück et al., 2016; Raulf et al., 2015), which was also observed in 
metatranscriptomic and metagenomic 16S here, although the reference sample also 
contained a high proportion of 16S sequences affiliated with Candidatus Nitrosopumilus 
(Figure 3C).  
It has been hypothesized that archaeal nitrifiers such as Candidatus Nitrosopumilus 
may replace bacterial nitrifiers such as Nitrosococcus at the CO2 vent (Raulf et al., 2015). 
However, here only one amo transcript from the high HI sample was affiliated with 
ammonia oxidizing bacteria. Instead, we suggest that even at reference sites, mainly 
archaea are responsible for nitrification in the sediment, and that at high HI sites archaeal 
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nitrification is strongly increased. It is possible that an increased supply of ammonium 
from the CO2 vent (Artur Fink, personal communication) is fueling archaeal nitrification. 
This hypothesis contradicts previous suggestions about nitrification rates under reduced 
pH conditions, where the chemical equilibrium between ammonia and ammonium is 
shifted towards a reduced availability of ammonia that is used by ammonia oxidizers 
(Beman et al., 2011; Huesemann et al., 2002). On the other hand, observations from other 
natural systems, where microbial communities have been adapted to reduced pH 
conditions for a long time, support our findings (Fulweiler et al., 2011; Kitidis et al., 
2011). Furthermore, archaeal nitrification appears to be less sensitive to low pH 
(Lehtovirta-Morley et al., 2011; Nicol et al., 2008). Yet, since no direct measurements of 
nitrification rates are so far available, our hypothesis needs further validation. 
Nitrate reduction processes were also assessed based only on marker gene 
expression, since no data on biogeochemical rates were available. We focused on two 
nitrate reduction processes that either result in a loss of biologically available nitrogen, 
i.e. denitrification to N2, or retain nitrogen, i.e. the dissimilatory nitrate reduction to 
ammonium (DNRA). As marker genes nitrate reductase (nar), ammonifying nitrite 
reductase (nrf) and nitrous oxide reductase (nos) were selected, catalyzing the reduction 
of nitrate to nitrite, the reduction of nitrite to ammonium during DNRA and the reduction 
of nitrous oxide to N2, respectively (Rusch and Gaidos, 2013). Expression of nar and nrf 
were both more than 2-fold decreased in the medium and high HI samples compared to 
the reference sample (Figure 2). On the other hand, nos expression was only decreased in 
the medium, but not the high HI sample (Figure 2). However, since nitrous oxide 
reductase is known to be vulnerable to reduced pH (Liu et al., 2010a), its increased 
expression level in the high HI sample may also indicate a high protein turnover. The 
contribution of DNRA and denitrification to N2 to denitrification processes in reef 
sediments are considered to be similar, although in some cases DNRA was reported to be 
the dominant denitrification process (Dong et al., 2011; Erler et al., 2014). So far our 
results are not conclusive regarding how the importance of these two processes will be 
affected by the CO2 vent, although it appears that denitrification in general may be 
reduced, possibly related to the lower permeability and decreased availability of organic 
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material at the CO2 vent (Fink et al., submitted). Further direct measurements of 
denitrification rates are needed to confirm the results of this study. 
 
Arsenic metabolism 
During the characterization of the environmental conditions in the sediment, an 
enrichment of arsenic in the pore water and solid phase was detected at the CO2 vent 
(Lichtschlag et al., in preparation). High concentrations of arsenic are not uncommon at 
hydrothermal vents in PNG, where arsenic mainly occurs as arsenate (As(V)) and 
arsenite (As(III); Price and Pichler, 2005; Price et al., 2007). Both forms of arsenic are 
toxic to most microorganisms and require active detoxification (Achour et al., 2007). 
Alternatively, some bacteria are able to use arsenate and arsenite in their energy 
metabolism (Akerman et al., 2011). Here, we focused on the arsenate reductase subunit 
of the arsenic detoxification protein complex (arsC; Achour et al., 2007), and the arsenite 
oxidase (aio) involved in the energy metabolism (Lebrun et al., 2003). The expression of 
arsC was increased 2-fold in the medium HI sample compared to the reference sample 
(Figure 2), consistent with the increase in arsenic concentrations at this site. However, in 
the high HI sample arsC expression was only marginally higher than in the reference 
sample, although arsenic concentrations exceeded those at medium HI sites. The 
expression of aio was only increased in the high HI sample, which showed an almost 6-
fold higher expression compared to the medium HI and reference samples (Figure 2). It is 
likely that in the immediate vicinity of the CO2 vents arsenite constitutes the majority of 
arsenic species, as observed at another hydrothermal vent in PNG (Price et al., 2007). 
Furthermore, arsenite oxidation has a higher energy yield than arsenate reduction 
(Akerman et al., 2011), suggesting that it may be the dominating process in arsenic 
energy metabolism at high HI the CO2 vents. We propose that arsenic detoxification is a 
valid metabolic strategy for microorganisms at medium HI sites, whereas at high HI sites 
microorganisms that can exploit high arsenite concentration for energy generation have a 
competitive advantage.  
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Table 1: Potential effects of hydrothermal CO2 venting on microbial processes (function) and the organisms involved in 
these processes (taxa) in the sediment. HI: hydrothermal influence, increase (↑), decrease (↓), no change (−), no 
conclusive information available (?).  Processes marked with an asterisk were assessed without data on actual 
functional rates. 
  Medium HI High HI 
  Function Taxa Function Taxa 
Carbon cycle     
 Photosynthesis No change Diatomea ↑− 
Cyanobacteria ↓ 
No change Diatomea ↑− 
Cyanobacteria ↓ 
 Carbon 
fixation
*
 
No change Diatomea ↑− 
Cyanobacteria ↓ 
Calvin cycle  – 
rAcetyl-CoA ↓ 
Diatomea ↑− 
Cyanobacteria ↓ 
Spirochaeatae ↓ 
Desulfobacteraceae ↓ 
 Carbohydrate 
degradation 
No change Chloroflexi ↑− 
 
No change, but 
increased ratio of α:β 
glucosidase activity  
Chloroflexi ↑ 
Flavobacteriia ↓ 
Sulfur cycle     
 Sulfate 
reduction 
Decrease Shift in TRFLP 
fingerprint 
Decrease Desulfobacteraceae ↓ 
Shift in TRFLP 
fingerprint 
Nitrogen cycle     
 Nitrogen 
fixation
*
 
Increase No change Decrease Cyanobacteria ↓ 
Desulfobacteraceae ↓ 
 Ammonia 
oxidation
*
 
No change No change Increase Candidatus 
Nitrosopumilus ↑ 
 Denitrification 
to ammonia
*
 
Decrease ? Decrease ? 
 Denitrification 
to N2
*
 
Decrease ? ? ? 
Other elements     
 Arsenate 
reduction
*
 
Increase ? No change ? 
 Arsenite 
oxidation
*
 
No change ? Increase ? 
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Conclusion 
We provided an overview of major microbial processes involved in element cycling 
in the sediment at a shallow-water hydrothermal CO2 vent in PNG that is used as natural 
analogue in OA research. Some functions, such as photosynthesis and carbohydrate 
degradation, did not seem to be strongly affected by the CO2 vent, although the 
taxonomic composition of the microorganisms performing these functions was altered, 
suggesting functional redundancy among microbial taxa (Table 1). On the other hand, 
sulfate reduction and nitrogen cycling seemed to be impacted at the CO2 vent, suggesting 
that among the microorganisms involved in these processes no functional redundancy 
applied (Table 1). Furthermore, altered sediment characteristics such as reduced 
permeability at the CO2 vent may largely explain the decrease in remineralization rates. 
The challenge of using hydrothermal CO2 vents to investigate OA effects on microbial 
processes in the sediment is to differentiate between potential OA effects and the 
influence of other environmental variables at the CO2 vent (Hassenrück et al., 2016; 
Vizzini et al., 2013). Assuming that medium HI sites may constitute a more realistic OA 
scenario than high HI sites (Hassenrück et al., 2016), changes in microbial processes, 
which were only observed at high HI sites, may not represent responses to future ocean 
acidification (Table 1).  
Besides, many microbial processes could not be fully assessed with the methods at 
our disposal. Despite the power of meta-omics approaches, such as metatranscriptomic 
sequencing, to provide information on the active microbial community and function, such 
techniques remain limited in their ability to assess actual metabolic rates. Here, we 
observed consistent patterns in gene expression and metabolic rate measurements in some 
cases, whereas in other cases gene expression deviated strongly from the actual metabolic 
rate. Gene expression data may therefore be used to generate hypotheses regarding 
microbial functions, but should not be used on its own to draw conclusions about 
functional rates. Since functional rate measurements were not available for all microbial 
processes investigated by metatranscriptomic marker gene analysis, further quantitative 
validation of our results is necessary. For future research we propose to focus on the 
following objectives:  
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 Is the beneficial effect of increased CO2 concentrations on photosynthesis rates at 
the CO2 vent counteracted by otherwise adverse physico-chemical conditions 
such as potentially increased UV irradiance and arsenic concentrations? How 
likely are such adverse conditions under future OA? 
 What is the contribution of different carbon fixation pathways to primary 
production in the sediment, and how are they affected by the CO2 vent? 
 Is the composition of DOM directly or indirectly affected by the CO2 vent, and is 
this in turn influencing the expression of carbohydrate degrading enzymes? 
 Are the changes in gene expression related to the nitrogen cycle representative of 
nitrogen fixation, nitrification and denitrification rates at the CO2 vent? 
 How are metals and trace elements, which are enriched in vent fluids, used in the 
microbial energy metabolism? Will the decrease in pH due to OA result in a 
similar leeching of metals and trace elements? 
 How stable are the patterns observed in microbial processes at the CO2 vent at 
different temporal scales? 
Such questions will help to better understand microbial processes in the sediment at 
hydrothermal CO2 vents associated with coral reefs, as well as to better predict long-term 
OA effects based on the study of such natural analogues. 
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Supporting information 
SI text: Comparison between metagenomic, metatranscriptomic and amplicon sequencing 
approaches 
Rarefaction analysis showed that more bacterial classes were detected in 
metatranscriptomic 16S than in amplicon sequences at the same sequencing depth (Figure 
S2B). The beginning of the metagenomic rarefaction curves indicated an equal or higher 
diversity than in metatranscriptomic 16S, suggesting that a primer bias may cause the 
reduced richness of the amplicon data set. However, a more comprehensive comparison 
between the richness of bacterial classes in metagenomic and metatranscriptomic 16S 
was difficult, because the sequencing depth of metagenomic 16S was insufficient to 
saturate rarefaction curves. Among eukaryotes and archaea, the comparison between the 
different sequencing approaches generally showed similar trends (Figure S2C-F), 
although the number of 16S/18S sequences in the metagenomic data set was often very 
low (Table S7), and no 18S amplicon data were available for a detailed comparison. Still, 
the composition of metagenomic and metatranscriptomic 18S was markedly different, 
especially in two samples with metagenomes dominated by metazoan rRNA genes that 
only contained low amounts of metazoan rRNA (Figure S2C), suggesting that the 
sediment samples probably contained dead metazoan material. DNA-based methods 
would not have been able to distinguish between dead and live material, which further 
highlights the importance of RNA-based approaches. 
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Figure S2: Taxonomic composition and diversity of metatranscriptomic (metaT), metagenomic (metaG) and amplicon 
sequencing libraries based on class-levels affilation of 16S and 18S sequences. Dominant classes among Bacteria (A), 
Eukaryota (C) and Archaea (E). Rarefaction analysis for Bacteria (B), Eukaryota (D) and Archaea (F).  
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Figure S3: Gene ontology (GO) network of the dominant functions in the metagenomic (metaG) and metatranscriptomic 
(metaT) data sets from reference, medium and high hydrothermal influence (HI) sites. Nodes: GO terms, edges: 
connections between GO terms. Node size, transparency and z-location indicate abundance of GO terms. Node color 
indicates GO namespace. Arrows indicate GO terms associated with transcripts which at least doubled between reference 
and vent samples. a: photosynthesis-related, b: proton transport coupled to energy generation, c: membrane-related 
including thylakoid membrane, d: oxidoreductase related to proton transport, e: binding, f: transporter, g: carboxylase 
such as ribulose-bisphosphate carboxylase/oxygenase, h: aerobic respiration, j: nucleotide metabolism, k: 
phosphotransferase, l: carbohydrate metabolism. 
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Figure S4: Microbial processes involved in carbon, nitrogen and sulfur cycling in marine sediments (modified after 
Fenchel and Jorgensen, 1977). Red frame: data available on metabolic rates, blue circle: concentration measurements, in 
italics: marker genes for microbial functions. AA: amino acids, CH: carbohydrates, LC-FA: long chain fatty acids, 
SC-FA: short chain fatty acids, DNRA: dissimilatory nitrate reduction to ammonium. Photosynthesis: photosystem I 
(psa), photosystem II (psb), carbonic anhydrase (CA). Carbon fixation: ribulose-bisphosphate carboxylase/oxygenase 
(cbb), bifunctional carbon monoxide dehydrogenase/acetyl-CoA synthase (cdh), ATP-dependent citrate lyase (acl). 
Hydrolytic carbon degradation: carbohydrate active enzymes - glycoside hydrolase families (CAZy GH). Sulfate 
reduction: adenylylsulfate reductase (apr), dissimilatory sulfite reductase (dsr). Nitrogen cycling: nitrogenase (nif), 
ammonia monooxygenase (amo), nitrate reductase (nar), ammonifying nitrite reductase (nrf), nitrous oxide reductase 
(nos). 
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Figure S5: Relative abundance of functional marker genes in metagenomes of samples from reference, medium and 
high hydrothermal influence (HI) sites. Sequence abundance displayed as log2-fold change relative to the geometric 
mean (zero value) of all genes per sample (centered log-ratio transformation). Photosynthesis: photosystem I reaction 
center (psa), photosystem II reaction center (psb RC) and antenna proteins (psb AP), carbonic anhydrase (CA). Carbon 
fixation: ribulose-bisphosphate carboxylase/oxygenase (cbb), bifunctional carbon monoxide dehydrogenase/acetyl-
CoA synthase (cdh), ATP-dependent citrate lyase (acl). Hydrolytic carbon degradation: carbohydrate active enzymes - 
glycoside hydrolase families (CAZy GH). Sulfate reduction: adenylylsulfate reductase (apr), dissimilatory sulfite 
reductase (dsr). Nitrogen cycling: nitrogenase (nif), ammonia monooxygenase (amo), nitrate reductase (nar), 
ammonifying nitrite reductase (nrf), nitrous oxide reductase (nos). Arsenic metabolism: arsenate reductase (ars), 
arsenite oxidase (aio). 
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Table S6: Bioinformatic programs and parameter settings for the analysis of metagenomic and metatranscriptomic 
sequences. 
Step Program Parameter settings 
Removal of sequencing 
controls (phiX) 
bbduk v34.00 k=31 
Removal of sequencing 
adapters (TruSeq) 
bbduk v34.00 k=27  
ktrim=r (repeat with ktrim=l) 
mink=12 
Removal of low quality 
bases 
trimmomatic v0.32 HEADCROP:5  
SLIDINGWINDOW:4:15  
MINLEN:100 
Merging of paired end reads PEAR v0.9.5 -v 10 
rRNA filtering sortmerna v2.0 --best 1 
16S classification SINA v1.2.10 --outtype fasta  
--search  
--meta-fmt csv  
--overhang remove  
--insertion forbid  
--filter none  
--fs-kmer-no-fast  
--fs-kmer-len 10  
--fs-req 2  
--fs-req-full 1  
--fs-min 40  
--fs-max 40  
--fs-weight 1  
--fs-full-len 1400  
--fs-msc 0.7  
--match-score 1  
--mismatch-score -1  
--pen-gap 5  
--pen-gapext 2  
--search-cover query  
--search-iupac optimistic  
--search-min-sim 0.9  
--turn all  
--lca-quorum 0.7  
--lca-fields tax_slv 
Coding sequence prediction fraggenescan v1.19 -complete=0  
-train=illumina_10 
Gene annotation interproscan v5.13-52.0 -appl PRINTS Gene3D Pfam 
 TIGRFAM ProSitePatterns  
--goterms  
-dp  
--pathways 
Curation of gene annotation  blastp+ v2.2.30 -evalue 1e-5  
-max_target_seqs 10 
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Summary: Seagrass meadows are a crucial component of tropical marine reef 
ecosystems. Seagrass plants are colonized by a multitude of epiphytic organisms that 
contribute to broadening the ecological role of seagrasses. To better understand how 
environmental changes like ocean acidification might affect epiphytic assemblages, the 
microbial community composition of the epiphytic biofilm of Enhalus acroides was 
investigated at a natural CO2 vent in Papua New Guinea using molecular fingerprinting 
and next generation sequencing of 16S and 18S rRNA genes. Both bacterial and 
eukaryotic epiphytes formed distinct communities at the CO2-impacted site compared 
with the control site. This site-related CO2 effect was also visible in the succession 
pattern of microbial epiphytes. We further found an increased relative sequence 
abundance of bacterial types associated with coral diseases at the CO2-impacted site 
(Fusobacteria, Thalassomonas), whereas eukaryotes, such as certain crustose coralline 
algae, commonly related to healthy reefs were less diverse. These trends in the epiphytic 
community of E. acroides suggest a potential role of seagrasses as vectors of coral 
pathogens and may support previous predictions of a decrease in reef health and 
prevalence of diseases under future ocean acidification scenarios.  
 
Keywords: ocean acidification, natural CO2 vents, seagrass, epiphytes, microbial 
community composition, coral reef ecology 
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Introduction 
Tropical marine reef ecosystems are hotspots of biodiversity and productivity in an 
otherwise desert-like marine system. Apart from corals, seagrass meadows are a crucial 
component of these reef ecosystems. As fish nurseries, nutrient cyclers, organic carbon 
producers and sediment stabilizers, seagrass meadows contribute substantially to 
ecosystem functioning (Orth et al., 2006). Similar to corals (Mouchka et al., 2010), 
seagrasses are colonized by microorganisms that form epiphytic biofilms on the seagrass 
leaves (Michael et al., 2008). These biofilms have been shown to affect seagrass 
physiology as well as their interactions with other reef organisms by e.g. regulating light 
availability (Sand-Jensen, 1977), influencing the settlement of secondary epibionts and 
biofouling (Wahl, 1989) or the production of antimicrobial substances (Marhaeni et al., 
2011). As such, a seagrass plant and its epiphytic biofilm can be referred to as a seagrass 
holobiont. 
Ocean acidification (OA), defined as a decrease in ocean water pH caused by 
increased atmospheric CO2 concentrations, is among the most worrisome threats to coral 
reef ecosystems (Hoegh-Guldberg et al., 2007). The impacts of OA on corals range from 
a decrease of skeletal integrity (Hoegh-Guldberg et al., 2007) to changes in the 
composition of the microbial biofilm associated with the coral, reducing larval settlement 
and probably coral health (Meron et al., 2011; Webster et al., 2013). Seagrasses, on the 
other hand, are generally thought to benefit from OA because of the increased availability 
of CO2 and bicarbonate for photosynthesis (Koch et al., 2013; Brodie et al., 2014). 
However, data on how the epiphytic biofilm on seagrass leaves might respond to OA and 
on the behavior of the seagrass holobiont in future OA scenarios are still sparse. 
Several studies have investigated the epiphytic community on seagrass leaves 
giving detailed information on the composition of bacterial or eukaryotic epiphytes (Uku 
et al., 2007; Medina-Pons et al., 2009; Hamisi et al., 2013). The effect of OA on epiphytic 
communities on seagrass leaves is far less well documented. Previous studies reported a 
decrease of calcifying epiphytes such as crustose coralline algae (Martin et al., 2008; 
Donnarumma et al., 2014) as already seen elsewhere in coral reefs (Fabricius et al., 
2011). Donnarumma and colleagues (2014) also highlighted a decrease in epiphyte 
diversity with decreasing pH. However, both studies only visually identified epiphytes by 
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using light microscopy and did not address the multitude of cryptic epiphytes detectable 
only with the increased sensitivity and taxonomic resolution provided by molecular tools. 
Our study aims (i) to provide a first overview of both bacterial and eukaryotic epiphytes 
at a molecular level and (ii) to estimate how the epiphytic community on seagrass leaves 
may change in response to OA. This may help to increase our understanding of the part 
the seagrass holobiont may play in the reef ecosystem under future OA scenarios. 
Recent research has turned to naturally CO2-rich systems as models for future OA 
scenarios (Hall-Spencer et al., 2008; Fabricius et al., 2011; Lidbury et al., 2012; Kerfahi 
et al., 2014). Unlike laboratory experiments, which are usually restricted to short-term 
studies, natural sites offer the opportunity to predict OA effects in long-term adapted 
systems that can be studied in their entirety without the need for experimental 
manipulation (Hall-Spencer et al., 2008). However, the inherent complexity of natural 
systems can also confound OA effects, and caution is needed in selecting natural CO2-
rich sites for OA research (Vizzini et al., 2013). 
Here, the epiphytic biofilm on the leaves of the seagrass Enhalus acroides was 
investigated at a natural CO2 vent and a control site in Papua New Guinea (PNG; Fig. 
S1). The sites were previously described as potential sites to study long-term effects of 
OA on coral reef communities because the prevailing environmental conditions are 
assumed to have been stable for up to 100 years (Fabricius et al., 2011). The diversity and 
composition of both bacterial and eukaryotic microbial epiphytic communities were 
assessed using molecular community fingerprinting and next generation sequencing of 
amplicon libraries. Besides the site-related CO2 impact, the factor leaf age was included 
in the analysis to account for different developmental stages of the epiphytic biofilm as 
well as potential interactions of biofilm development with OA effects. To further 
characterize the seagrass leaves and their epiphytes, additional data were collected on 
total epiphyte cover, and carbon and nitrogen content of the seagrass leaves. 
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Results and Discussion 
Logger deployments over approximately 44 h at the vent site at Dobu Island (Fig. 
S1) recorded median pH values of 7.8 in the water column (K. Fabricius, pers. comm.). 
At the control site, pH values of 8.3 were measured. These values were consistent with 
previous data on the carbonate system at Dobu Island (Fabricius et al., 2011). Apart from 
the carbonate system, the physicochemical characteristics of the water at the two 
sampling sites were very similar, suggesting that changes in the carbonate system 
between the vent and the control site were not confounded by any other of the observed 
parameters (Fabricius et al., 2011).  
18S ribosomal DNA sequences confirmed that the seagrass shoots belonged to one 
species and did not show any pattern by sampling site (data not shown). Each shoot 
consisted of three to five leaf pairs that were ranked by their order of budding, i.e. leaf 
age, with the youngest leaf pair being assigned the first rank. When possible, we sampled 
ranks one to four (youngest to oldest). On average, E. acroides is expected to produce a 
new pair of leaves approximately every month (Johnstone, 1979; Brouns and Heijs, 1986; 
Agawin et al., 2001). The time covered in this study would then amount to 4–5 months of 
settlement, although it is possible that growth rates were higher under low pH conditions 
(Koch et al., 2013). During that time, carbon (C) content of the seagrass leaves decreased 
with leaf age from approximately 33% to 26% dry weight (analysis of variance 
(ANOVA), F1,38 = 25.986, p < 0.001) and nitrogen (N) content from 2% to almost 1% 
(Kruskal-Wallis, χ2 = 21.262, df = 3, p < 0.001; Table 1). Carbon and nitrogen 
measurements matched previous measurements of leaves of E. acroides (Yamamuro et 
al., 2004) and were not affected by sampling site, suggesting that the substrate type, i.e. 
the seagrass leaf, was not confounded between sampling sites. 
Epiphyte cover increased with leaf age (Table 1). At the vent site, this increase 
reached only about threefold lower values than under control conditions, most likely due 
to a lower abundance of pH-sensitive organisms such as crustose coralline algae (Corlett 
and Jones, 2007; Martin et al., 2008; Fabricius et al., 2015). However, regardless of the 
trend in epiphyte cover, at the high taxonomic resolution provided by 16S and 18S 
amplicon sequencing, epiphyte communities seemed to be as diverse at the vent site than 
at the control site (Table 1).  
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Molecular Fingerprinting using Automated Ribosomal Intergenic Spacer Analysis 
(ARISA) 
As a first step to assessing the composition of the epiphytic biofilm of E. acroides, 
the epiphytic community was screened using the molecular fingerprinting technique 
ARISA (Ramette, 2009; Wolf et al., 2013). ARISA identified 408 bacterial and 321 
eukaryotic operational taxonomic units (OTUs). Non-metric multidimensional scaling 
ordination plots based on Bray-Curtis dissimilarity coefficients revealed three prominent 
patterns in the bacterial and eukaryotic community structure (Fig. 1). 
First, there was a strong separation of the communities sampled at the vent and the 
control site, which tended to cluster away from each other (bacteria: analysis of similarity 
(ANOSIM), R = 0.775, p < 0.05; eukaryotes: R = 0.692, p < 0.05; Table S1). Only about 
30% of the bacterial and eukaryotic OTUs were shared between any two samples from 
the vent and the control site. Redundancy analysis further confirmed that both sampling 
site and leaf age significantly explained part of the variation in the microbial community 
structure (Table S2). Of the observed parameters, sampling site was the dominant factor 
responsible for the patterns in epiphytic community structure (bacteria: adjusted 
R
2
 = 27.3%; eukaryotes: adjusted R
2
 = 12.4%), with about four times more variation 
being explained by sampling site than leaf age (Table S2). This pronounced shift in the 
epiphytic community structure on seagrass leaves between vent and control site further 
supports previous results, which found a response of bacterial as well as eukaryotic 
microbes to OA in other habitats (Johnson et al., 2011; Lidbury et al., 2012; Kerfahi et 
al., 2014). 
Second, at each site, there appeared to be a successive shift in epiphyte 
communities from the youngest to older leaves (Table S1). Despite the differences in 
epiphytic community composition between the vent and the control site, a successional 
pattern in community composition from younger to older leaves was observed at both 
sites regardless of CO2 impact (Fig. 1). Because organic matter has been shown to be 
transferred from the seagrass leaves to the epiphytes (Michael et al., 2008), changes in 
carbon and nitrogen content with leaf age, as documented here, may contribute to the 
influence of leaf age in shaping epiphyte communities.  
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Third, apart from the general response to the factors sampling site and leave age, 
patterns in community structure between samples, i.e. the pairwise similarity between 
samples, correlated strongly between the bacterial and eukaryotic data sets (Mantel test, 
r = 0.64, p < 0.05). The strong correlation seemed unlikely to be caused exclusively by 
changes in abiotic parameters. A more likely explanation may be that both communities 
influence and shape each other as previously suggested by Steele and colleagues (2011) 
and Sawall and colleagues (2012). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1: Non-metric multidimensional scaling (NDMS) plot based on the Bray-Curtis dissimilarity matrix for bacteria (A) and on 
the Jaccard dissimilarity matrix for eukaryotes (B) on leaves of E. acroides; both bacterial and eukaryotic communities were 
assessed using ARISA; dashed hulls representing a minimum of 30% shared OTUs between samples within the hull; labeled points: 
samples selected for 16S/18S amplicon sequencing. 
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Amplicon sequencing of epiphytic communities 
To taxonomically classify the epiphytic communities on E. acroides, eight samples 
were selected for amplicon sequencing of 16S and 18S rRNA genes for bacterial and 
eukaryotic communities respectively (ENA accession PRJEB7181). From each sampling 
site, one sample was chosen for each leaf age. OTU clustering was performed at 97% 
sequence identity, and SILVAngs was used for the taxonomic classification of the OTUs 
(Quast et al., 2013). A more detailed description of the sequence processing workflow 
can be found in Text S1. 
Amplicon sequencing of the V4-V6 variable region of the bacterial 16S rRNA gene 
recovered 2179 OTUs with about 600 OTUs per sample. Approximately 62% of the 
OTUs were singletons (47%) or doubletons (15%), which accounted for 8 - 16% of the 
total sequence counts per sample. This percentage of rare bacterial types did not 
significantly vary between sampling sites (Welch’s t-test, t = -0.944, df = 3.817, 
p > 0.05). The Chao1 index of total OTU richness yielded estimates almost twice as high 
as the raw counts. There was no significant difference in OTU richness between the 
sampling sites (Welch’s t-test, t = -0.819, df = 2.204, p > 0.05; Table 1). Previous reports 
on bacterial richness and rare bacterial types using next generation sequencing 
technology showed inconsistent responses to OA (Kerfahi et al., 2014; Raulf et al., 2015), 
which might be explained by the difference in environments being investigated. As such, 
the lack of change in bacterial richness and rare bacterial types on seagrass leaves at the 
vent site should not be generalized beyond the scope of this study. 
Amplicon sequencing of the V4 variable region of the eukaryotic 18S rRNA gene 
recovered 3928 OTUs. OTU number per sample ranged from 277 (C1) to 664 (C2; Table 
1). Similar to the bacterial OTU richness, there was no significant trend in the OTU 
number between sampling sites (Welch’s t-test, t = 0.034, df = 3.454, p > 0.05). This 
result was consistent with that of Lidbury and colleagues (2012), who did not detect a 
response of eukaryotic microbial richness on settlement tiles to OA using a molecular 
fingerprinting technique. However, the scarcity of OA studies on eukaryotic microbes 
applying next generation sequencing technology does not allow for a more 
comprehensive discussion on how eukaryotic epiphyte richness may respond to OA. 
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Taxonomic composition of bacterial epiphytes 
Most of the bacterial sequences belonged to the phylum Proteobacteria (51%), with 
Gammaproteobacteria (38%) and Alphaproteobacteria (11%) constituting the majority. 
The next most abundant phyla were Cyanobacteria (30%, chloroplast sequences 27%), 
Bacteroidetes (12%, Flavobacteria: 8%) and Fusobacteria (4%), which were especially 
abundant on older leaves at the vent site (Fig. 2A). The high percentage of 
Gammaproteobacteria and Alphaproteobacteria was consistent with previous 
observations on bacterial epiphytes of tropical seagrasses (Weidner et al., 2000; Uku et 
al., 2007). The high percentage of chloroplast sequences may be explained by the origin 
of the samples, which were taken in the photic zone from a chloroplast-containing 
substratum that was also colonized by algae. We identified several taxa that may 
potentially be influenced by sampling site and/or age of the seagrass leaves (Table S3). 
Notice that taxa that seemed to be predominantly affected by leaf age are not further 
discussed here, because the main objective of our study was to describe potential OA 
effects on epiphytic microbes. 
Cyanobacteria appeared to have a higher relative abundance at the control site than 
at the CO2-impacted vent site. Predictions of OA effects on free-living cyanobacteria are 
controversial and range from no effect on metabolic rates (Gradoville et al., 2014) to an 
increase in carbon and nitrogen fixation (Hutchins et al., 2007; Lomas et al., 2012). In 
microbial biofilms, OA seemed to lead to a decrease in cyanobacterial abundance and 
diversity (Witt et al., 2011; Russell et al., 2013). In complex assemblages, Cyanobacteria 
are supposed to benefit less from OA than other photosynthetic organisms such as 
chlorophytes, and may thus be outcompeted by them (Low-Décarie et al., 2014). In 
agreement with this hypothesis, cyanobacteria seemed to decrease in relative abundance 
with decreasing pH in this study: e.g. the two nitrogen fixing genera Leptolyngbya and 
Lyngbya, which are known epiphytes of seagrasses (Uku et al., 2007; Hamisi et al., 
2013), were more abundant at the control site, the latter even being unique to the control 
site. In the case of Leptolyngbya, this response has been documented before in a 
temperate system (Russell et al., 2013), whereas Lyngbya is expected to react more to 
changes in temperature and nutrient availability than to OA (Paerl and Huisman, 2009).  
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Contrarily to Cyanobacteria, Deltaproteobacteria, Bacilli, Fusobacteria and 
Clostridia seemed to increase in relative abundance at the vent site. Within the 
Deltaproteobacteria, this increase was mostly due to an increase in the relative abundance 
of OTUs of the order Bdellovibrionales at the vent site, as also observed by Raulf and 
colleagues (2015) in sediments from PNG. The responses of Bacilli and Fusobacteria 
were mostly due to an increase in the relative abundance of only one OTU belonging to 
the genus Paenibacillus and to the family Leptotrichiaceae, respectively. For 
Paenibacillus, this response has previously been observed in sediments under elevated 
pCO2 (Kerfahi et al., 2014). The fusobacterial OTU was among the most abundant OTUs 
in the data set (3.5% of all sequences) and was further identified as a relative of 
Propionigenium sp. with a sequence identity of 93% to the latter (NCBI accession 
number KC918186). Fusobacteria are a group of strictly anaerobic bacteria, which have 
been associated with tidal flat sediments, where they contribute to organic matter 
degradation (Graue et al., 2012), and are present in the gut microflora of marine 
invertebrates (Li et al., 2012; Dishaw et al., 2014; Rungrassamee et al., 2014) and coral 
biofilm (Morrow et al., 2012). There is evidence that Fusobacteria associated with corals 
increase in abundance under OA (Vega Thurber et al., 2009), which might support our 
results; although the exceptionally high sequence abundance of Fusobacteria at the vent 
site was restricted to the two oldest leaves. Noticeably, Fusobacteria as well as Clostridia 
have been implicated in coral diseases (Vega Thurber et al., 2009; Sweet et al., 2013).  
Alphaproteobacteria, Gammaproteobacteria and Flavobacteria did not show a 
response to sampling site on class level. However, at a higher level of taxonomic 
resolution, several taxa appeared to be affected by sampling site (Table S3). Among the 
most abundant OTUs in the data set, those potentially influenced by sampling site 
belonged to the Gammaproteobacteria, i.e. Thalassomonas (1.6%) and Marinomonas 
(3.8%), which were more abundant at the vent site, and Reinekea (7.2%) and Melitea 
(2.3%), which were more abundant at control site. Sequence comparison of the OTU 
belonging to Thalassomonas showed a high sequence identity (99%) to the sequence 
retrieved by Webster and colleagues (2013; NCBI accession number JQ178640), which 
was associated with the crustose coralline algae Hydrolithon at low pH. It was further 
closely related (96% sequence identity) to Thalassomonas loyana (NCBI accession 
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number NR043066), the causative agent of white plague-like disease in corals 
(Thompson et al., 2006), suggesting a potentially pathogenic role. The OTU of 
Marinomonas was related to Marinomonas poseidonica (99% sequence identity, NCBI 
accession number NR074719), which has been reported to be beneficial to seagrass 
(Celdrán et al., 2012) and may contribute to increased growth rates at the vent site. 
Reinekea is a genus that might play an important role in the degradation of organic matter 
after phytoplankton blooms (Teeling et al., 2012). Its reduced abundance at the vent site 
may be caused by the decreased availability of degradable material presumably due to the 
lower percentage of epiphyte cover. However, it also belongs to the order 
Oceanospirillales, which are common in coral biofilms and expected to decrease in 
abundance in diseased corals (Mouchka et al., 2010). Hardly anything is known about the 
genus Melitea, and, although it has been mentioned before in OA research, its response to 
elevated pCO2 remains largely unknown (Meron et al., 2011). 
The direction of potential changes (i.e. the increase or decrease) in relative OTU 
abundance from control to vent site or vice versa appeared to be related to total OTU 
abundance. Whereas approximately equal numbers of abundant OTUs (defined by more 
than 1% total sequence abundance) increased towards either the vent or control site, more 
OTUs of intermediate abundance level (defined by more than two sequence occurrences, 
but less than 1% total sequence abundance) tended to increase towards the vent site than 
towards the control site (Table S4). Although not seen in the rare bacterial types as 
previously discussed, this trend might be comparable with the increase in rare types with 
decreasing pH observed in marine sediments at PNG (Raulf et al., 2015). 
Among these increasing OTUs, sulfur oxidizers were overrepresented, some of 
which - but not all - were unique to the vent site. This suggests that a higher 
concentration of sulfur compounds that can be metabolized by bacteria might be present 
in the water column at the vent compared to the control site, although so far, no direct 
evidence exists for that matter (Fabricius et al., 2011). H2S was detected in the sediment 
(A. Fink, pers. comm.) and gas, but H2S levels in the water column did not exceed values 
typically observed for seawater (Fabricius et al., 2011). On the other hand, sulfur-
oxidizing bacteria might also constitute a contamination from the sediment and might not 
even be active on the seagrass leaves. Furthermore, apart from their biogeochemical 
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function, sulfur-oxidizing bacteria have also been associated with coral diseases (Frias-
Lopez et al., 2002; 2004; Bourne et al., 2013). Their increased relative abundance may 
therefore not only be attributable to sulfide seepage. Other OTUs of intermediate 
abundance, which increased at the vent site, belonged to genera such as Shewanella and 
Vibrio, which again have been related to coral diseases (Mouchka et al., 2010; Meron et 
al., 2011; Garcia et al., 2013; Sweet et al., 2013). This general trend of an increase in 
disease-associated bacterial OTUs at the vent site has also been observed at PNG in 
corals (Morrow et al., 2014). 
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Figure 2: Taxonomic composition of the epiphytic biofilm on leaves of E. acroides, A: bacterial community based on the 
relative abundance of OTUs (16S rRNA gene sequences, 454 sequencing); B: eukaryotic community based on the 
presence/absence of OTUs (18S rRNA gene sequences, Illumina). Bars are colored by bacterial class or eukaryotic phylum, 
separated by genus. Hatched areas: examples of genera potentially influenced by site and/or leaf age. Bold: bacterial classes or 
eukaryotic phyla potentially influenced by sampling site (Tables S3 and S5). Samples are ordered by leaf age (left: youngest, 
right: oldest) within sampling site. 
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Taxonomic composition of eukaryotic epiphytes 
Eukaryotic OTUs were dominated by Florideophycidae, which mostly consisted of 
crustose coralline algae (Corallinophycidae, 2282 OTUs) and Rhodymeniophycidae (235 
OTUs), followed by diatoms (695 OTUs), Ulvophyceae (171 OTUs) and dinoflagellates 
(145 OTUs, Fig. 2B). This composition conforms with the findings of microscopy-based 
work on tropical seagrasses, which also reported a prevalence of crustose coralline algae 
(Corlett and Jones, 2007; Martin et al., 2008). 
Potential changes in OTU richness were related to genera of the taxa 
Corallinophycidae, Dinoflagellata and Diatomea (Table S5). Corallinophycidae were 
slightly less diverse at the vent site, especially on the older leaves where they only 
retained about 65% of their OTUs. As calcifying organisms, crustose coralline algae are 
likely to suffer from OA (Martin et al., 2008; Fabricius et al., 2011; Donnarumma et al., 
2014). However, some genera appear to be more vulnerable to elevated pCO2 than others. 
Here, Hydrolithon the most diverse genus of crustose coralline algae on the leaves of E. 
acroides lost about two thirds of its OTUs, and Lithophyllum, which disappeared 
completely at the vent site, seemed especially susceptible to acidified conditions. Severe 
declines in Hydrolithon have also been observed on settlement tiles in PNG (Fabricius et 
al., 2015). The calcite deposits of Hydrolithon and Lithophyllum contain a high 
percentage of magnesium, whereas e.g. Spongites, which was the only crustose coralline 
algae unique to the vent site, deposits calcite with little magnesium content - a form that 
is less susceptible to reduced pH than high-Mg calcite (Smith et al., 2012). These 
differences in calcite composition may contribute to the resilience of crustose coralline 
algae under OA (Ries, 2011; Ragazzola et al., 2013). 
The genus Galeidinium (Dinoflagellata) was more diverse at the vent compared 
with the control site. However, the impacts of OA on dinoflagellates, in general, and 
Galeidinium, in particular, are not very well studied so that potential implications of an 
increased diversity of Galeidinium under elevated pCO2 cannot yet be predicted. 
Diatoms showed a variable response to sampling site with Navicula and 
Grammatophora being more diverse at the vent, and Cyclophora and Cylindrotheca at 
the control site. These changes in the diversity of diatoms largely concurred with 
previous findings, which predicted an increase in the genera Grammatophora and 
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Navicula under OA with a coinciding decrease of Cyclophora and Cylindrotheca 
(Johnson et al., 2011; Singh and Singh, 2014), which was also the case here. Although 
photosynthetic organisms in general are expected to benefit from OA, species-specific 
responses depend on the respective ability of each organism to utilize inorganic carbon 
during photosynthesis and on their comparative competitiveness (Koch et al., 2013).  
 
Conclusion: Does epiphyte composition change due to OA? 
We detected a highly diverse bacterial and eukaryotic community on the leaves of 
E. acroides. Although OTU richness seemed unaffected, our results overall suggest a 
pronounced and interconnected shift in bacterial and eukaryotic community composition 
of the epiphytic biofilm of E. acroides with changes in the carbonate system of the 
surrounding water. Besides organisms well known to respond to elevated pCO2, this shift 
may also include taxa that have not been identified in OA research before. In some cases, 
a potential response to elevated pCO2 was only visible at a very high level of taxonomic 
resolution. We further detected an increased prevalence of microbial sequence types 
associated with coral diseases at the vent site under elevated pCO2 conditions. This 
agrees with the hypothesis that coral reefs experiencing elevated pCO2 levels will be 
more susceptible to diseases than reefs not yet exposed to OA (Hoegh-Guldberg et al., 
2007). It further highlights the potential of seagrasses as vectors of coral pathogens 
(Sweet et al., 2013) and stresses the point that seagrasses should be viewed as a holobiont 
when making predictions about OA effects and ecological consequences in coral reefs. 
Given the high diversity of the epiphytic community on seagrass leaves, an accurate 
assessment of the interaction of seagrasses with other components of reef ecosystems will 
also require further knowledge of their epiphytic community composition. 
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Supporting information 
 
Text S1: 16S sequence processing workflows. 
 
Sequencing was performed at Research and Testing Laboratories (Lubbock, Texas, 
USA). For the bacteria the V4-V6 hypervariable region of the 16S gene was sequenced 
on the Roche 454 FLX+ system (Roche, Basel, Switzerland); for the eukaryotes the V4 
hypervariable region of the 18S rRNA gene was sequenced on the Illumina MiSeq 
platform. Raw sequences were denoised (only 454 sequencing data) and quality trimmed 
in mothur v.1.33.3 (Schloss et al. 2009) and submitted to SILVAngs (Quast et al. 2013) 
for taxonomic classification. Clustering of OTUs was performed at 97% sequence 
identity and taxonomic classification at 93% sequence identity on genus level. Sequence 
counts were adjusted to the minimum number of sequences per sample (454 sequencing: 
5249, Illumina sequencing: 19474). Single OTU occurrences and sequence 
contaminations from animals and E. acroides were removed prior to the analysis of the 
eukaryotic dataset (Logares et al. 2014). Sample C1 was dominated by OTUs assigned to 
an annelid worm. After the removal of contaminating sequences, OTU richness in sample 
C1 was much lower than in the other samples presumably due to the compositional 
character of DNA samples, i.e. because of the presence of a highly dominant OTU, DNA 
belonging to rare organisms was less likely to be sequenced than in samples with a more 
even distribution. The larger number of eukaryotic OTUs in comparison to the bacterial 
dataset was due to the increased sequencing effort with the Illumina technology. After 
rarefying the eukaryotic sequences to the minimum of the bacterial sequence counts and 
accounting for the large proportion of rare bacterial OTUs, i.e. comparing the number of 
eukaryotic OTUs to the Chao1 estimated bacterial OTU richness, there were 
approximately twice as many bacterial as eukaryotic OTUs. The eukaryotic community 
data were further converted to presence/absence to account for multicellularity and 
variations in rRNA gene copy number per genome (Prokopowich et al. 2003; Logares et 
al. 2014). 
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Figure S1: Sampling area in Papua New Guinea showing the two sampling sites, which were approximately 2 km 
apart (control site: S9.752, E150.854, vent site: S9.737, E150.869). 
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Abstract: Bacterial biofilms provide cues for the settlement of marine invertebrates, such 
as coral larvae, and are therefore important for the resilience and recovery of coral reefs. 
To better understand how ocean acidification may affect microbial life, we investigated 
the community composition and diversity of bacterial biofilms on settlement tiles 
exposed to naturally reduced pH conditions. Settlement tiles were deployed in Papua 
New Guinea along natural pH gradients created by two CO2 seeps. Automated Ribosomal 
Intergenic Spacer Analysis was used to characterize the bacterial community on the 
settlement tiles 5 and 13 months after deployment. The bacterial biofilm community was 
very heterogeneous (25% shared OTUs between samples). Among the observed 
environmental parameters, pH alone only had a very weak effect on community 
composition (R² = 1%) and did not affect community richness and evenness. Our results 
suggest that ocean acidification does not have a strong impact on the development of 
bacterial biofilms on settlement tiles. Other abiotic and biotic factors, such as light 
exposure or close interactions with other organisms on the settlement tiles, may be more 
important in shaping bacterial biofilms than changes in seawater pH. 
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Introduction 
The colonization of bare substrate by reef organisms is a crucial process in the 
resilience and recovery of tropical coral reefs. Especially the settlement of coral larvae is 
important to sustain as well as replenish coral cover in case of damage to the reef 
(Webster et al. 2004, Witt, Wild, Anthony, et al. 2011) and to prevent a shift from coral 
to algae dominated reefs (Hughes et al. 2003, Hoegh-Guldberg et al. 2007). Crustose 
coralline algae (CCA) and their adherent bacterial biofilms play a major role in the 
mediation of coral larval settlement (Negri et al. 2001, Harrington et al. 2004). Bacterial 
biofilms can also enhance settlement rates in the absence of CCA (Webster et al. 2004). 
Certain bacterial strains, e.g. Pseudoalteromonas or Roseobacter, produce chemical 
compounds that trigger the settlement process in coral larvae (Negri et al. 2001, Tebben 
et al. 2011, 2015, Sneed et al. 2014). Therefore, changes in the community composition 
of the bacterial biofilm, specifically those related to settlement-inducing bacteria, have 
the potential to affect the rate and success of coral larval settlement (Webster et al. 2011, 
Sneed et al. 2015). 
Ocean acidification (OA), one of the major threats to coral reefs, can alter the 
composition of bacterial biofilms on various reef substrates (Witt, Wild, Anthony, et al. 
2011, Webster et al. 2012, 2013). In incubation experiments, Witt et al. (2011) showed 
that bacterial biofilms on glass slides differ in community composition after exposure to 
CO2-enriched seawater, with decreases in the relative abundance of Roseobacter. 
Webster et al. (2012) detected an effect of reduced pH treatments on the bacterial 
community associated with natural reef substrates, including CCA. After further 
experiments, Webster et al. (2013) hypothesized that declines in settlement rates with 
decreasing pH may be a result of changes in the composition of the bacterial community 
associated with CCAs. First observations from naturally CO2-rich systems supported the 
development of distinct bacterial biofilm communities under reduced pH conditions 
(Lidbury et al. 2012). However, data from naturally CO2-rich systems are still scarce and 
potential interactions between coral larval settlement, bacterial biofilm composition and 
the occurrence of macroorganisms, such as algae and macroinvertebrates, during 
community development are underexplored. 
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Here we studied the development of bacterial biofilms in a reef system, where 
natural CO2 seeps locally reduce seawater pH, thus mimicking conditions expected under 
OA (Fabricius et al. 2011). This project was part of a larger experiment to investigate the 
impact of OA on the development of the whole community on artificial settlement tiles. 
In addition to sampling bacterial biofilms, data were collected on tile colonization by e.g. 
algae and macroinvertebrates, on the abundance and composition of CCAs (Fabricius et 
al. 2015), and on the number and species of coral recruits. This short report focuses on 
the effects of reduced pH on the composition and diversity of bacterial biofilm 
communities, which were investigated by molecular fingerprinting with Automatic 
Ribosomal Intergenic Spacer Analysis (ARISA).  
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Methods 
PVC settlement tiles (11.5 cm × 11.5 cm) were deployed along pH gradients 
created by CO2 seeps at two coral reefs at Upa Upasina on Normanby Island and on Dobu 
Island, Papua New Guinea. In December 2011, 45 tiles were placed at each reef, of which 
30 tiles per reef were sampled for the analysis of bacterial biofilms. More information on 
the experimental set-up is provided in Fabricius et al. (2015). The pH gradients ranged 
from pHT (pH total scale) 7.6 to 8.0 (Upa Upasina) and from pHT 7.4 to 8.0 (Dobu 
Island). At Upa Upasina the tiles covered the whole range of pH values, whereas at Dobu 
Island pH values were either lower than 7.8 at the CO2 seeps or approximately 8.0 and 
higher at the reference site. To analyze the bacterial biofilm communities on the 
settlement tiles a 2 cm × 2 cm square area was scraped off of the lower and upper side of 
each settlement tile 5 and 13 months after deployment. In total more than 200 biofilm 
samples were analyzed. Biofilm samples were stored in RNAlater (Ambion) for later 
DNA extraction using the UltraClean Soil DNA extraction kit (MoBio) following the 
manufacturer’s instructions. ARISA was conducted as previously described (Ramette 
2009, Hassenrück et al. 2015, 2016). ARISA fragments were binned into operational 
taxonomic units (OTUs) using custom R scripts available at http://www.mpi-
bremen.de/en/Software_4.html.  
Non-metric multidimensional scaling (NMDS) plots were calculated based on the 
Bray-Curtis dissimilarity matrix of relative OTU abundances. Analysis of similarity 
(ANOSIM) was conducted to test for differences in community composition between 
groups of samples defined by pHT values of more than 7.95 (‘reference’), between 7.95 
and 7.80 (‘intermediate’), and less than 7.80 (‘low’) at each reef. At Dobu Island, no 
sample was available for the intermediate pH category. Pairwise comparisons were 
corrected for multiple testing (Benjamini & Hochberg 1995). The contribution of pH to 
explaining variation in community composition, while accounting for other parameters 
(reef, tile side, and sampling time), was tested using redundancy analysis (RDA) and 
variation partitioning. Water column parameters that were highly correlated with pH, i.e. 
dissolved organic carbon concentration (DIC), pCO2, calcite and aragonite saturation 
state, were excluded from the RDA models. Total alkalinity (TA) did not strongly 
correlate with pH but did not improve the RDA model. Prior to the RDA the bacterial 
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community table was corrected for compositionality effects using a centered log ratio 
transformation (Fernandes et al. 2014). The significance of the individual parameters was 
assessed using restricted permutation tests. Richness (based on OTU number) and 
evenness (based on the inverse Simpson index) were tested with the same models. All 
statistical analyses were conducted in R using the package vegan (Oksanen et al. 2015). 
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Results 
The biofilm material collected from 4 cm² of the settlement tiles varied 
considerably in amount, shape and composition (Figure 1). Some samples only contained 
very little material, whereas others were filled with approximately 0.5 ml of brown, red 
or green algal material with occasional traces of calcareous substances.  
ARISA of the bacterial communities on the settlement tiles detected a total of 451 
OTUs with an average of 143 OTUs per sample (25
th
 percentile: 127 OTUs, 75
th
 
percentile: 163). We did not detect an effect of pH, tile side or sampling time on OTU 
number or evenness. However, the bacterial communities were slightly more diverse at 
Dobu Island with 147.6 ± 2.5 OTUs and an inverse Simpson of 48.1 ± 1.4 compared to 
139.7 ± 2.6 and 33.7 ± 1.3 at Upa Upasina, respectively (Table 1).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1: Settlement tiles after 5 months of deployment at Dobu Island reference (A + C) and CO2 seep (B + D).  
A + B: upper tile side; C + D: lower tile side. The photographs of the tile at the CO2 seep (B + D) were taken after 
the sampling of the 2 × 2 cm square for bacterial biofilm analysis. Photographs courtesy of Katharina Fabricius. 
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Table 1: Contribution and significance of observed environmental factors to explaining the variation in bacterial 
richness (OTU number), evenness (inverse Simpson index) and community composition on settlement tiles based on 
redundancy analysis and variation partitioning. Significance was assessed using restricted permutations; ns: not 
significant.  
 Richness Evenness Community composition 
Source of variation adjusted R
2
 p adjusted R
2
 p adjusted R
2
 p 
Complete model 0.030 0.030 0.181 0.001 0.088 0.001 
 Reef 0.021 0.041 0.131 0.001 0.012 0.001 
 pH -0.004 ns 0.002 ns 0.010 0.001 
 Tile side 0.006 ns 0.000 ns 0.051 0.001 
 Sampling time -0.002 ns -0.004 ns 0.013 0.001 
 
 
NMDS showed a highly heterogeneous composition of the bacterial community 
with only 25 - 30% shared OTUs between any two samples (Figure 2). In the first two 
NMDS dimensions the strongest visible patterns were between upper and lower tile sides 
and the two sampling times. A weak pattern by pH was mainly recognizable in the 
NMDS dimensions two and three (Figure 2). ANOSIM confirmed that at a given 
sampling time and tile side the bacterial communities were different between pH 
categories (Table 2). However, the separation of the bacterial communities between pH 
categories was very weak, especially at Upa Upasina, with ANOSIM R values of less 
than 0.5. The differences in bacterial community composition between reference and low 
pH categories at Dobu Island were more pronounced with an ANOSIM R between 0.51 
and 0.88 except for samples from the lower tile side after 13 months deployment 
(Table 2). 
The observed environmental parameters pH, reef, tile side and sampling time were 
only able to explain a small, yet significant, fraction of the variation in bacterial 
community composition (R² = 8.8%; Table 1). Among these parameters, tile side was the 
most important parameters explaining 5% of the variation compared to less than 1.5% 
attributed to the other observed parameters, including pH (Table 1).  
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Table 2: ANOSIM of the bacterial communities to test for the effect of pH category (reference: pH > 7.95, 
intermediate: 7.95 > pH > 7.8, low: pH < 7.8). ANOSIM performed separately for each reef, tile side and sampling 
time. For Upa Upasina, values in bold show the results of the omnibus test; subsequent pairwise comparisons corrected 
for multiple testing.  
  
Upa Upasina Dobu 
  ANOSIM R p ANOSIM R p 
Upper tile side 5 months 0.14 0.010   
 
reference - intermediate 0.09 ns   
 
reference - low 0.34 0.006 0.71 0.001 
 
intermediate - low -0.01 ns   
Lower tile side 5 months 0.36 0.001   
 
reference - intermediate 0.48 0.002   
 
reference - low 0.48 0.002 0.88 0.001 
 
intermediate - low 0.06 ns   
Upper tile side 13 months 0.18 0.001   
 
reference - intermediate 0.13 0.039   
 
reference - low 0.27 0.003 0.51 0.001 
 
intermediate - low 0.15 0.024   
Lower tile side 13 months 0.30 0.001   
 
reference - intermediate 0.22 0.003   
 
reference - low 0.44 0.003 0.23 0.018 
 
intermediate - low 0.26 0.003   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 Figure 2: Non-Metric Multidimensional Scaling (NMDS) plot of the bacterial communities on the settlement tiles based 
on Bray-Curtis dissimilarity. Average percentage of shared OTUs for each tile side, pH category and sampling time: 
25 - 30%.  
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Discussion 
As part of a larger study on colonization patterns and coral recruitment on artificial 
settlement tiles along natural pH gradients, we investigated the diversity and composition 
of the bacterial biofilm on these settlement tiles. The most striking feature of the bacterial 
communities was their highly heterogeneous composition. This high degree of 
heterogeneity has also been observed in a similar experiment in a temperate system 
(personal observation) and made the detection of patterns in community composition 
difficult. The amount of variation explained by the observed environmental parameters 
here was below average for studies on microbial community composition (Hanson et al. 
2012). However, our model only included few environmental parameters, and it is likely 
that other biotic or abiotic factors, which were not observed here, may be better suited to 
explain patterns in the composition of the bacterial community on the settlement tiles. It 
is also possible that a largely random settlement process led to the establishment of very 
different bacterial communities on each tile (Maignien et al. 2014, Roguet et al. 2015).  
Of the observed environmental parameters, tile side was the most important factor 
in explaining patterns in community composition. Tile side can act as proxy for various 
environmental parameters, predominantly light exposure and grazing pressure, but also 
current velocities or proximity to the substrate that the settlement tiles were attached to. 
That light exposure has a major influence on community development in settlement 
experiments has been documented before (Sawall et al. 2012, Lidbury et al. 2012). The 
increased light availability on the upper tile side favors the growth of photosynthetic 
primary producers, such as algae and cyanobacteria, potentially resulting in a different 
trophic structure and therefore a different community composition (Ylla et al. 2009, 
Sawall et al. 2012).  
There was only a minor effect of pH on bacterial community composition. 
Although the pH effect was statistically significant, its biological relevance is 
questionable since pH only explained 1% of community variation. These results were 
supported by the weak separation of bacterial communities between pH categories, with 
ANOSIM R values either not statistically significant or below values that are considered 
to show a strong separation of bacterial communities (Shade et al. 2007, Zinger et al. 
2011). At Dobu Island the distinction between reference and low pH communities was 
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stronger than at Upa Upasina. However, it is possible that at Dobu Island the pH effect is 
enhanced by the larger geographic distance between reference and CO2 seep sites of 
approximately 2 km compared to 500 m at Upa Upasina. Our results do not agree with 
the majority of previous observations on ocean acidification effects on bacterial biofilm 
development and composition, including those from naturally CO2-rich systems, which 
so far pointed to a rather strong effect of pH on bacterial communities (Witt, Wild, 
Anthony, et al. 2011, Lidbury et al. 2012, Webster et al. 2012). However, the duration of 
previous experiments was much shorter than the period of deployment here. Therefore, 
the relative importance of the environmental parameters governing community dynamics 
may have shifted over time. The weak pH effect that we detected was rather in agreement 
with ocean acidification studies on planktonic bacteria, which reported only limited 
effects of reduced pH on bacterial community composition (Newbold et al. 2012, Lindh 
et al. 2013, Oliver et al. 2014).  
We also detected an effect of sampling time on bacterial community composition, 
which may however not be related to succession during the early establishment of the tile 
community. The time period between the start of the experiment and the first sampling 
spanned five months, which was most likely sufficient for the formation of a fully 
established biofilm community, especially in warm tropical waters (Witt, Wild, & 
Uthicke 2011, Sawall et al. 2012). Any further changes in community composition may 
represent the temporal variability of already established bacterial communities. On the 
other hand, due to the long duration of the experiment, the settlement tiles were also 
already colonized by macroorganisms, such as algae and macroinvertebrates, whose 
presence and succession patterns may influence the development of the bacterial biofilm. 
It is known that different reef organisms host distinct bacterial communities (Barott et al. 
2011, Morrow et al. 2012, Sneed et al. 2015), suggesting that there may be strong biotic 
interactions between biofilm bacteria and other members of the tile community. These 
biotic interactions may result in the formation of microhabitats, with small-scale 
environmental conditions unrelated to water column chemistry, and may be more 
important than large-scale abiotic factors in shaping bacterial community composition. 
Preliminary results on the correlation between bacterial communities and other 
components of the tile community using path analysis (Figure S1) appear to support the 
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hypothesis that the interaction with macroorganisms may be the determining factor of 
bacterial community composition in established biofilms. 
Reef was the only factor that influenced bacterial richness and evenness estimates 
suggesting that the bacterial biofilm communities at Dobu Island were slightly more 
diverse. However, the cause behind these differences remains unclear so far. Bacterial 
communities on the settlement tiles at Dobu Island could have been subject to a higher 
frequency of disturbances resulting in a higher diversity (Horner-Devine et al. 2004). 
Anthropogenic impacts due to a higher population on Dobu Island compared to Upa 
Upasina may constitute a possible source of such disturbances. However, richness and 
evenness estimates may also have been biased by the insufficient resolution of the 
molecular fingerprinting technique, and high-resolution techniques such as next 
generation sequencing should be used to confirm the patterns observed here.  
In conclusion, our data from settlement tiles deployed along natural pH gradients in 
Papua New Guinea do not support strong OA effects on bacterial biofilms. Besides, we 
have only begun elucidating the factors that shape the development of bacterial 
communities on the settlement tiles. For further analyses it is crucial to also consider 
other components of the tile community, as biotic interactions with co-existing 
macroorganisms on the tiles and the creation of microhabitats may drive the development 
of the bacterial community and may overshadow pH effects.   
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Supporting information 
 
 
 
 
Figure S1: Final models of the path analysis to test for directional relationships between carbonate chemistry 
(represented by pH and total alkalinity), bacterial communities and the macroorganisms (represented by percentage 
tile cover, data from Fabricius et al. 2015) on the settlement tiles for each tile side and sampling time. Values 
associated with arrows: path coefficients (p < 0.05), values associated with factors: unexplained variation. 
n: number of observations, X²: goodness-of-fit test statistic, df: degrees of freedom, p: p-value of goodness-of-fit 
test, AIC: Akaike Information Criterion, BIC: Baysian Information Criterion. Path analysis performed as described 
previously (Sawall et al. 2012) using z-transformed values for carbonate chemistry, hellinger-transformed 
percentage tile cover for macroorganisms and clr-transformed relative abundance of bacterial ARISA OTUs. Initial 
models: carbonate chemistry → cover, carbonate chemistry → bacterial community, cover → bacterial community. 
In all 4 models, the path coefficient of carbonate chemistry → bacteria was non-significant and excluded from the 
final model. 
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3. Discussion and outlook 
 
Ocean acidification (OA) is a major threat to tropical coral reefs. Since microbial 
communities are involved in multiple aspects of coral reef ecosystem functioning, it is 
important to understand how OA will affect microbial communities and the services they 
provide in coral reef systems. To investigate OA effects on microbial communities in an 
ecosystem context, hydrothermal CO2 vents have been studied as analogues for future 
OA scenarios on the entire ecosystem in a natural setting. The previous chapters of this 
thesis explored the effect of such CO2 vents on microbial communities in tropical coral 
reefs in Papua New Guinea. In the following section, I will (3.1) provide an overarching 
discussion of the influence of the CO2 vents on microbial communities in various reef 
environments, (3.2) present hypotheses regarding whole ecosystem effects of CO2 
venting and the role of microbial communities in such effects, (3.3) discuss the 
challenges of translating vent effects to potential OA effects, and (3.4) give perspectives 
for future OA research on microbial communities at natural analogues. 
 
3.1 Effect of hydrothermal CO2 venting on microbial communities in different reef 
environments 
This thesis represents the first in-depth characterization of microbial communities 
at shallow-water hydrothermal CO2 vents associated with tropical coral reefs. Molecular, 
biogeochemical, and statistical methods showed that microbial community composition, 
activity, functions, and interactions with other reef organisms were fundamentally 
different at the CO2 vents compared to reference sites (Table 2). However, the strength of 
the influence of the CO2 vent depended on the investigated environment. Of the three 
environments explored in this thesis, sediment (chapters 2 and 3) and seagrass-associated 
microbial communities (chapter 4) were most strongly affected by the CO2 vent, whereas 
the direct effect of CO2 venting on microbial communities grown on artificial settlement 
tiles was negligible (chapter 5). Such environment-specific responses to CO2 venting 
have also been observed in another vent system (Molari et al. in preparation).  
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Table 2: Summary of the observations on microbial community composition and function at the CO2 vents in Papua 
New Guinea that were presented in the chapters of this thesis. Arrows indicate increase (↑) or decrease (↓). No effect 
indicated by a hyphen (–). 
Reef environment Effect at CO2 vent Chapter 
Sediment   
 Bacterial community Shift in total and active community composition 
Evenness ↓ 
2, 3 
 Archaeal community Shift in total community composition 
Evenness ↓ 
2 
 Element cycling Photosynthesis − 
Carbon fixation − 
Carbohydrate degradation − 
Oxygen consumption ↓ 
Nitrogen fixation
a
 (↑)↓ 
Nitrification ↑ 
DNRA ↓ 
Sulfate reduction ↓ 
Arsenite oxidation ↑ 
1, 3 
Seagrass leaves   
 Bacterial biofilm Shift in community composition 
  Disease-associated ↑ 
4 
 Eukaryotic biofilm Shift in community composition 
  Diversity of crustose coralline algae ↓ 
4 
Settlement tiles   
 Bacterial biofilm Community composition: 
    minor 
5 
a Nitrogen fixation did not show a monotonous decreasing trend from reference to vent sites, but exhibited increased nif 
gene expression levels at medium hydrothermal influence (HI). 
 
In this thesis, the differences in the strength of the vent effect were most likely due 
to two main factors: exposure time and substrate influence. The sediment has been 
exposed to the environmental conditions at the CO2 vent for several decades (Fabricius et 
al. 2011), whereas the surface of seagrass leaves and settlement tiles was only subject to 
CO2 venting for several months depending on growth rate and deployment time, 
respectively. The long-term exposure to the CO2 vent has moreover drastically altered 
sediment characteristics, reducing grain size, calcium carbonate content, and 
permeability, as well as altering pore water chemistry (chapter 1). These changes further 
contributed to the differences in sediment microbial communities between reference and 
vent sites additional to the pure pCO2/pH effects. The difference in the strength of the 
vent effect between microbial communities associated with seagrass leaves and 
settlement tiles appeared to be substrate-related. Seagrass leaves represent a living 
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substrate that may have the ability to influence the development of its epiphytic biofilm, 
thus constraining the composition of biofilm communities (Michael et al. 2008). Artificial 
settlement tiles constitute an inert substrate, where biofilm development is not controlled 
by biotic interactions with the substrate, and which may therefore host a more 
heterogeneous macroscopic and microbial community (chapter 5). Although only a 
limited number of reef environments were investigated in this thesis, coral-associated 
microbial communities also exhibited environment-specific, i.e. host-specific, vent 
effects (Morrow et al. 2014). The consideration of the interaction between CO2 venting 
and environment-specific conditions in this context is therefore crucial for the assessment 
of microbial communities at hydrothermal CO2 vents.  
 
3.2 Whole ecosystem effects of hydrothermal CO2 venting in a coral reef 
Coral reefs constitute a highly complex ecosystem, where changes in microbially 
mediated processes such as nutrient cycling, remineralization, and larval settlement can 
have profound effects on the whole reef community (Rasheed et al. 2002, Webster et al. 
2004, Webster & Hill 2007, Ainsworth et al. 2010, Garren & Azam 2012). Thereby, it is 
important to consider that such changes are not unidirectional, and that microbial 
communities are in turn influenced by changes in reef macroflora and -fauna (Kline et al. 
2006, Haas et al. 2011). Given the complex interactions of direct and indirect effects 
among abiotic and biotic components of coral reef ecosystems, it is difficult to estimate 
not only consequences of hydrothermal CO2 venting on individual components of the 
ecosystems, but also on the interactions between such components, and to identify causal 
relationships. This thesis has so far mostly focused on the effect on CO2 venting on 
microbial communities, as one component of coral reef ecosystems, providing data on 
microbial diversity, community composition and function, as well as rudimentary 
information on interactions with other reef organisms. Here, I combined data on 
microbial communities with the results of previous studies on other reef organisms at the 
same sampling sites to construct a more comprehensive picture of the coral reef 
ecosystem at the hydrothermal CO2 vents in Papua New Guinea, and the role of microbial 
communities therein (Figure 5). 
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I propose that direct abiotic effects (e.g. pH, temperature, hydrothermal fluids) and 
indirect abiotic effects (e.g. permeability, grain size) of the vent activity severely alter the 
environment in the sediment causing a shift in the microbial community (chapters 1 and 
2). In the water column the impact of the hydrothermal activity is diluted so that only the 
carbonate chemistry is strongly affected (Fabricius et al. 2011). The decrease in water 
column pH and increased availability of CO2 has direct effects on the physiology of 
corals and seagrasses (Strahl, Francis, et al. 2015, Strahl, Stolz, et al. 2015, Takahashi et 
al. 2015), and may directly or indirectly result in a decline of coral recruitment by 
reducing the abundance and diversity of crustose coralline algae (Fabricius et al. 2015; 
chapter 4). Such changes lead to a shift from structurally complex corals to a reef 
dominated by more massive corals and seagrasses at the CO2 vent (Fabricius et al. 2011, 
2014). An increased prevalence of potential coral pathogens at the CO2 vent may further 
contribute to a decline in reef health (chapter 4). The shift in the macroscopic reef 
community may alter the composition and possibly the amount of released organic 
material, which is remineralized in the sediment by microbial communities. Due to the 
reduced permeability, less organic matter is percolated into the sediment, and oxygen 
penetrates less deep (chapter 1). These conditions may contribute to reduced aerobic and 
anaerobic remineralization rates, such as oxygen consumption, sulfate reduction, and 
possibly also nitrate reduction, as well as a shift in the microbial organisms responsible 
for organic carbon degradation (chapters 1 and 3). The decreased permeability may also 
lead to decreased nitrogen fixation, i.e. conversion of dinitrogen to ammonium, which is 
then probably supplied mostly by the hydrothermal vent, and may fuel increased 
nitrification rates (chapter 3). In conjunction, the changes in remineralization processes 
may alter the nutrient balance and turnover at the CO2 vent, and may thus influence reef 
productivity. Yet, microphytobenthic communities seemed to maintain stable 
photosynthesis and carbon fixation rates at the CO2 vent, despite changes in the 
composition of the photosynthetic microbial community (chapter 3). The stable 
photosynthesis rates may result from a trade-off between beneficial effects such as 
reduced meiofaunal grazer abundance (chapter 1) and increased CO2 availability, and 
detrimental effects such as UV stress and increased concentrations of toxic trace elements 
(chapter 3).  
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Unlike deep-sea vents, which constitute hotspots of biological productivity and 
diversity in otherwise desert-like system, hydrothermal CO2 vents in coral reefs, which 
on their own are highly productive and diverse ecosystems, may represent an extreme 
disturbance resulting in a severe decline of the ecosystem. However, our understanding of 
the complex ecosystem dynamics at the hydrothermal CO2 vents in Papua New Guinea is 
still limited, and many of the relationships discussed above are so far only supported by 
preliminary data. Further studies are necessary to confirm the hypothesized changes in 
ecosystem functioning at the CO2 vents.  
 
3.3 Suitability of hydrothermal CO2 vents as OA analogues 
The opportunity to observe ecosystem-wide effects, such as those described in the 
previous section, makes natural analogues for future OA so attractive to scientists. 
However, the challenge remains to determine, which conditions at natural analogues still 
represent realistic scenarios for future ocean conditions. When using hydrothermal CO2 
vents as analogues for OA, OA effects may be confounded by other parameters that are 
not related to OA, e.g. temperature and hydrothermal fluids (Vizzini et al. 2013; chapters 
1 and 2). Often, the knowledge of confounding parameters is limited, and the distinction 
between realistic and unrealistic conditions for OA in combination with the subsequent 
selection of study sites as natural OA analogues at hydrothermal CO2 vents is difficult. 
An insufficient understanding of the environment at natural OA analogues may result in 
inconsistent conclusions regarding OA effects on marine life from different studies, 
which may complicate advising policy makers about consequences of future climate 
change. 
Furthermore, the degree to which OA effects at natural analogues are confounded 
by other parameters depends on the investigated environment. At the hydrothermal CO2 
vents in Papua New Guinea, the effect of the CO2 venting appears to be restricted to 
changes in the carbonate chemistry of the water column as expected under future OA 
scenarios (Fabricius et al. 2011), whereas the sediment is strongly influenced by 
additional parameters not related to OA. Even with an extensive environmental 
characterization (chapter 1), the work here has shown how challenging it is to attribute 
biotic responses in the sediment to potential OA effects (chapter 2). Therefore, unless a 
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detailed characterization of the environment is performed, hydrothermal CO2 vents may 
be more suitable as OA analogues when investigating organisms exposed to the water 
column than those in the sediment.  
 
3.4 Future of microbial research at natural OA analogues  
Despite the new insights into microbial communities at the shallow-water 
hydrothermal CO2 vents in Papua New Guinea, this thesis has shown that there are still 
many open questions regarding OA effects on microbes in general, and at natural OA 
analogues in particular, as well as their role in a changing ocean. Many aspects of the 
impact of OA on microbial life in coral reef ecosystems are not yet or not yet fully 
understood. Especially, changes in microbial processes and resulting consequences on the 
ecosystem are still underexplored.  
The development of molecular techniques, particularly next generation sequencing, 
offered a fast and logistically convenient way to screen microbial communities in 
environmental samples. However, the information provided by sequencing techniques is 
limited regarding quantitative data on the abundance and functional role of microbial 
organisms. Sequencing studies that use either taxonomic affiliation or the expression of 
functional marker genes to assess microbial processes should be supported by 
biogeochemical measurements of functional rates (chapter 3). Furthermore, when 
analyzing highly complex environmental microbial communities using meta-omics 
sequencing approaches, sequencing depths may often not be sufficient for a detailed, 
high-resolution characterization of microbial communities. Additionally, sequencing 
techniques only provide relative and not absolute abundance data. Although usually more 
time-consuming compared to sequencing, quantitative methods, such as qPCR, or 
classical microscopy-based techniques, such as catalyzed reporter deposition-
fluorescence in situ hybridization (CARD-FISH), should be used to confirm trends in 
relative sequence abundance. For a more targeted investigation of the role of specific taxa 
in microbial processes, more sophisticated methods, such as RNA-stable isotope probing 
(RNA-SIP) or nanoscale secondary ion mass spectrometry (nanoSIMS), may be 
applicable. Whereas mostly molecular screening methods were used in this thesis, a 
combined approach of screening and targeted techniques will be necessary to elucidate 
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changes in microbial communities and functions at natural OA analogues such as 
shallow-water hydrothermal CO2 vents.  
At natural analogues, the identification of the effect of interest, i.e. OA-related 
impacts, on microbial communities is mainly realized by statistical methods (chapter 2). 
However, to disentangle the influence of environmental parameters on microbial 
communities in a complex natural setting, a high level of replication and knowledge of a 
broad range of environmental parameters is necessary. Meeting these requirements of 
statistical analyses often involves a complex logistic effort during sample collection, 
which is a limiting factor when research is conducted in remote areas, such as the CO2 
vents investigated in this thesis, but which should be increasingly addressed in future 
studies. Another issue with studies at natural OA analogues is the lack of replication of 
the analogue site itself. The two vent systems investigated in this thesis hosted different 
microbial communities, especially in the sediment (chapter 2). While providing valuable 
information about a specific analogue site for OA, it is possible that isolated observations 
might bias more general conclusions about potential OA effects. To gain a broader 
understanding of OA impacts on microbial communities based on investigations at 
natural OA analogues, observations should include several analogue sites. Theoretically, 
such an across-site comparison could be achieved by a meta-analysis of existing data. 
However, due to inconsistent methodologies between different studies and, more 
importantly, different sets of recorded environmental parameters, such a comparison may 
be difficult. Furthermore, the number of known sites that can be used as natural OA 
analogues is limited. Future research should therefore focus on streamlining the 
methodology for OA studies at natural analogues, and investigating a larger number of 
natural analogues. Another aspect that so far has received little attention, but should be 
further explored, are the effects of temporal variability at natural OA analogues. 
In summary, for future work at natural OA analogues I would recommend a dual 
approach, starting with a combination of deep meta-omics sequencing to screen microbial 
community composition and functions, and biogeochemical measurements of a broad 
range of environmental parameters and functional rates in a highly replicated sampling 
design. Afterwards, more targeted techniques should be used to quantify ecologically 
relevant microbial groups and to assess their functions in response to changes in OA-
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related parameters. Additionally, several natural analogues should be monitored over 
longer time periods to confirm that observed patterns can be generalized. Furthermore, to 
provide a holistic picture of coral reef ecosystem functioning at natural OA analogues, 
data on changes in microbial communities and functions should be interpreted in respect 
to the whole reef community. 
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Additional co-author publications 
Kegler P, Schwieder HF, Gärdes A, Ferse SCA, Alfiansah YR, Lukman M, 
Hassenrück C, Kunzmann A (in preparation) Different levels of anthropogenic 
impact influence coral larvae settlement and related bacterial biofilm communities 
in the Spermonde Archipelago, Indonesia. Mar Ecol Prog Ser. 
Abstract: Recruitment of coral larvae is one of the key factors for coral reef recovery. 
Biological settlement cues emitted from bacterial biofilms play a vital part in larval 
settlement and metamorphosis. These cues depend largely on the composition of 
biofilms, which can change drastically with altered environmental conditions and in turn 
may affect larval settlement behavior. This study investigated bacterial community 
composition and coral larval settlement at three sites with differing distance from shore, 
and thus different levels of human impact and water quality, in the Spermonde 
Archipelago, Indonesia. Bacteria and coral larvae were investigated on natural reef 
substrate and on artificial ceramic tiles. Results show that the three sites differed in water 
quality parameters as well as benthic community composition. Bacterial communities on 
artificial tiles were similar to those on natural substrate and were comprised of 
Gammaproteobacteria, Alphaproteobacteria, Cyanobacteria and Flavobacteria as the 
most dominant classes. The bacterial communities were strongly correlated with the sites 
as determined by water quality and benthic community composition, and shifted during 
incubations at increased temperature. Higher numbers of settlement inducing bacteria of 
the genus Pseudoalteromonas were found on the site furthest from shore. No coral 
recruits were found at the inshore site with the highest anthropogenic impact. Between 
the other two sites coral recruitment was similar, with differences on a temporal scale. 
The spatial settlement pattern at both sites was the same with highest numbers of coral 
spat on the shaded, lower side of the tile. This study shows that negative anthropogenic 
influences on water quality affect bacterial community compositions and in turn coral 
larvae recruitment. It also highlights the importance of taking these often neglected 
factors into account in evaluating the recovery potential of coral reefs. 
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